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Particle-based models play a central role in many simulation techniques used for
example in thermodynamics, molecular biology, material sciences, or astrophysics.
Such simulations are carried out by directly calculating interactions on a set of
individual particles over many time steps. Clusters of particles form higher-order
structures like drops or waves.
The interactive visual inspection of particle datasets allows gaining in-depth
insight, especially for initial exploration tasks. However, their visualization is
challenging in many ways. Visualizations are required to convey structures and
dynamics on multiple levels, such as per-particle or per-structure. Structures are
typically dense and highly dynamic over time and are thus likely subject to heavy
occlusion. Furthermore, since simulation systems become increasingly powerful,
the number of particles per time step increases steadily, reaching data set sizes of
trillions of particles. This enormous amount of data is challenging not only from
a computational perspective but also concerning comprehensibility.
In this work, the idea of Focus+Context is applied to particle visualizations.
Focus+Context is based on presenting a selection of the data – the focus – in
high detail, while the remaining data – the context – is shown in reduced detail
within the same image. This enables efficient and scalable visualizations that
retain as much relevant information as possible while still being comprehensible
for a human researcher. Based on the formulation of the most critical challenges,
various novel methods for the visualization of static and dynamic 3D and nD
particle data are introduced. A new approach that builds on global illumination
and extended transparency allows to visualize otherwise occluded structures and
steer visual saliency towards selected elements. To address the time-dependent
nature of particle data, Focus+Context is then extended to time. By using an
illustration-inspired visualization, the researcher is supported in assessing the
dynamics of higher-order particle structures. To understand correlations and high
dimensional structures in higher dimensional data, a new method is presented,
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Particle-based simulations have been used in various sciences for decades [HE88].
They are an integral part of many research areas, such as meteorology, astro-
physics, bioinformatics, medicine, thermodynamics or material sciences. Modern
computers can run large-scale simulations with particle counts in the order of
trillions. Each particle represents an individual entity that interacts with other
particles and the constraints of the simulation space itself. This pushes the limits
of what is possible to simulate, ranging from detailed representations on the
molecular level [KS08] to gigantic systems, like the dark matter in the universe
[Pot+17].
Ultimately, the purpose of a simulation is to gain insight, be it either to verify a
hypothesis or to explore new models, parameters or constraints. Especially when
a simulation is used for experimentation, it might be unclear what the result
means. In this case, an automatic analysis that builds on abstraction is not usable
since the underlying model is either unknown or cannot be formulated. At this
point, at the latest, the human researcher is integrated into the loop to assess,
evaluate and interpret the data. What is needed is a way to convey the relevant
information, or, put in more mechanical terms, to transfer the information into the
researcher’s brain as efficiently and correctly as possible. This is where scientific
visualization comes into play. Following the definition of Earnshaw,
”scientific visualization is concerned with exploring data and infor-
mation in such a way as to gain understanding and insight into the
data. The goal of scientific visualization is to promote a deeper level
of understanding of the data under investigation and to foster new
insight into the underlying process, relying on the humans’ powerful
ability to visualize” [Bro+12].
A successful visualization must adhere to three basic principles: expressiveness,
effectiveness, and appropriateness. It is expressive, if nothing but all relevant
information is encoded [Mac86]. An effective mapping from symbolic data to a
visual representation exploits the capabilities of the output medium, and also
that of the human’s visual system [Mac86]. If it balances the effort required for
the visualization with the expected benefits it is considered to be appropriate
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[SM99]. All requirements are intertwined and bound to two main limiting factors,
the computational capabilities and the perceptual capabilities of the human
observer.
Although Moore’s law slowly seems to come to a stop due to physical boundaries,
computational power keeps increasing [Mac15]. With specialized hardware, such
as dedicated graphics and computing cards, and an increasing parallel layout
of computation units, particle visualization methods catch up to processing the
arising massive amounts of data. Methods exist that show how to generate
detailed renderings of particle datasets consisting of tens of billions of particles in
interactive framerates using a specialized multi-core machine [Wal+15]. Methods
that sacrifice detail even scale to trillions of particles [Sch+16]. The use of
sophisticated optimized algorithms further lift the possibilities of what can be
visualized, even on consumer hardware, making high-end visualizations widely
accessible. The perceptual power of a human that means the maximum amount
of information that the human researcher can comprehend, however, cannot
be scaled in the same manner. Furthermore, visualizations of particle data,
independent of their amount, face a number of unique challenges that, if not
addressed impede understanding of the data.
1.1 Problem Statement
The ability to visualize more in the same computation time does in no way mean,
that the user of such a visualization system can understand more. In fact, human
visual perception and comprehension, although being undoubtedly very powerful,
is limited, for example concerning the number of simultaneously trackable objects
or the objective judgment of movement [Pyl+94; Bar01].
A second limiting factor is the limited resolution of the output medium. In a
discrete visualization, showing more elements reduces the number of image
elements that are available per particle, be it pixels or printed dots. Here, particle
datasets are unique, since an increasing number of particles means that more
entities must be shown. In contrast, when the resolution of volumetric data
is increased, the spatial requirements do not grow in the same manner, since
the volume that each voxel represents decreases. Especially, if a direct particle
visualization is used that imposes as few assumptions as possible and thus shows
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each particle individually, information is lost. In big datasets, individual particles
are heavily undersampled, making them impossible to identify or distinguish.
Falk et al. make the case, that a physical display does not allow to discern more
particles than it has pixels since each particle must cover at least one pixel to
be visible [Fal+16]. Methods exist to alleviate the issue by smoothing visual
attributes along multiple particles, but they also reduce the visual separability of
individual elements [Gro+10b].
Perhaps the most crucial factor that impedes comprehension lies in the nature
of particle data itself. In many simulations, particles form dense clusters. Vi-
sualizations that show particles as individual elements thus have to cope with
heavy occlusion. Particle representations, especially if the underlying particle
data has a grid-like layout, can completely block the view on the more interesting
aspects that are happening in the inner. Furthermore, particles are not only
defined by their position but a multitude of attributes. Their joint visualization
is challenging, but essential to understanding all aspects. Also challenging is
the fact that virtually all particle datasets are by design time-dependent which
introduces an entire new dimension of complexity.
These perceptual bondaries and data-specific challenges define how much infor-
mation can be encoded with one visualization approach. The only viable solution
is to reduce the amount or the nature of the presented data. This can either be
done by only showing a part of the data or by designing the visualization to show
the particles at a coarser, more abstract level. For example, instead of focussing
on the dynamics of individual particles, groups of particles that form structures,
can be investigated.
This thesis aims to show possible solutions to the perceptual problem of particle
visualizations by integrating the concept of Focus+Context. The basic idea is to
divide the data into two parts: a selected part, that is assumed to be interesting
for a specific task, and the rest of the data. Instead of filtering the remaining
data, i.e. removing it, it is kept in the visualization in a reduced form with the
purpose to support the selected data. Both, the selected and the remaining data
are shown within the same visualization [Car+99]. The reduced form, called
the context visualization, is presented such that it does not distract from the
presentation of the selection, denoted as focus visualization. The purpose of the
context visualization is to help the user to understand the focus, that means, as
the name suggests, to put the focus visualization into context. It is not a primary
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goal of the context to contain detailed information, independent of the focus.
This implies that perceptually simpler visualization forms must be chosen.
Using Focus+Context together with particle visualization has several advantages.
First, the overall visual complexity is lowered. By allowing the user to visually
focus on a manageable subset of the data, the visualization as a whole is effective.
Second, complex and hidden structures become visible. Especially in particle
data, dense structures cause occlusion or completely envelope relevant structures.
For example, focussing on inner, otherwise occluded structures, makes them, by
definition of a Focus+Context visualization, visible which allows gaining new
insights. Third, since the context has looser constraints on expressiveness and
accuracy, the design space for new visualizations is enlarged. The context needs
to convey the information of its represented data only qualitatively. Note that
of course a context visualization must remain meaningful, that means, it may
not represent the data in a way that is implausible in the domain of the data’s
origin. For example, reconstructing a Metaball surface from particles that repre-
sent grains of sand might be a doubtable choice. Fourth, Focus+Context can be
adapted to existing visualization approaches to lift their scalability. In essence,
Focus+Context means two visualizations in one image. Although both visualiza-
tions are ideally carried out using the same scheme, it is not mandatory. This
means, existing methods can be declared to be either a focus or a context method,
and only need a complementing second visualization. For example, instead of
being forced to give up on a complex and visually demanding visualization for
a large dataset, it can still be used to only show a selection of the data, while a
perceptually simpler accompanying visualization shows the rest.
Designing viable Focus+Context visualizations is challenging in multiple ways.
Ideally, such visualizations do not only have a focus or a context but also a
transition. Its purpose is to connect the focus and the context in a continuous
way to support comprehension. One of the central questions while conceiv-
ing a continuous Focus+Context method is how this transition is carried out.
Also, a Focus+Context visualization must be performant, since it copes with
time-dependent data in a multi-dimensional space and thus most likely requires
interactive control. Another open question is how the focus selection is carried out.
Especially when dealing with higher dimensional data, this becomes challenging.
In this work, several Focus+Context approaches for particle visualizations are
shown. The presented methods cover the visualization of static particle data,
time-dependent particle data, as well as multi-dimensional data.
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1.2 Contributions and Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In the next chapter, the
foundations of particle visualization and Focus+Context are laid out. section 2.2
presents a number of general challenges for a efficient, effective and appropriate
particle visualization. Chapters 3 to 5 show three new methods for Focus+Context
in particle visualization:
Focus+Context is integrated into the classic splatting approach for static data.
One of the basic methods for particle rendering is to show each individual particle
as a solid sphere. Not only is this approach correct, in a sense that it visualizes
the data, and nothing but the data, but it is also computationally efficient. It does,
however, come with a number of shortcomings. Most importantly, it suffers from
massive overdrawing, limiting the visiblity of inner structures. Also, essential
features in the dataset, such as holes, rifts or valleys cannot be perceived due
to the simple local lighting model. In chapter 3, an illumination model is pre-
sented that consistently supports transparency and ambient lighting to enable a
Focus+Context visualization. The transparency builds on the emission-absorption
model known from volume rendering. In contrast to naive transparency, volumet-
ric approaches help to preserve the three-dimensional impression of the glyphs.
Using a modified version of approximate voxel cone tracing, based on a fast vox-
elization of the particle data, and an analytic evaluation of the volume rendering
integral interactive frame rates are achieved for static or dynamic datasets with
particles in the order of millions. The benefits of the approach are presented on
various real-world datasets where parts of the data are visually focused to be
more detailed and salient.
Focus+Context is extended to time. Traditional visualization systems, while as-
sisting to assess spatial features of the data, are typically based on animation
to represent the time-dependent nature of the data. While this approach does
have its benefits, it is heavily based on the human memory and lacks support for
detailed time analyses. In chapter 4, the idea of Focus+Context is extended from
space to time. This allows for a condensed visualization of spatial and temporal
aspects in one static scene. The potential of such method is demonstrated on a
simple example that shows one focused time step in detail while a selectable time
span, the context, is shown in a more abstract manner, jointly in the same scene.
Inspired by illustrative techniques, speed ribbons, adapted to the visualization of
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larger particle structures, are employed. This allows assessing the time evolution
around the temporal focus to gain insights on the cause and the effect of a distinct
particle structure state, as is shown on several real-world datasets.
Focus+Context is applied to multi-dimensional particle data. In the presence of
multi-dimensional data or if an unbiased visualization is desired, higher di-
mensional visualizations are needed. In chapter 5, a method is presented that
implements Focus+Context for multi-dimensional data. The basis is the scatter-
plot matrix, which is known to introduce a high cognitive load since the data of
each point is distributed over many panels. In order to facilitate cognition, more
information from all dimensions is incorporated into each plot. At the same time,
the visual load is reduced by using Focus+Context. The approach is based on
a natural generalization of the depth-of-field effect from optics. A selection of
the data comprises the focus that is shown sharply while the remaining data is
blurred according to its distance to the selection. This allows for a continuous
transition from focused data points, over regions of blurred points that provide
contextual information to filtered data. The notion of focus selection bodies for
data selection is introduced and various such bodies are presented and discussed.
As shown on several case studies, depiction of higher order structures from only
one plot, as well as encoding of additional useful information into the context,
becomes possible.
In section 6, the presented approaches are discussed and evaluated for their
conformance to the challenges listed in section 2.2. Finally, a conclusion is drawn
and general ideas for future work are presented.
The chapters 3, 4 and 5 are based on the following papers. The contents were
revised and heavily extended for this work.
• Joachim Staib, Sebastian Grottel, and Stefan Gumhold. ”Visualization of Particle-
based Data with Transparency and Ambient Occlusion”. In: Computer Graphics
Forum 34.3 (2015), pp. 151–160
• Joachim Staib, Sebastian Grottel, and Stefan Gumhold. ”Temporal Focus+Context
for Clusters in Particle Data”. In: Vision, Modeling and Visualization (2017)
• Joachim Staib, Sebastian Grottel, and Stefan Gumhold. ”Enhancing Scatterplots
with Multi-Dimensional Focal Blur”. In: Computer Graphics Forum 35.3 (2016), pp.
11–20
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Additionally, the author contributed to the following works that are not discussed
in-depth in this thesis:
• Dominik Vock, Stefan Gumhold, Marcel Spehr, Joachim Staib, Patrick Westfeld,
H.-G. Maas ”GPU-Based Volumetric Reconstruction and Rendering of Trees From
Multiple Images”. In: The Photogrammetric Record 27.138 (2012), pp. 175–194.
• Joachim Staib, Marcel Spehr, and Stefan Gumhold. ”User Assisted Exploration
and Sampling of the Solution Set of Non-Negative Matrix Factorizations”. In:
Proceedings of the IADIS Multi Conference on Computer Science and Information
Systems (MCCSIS 2014) on Data Mining. Awarded best paper. Lissabon, Portugal:
IADIS Press, 2014, pp. 29–38.
• Sebastian Grottel, Joachim Staib, Torsten Heyer, Benjamin Vetter, and Stefan
Gumhold. ”Real-Time Visualization of Urban Flood Simulation Data for Non-
Professionals”. In: Workshop on Visualisation in Environmental Sciences (EnvirVis).
Ed. by Ariane Middel, Gunther Weber, and Karsten Rink. Cagliari, Italy: Eurograph-
ics Association, 2015, pp. 037–041.
• Nico Schertler, Mirko Salm, Joachim Staib, and Stefan Gumhold. ”Visualization
of Scanned Cave Data with Global Illumination”. In: Workshop on Visualisation in
Environmental Sciences (EnvirVis). Ed. by Karsten Rink, Ariane Middel, and Dirk
Zeckzer. The Eurographics Association, 2016.
• Sebastian Grottel, Patrick Gralka, Joachim Staib, et al. ”Visual and Structural
Analysis of Point-based Simulation Ensembles” (IEEE VIS, Scientific Visualization
Contest, Winning Entry). 2016.
• Sebastian Grottel, Christoph Müller, Joachim Staib, Thomas Ertl, and Stefan
Gumhold. ”Extraction and Visualization of Structure-Changing Events in Molecular
Dynamics Data”. In: Proceedings of TopoInVis Workshop 2017. 2017.
• Patrick Gralka, Sebastian Grottel, Joachim Staib, et al. ”2016 IEEE Scientific Visu-
alization Contest Winner: Visual and Structural Analysis of Point-based Simulation
Ensembles”. In: IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications (2017).
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2Fundamentals
This chapter outlines the fundamental ideas and concepts of particle visualization
and Focus+Context. First, a basic definition of particle data itself, its sources
and most prominent application areas is given. Then, fundamental rendering
techniques are explained with a focus on the so called base-line sphere model. A
variety of problems and requirements are presented that make the conception and
implementation of particle visualization methods a challenging task. The second
part of this chapter describes Focus+Context in more detail. In the last part,
particle visualization and Focus+Context are combined by providing a condensed
overview of existing literature in this field.
2.1 Particle Data and its Visualization
The core of a particle visualization is the underlying particle data. Formally, a
single time step of a particle dataset is an unordered list Pj of individual objects
Pj = (p1, p2, ..., pl) . (2.1)
Each particle is defined by an arbitrary, but constant number of attributes con-
taining at least a position. Let pi be one particle as an element of an arbitrary
attribute space A. Then
pi ∈ An+m (2.2)
where An+m consists of n spatial coordinates and m further attributes. In the
context of this work, let the position be real-valued. The complete attribute vector
is thus defined as:
pi ∈ Rn × Am. (2.3)
Nearly all particle datasets contain multiple timesteps. Let for the sake of sim-
plicity one particle list per time step exist. The entire particle dataset D is
constituted by an ordered succession of independent particle lists to describe a
time-dependent dataset with t time steps:
D = (P1, P2, ..., Pt) . (2.4)
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An element in a particle dataset represents an independent object of a simulation.
Depending on the simulation and the employed model, a single particle can either
represent an item of a discrete simulation or be a representant of a continuous field.
In discrete models, particles have a direct correspondence in the simulation, like
an atom, a grain of sand or a bubble. Its attributes are valid individually for this
particle and not for the surrounding space. As a consequence, an interpolation
between particles is not meaningful. Still, it is possible to use the particles to
derive measures of their surrounding space that are allowed to be interpolated.
For example, the constellation and properties of molecules, each represented
by a particle, allows defining a surface that is accessible to a solvent [Ric84].
Typically, the temporal development of individual particles is simulated to model
the dynamics of the structure as a whole. This means, particles usually exist over
multiple time steps and are thus spatially trackable. Nevertheless, depending on
the simulation, particles can appear or vanish.
A particle in continuous models represents a discretization point of a continuous
field. It does not have a direct correspondence to a single simulated object,
but rather a group of objects or a portion of continuous space. As in discrete
models, the individual particles interact over multiple time steps as independent
objects. Whether the position of the particles changes when simulation time
advances, depends on the used method. In Eulerian particle simulations, the
positions do not change, but only the attributes. In Lagrangian particle models,
the position changes with time [ZC07]. Mixed models exist which combine ideas
of both methods. In contrast to discrete models, interpolation between particles
is defined, as long as it is physically plausible. Particles in continuous models
must not be confused with mere sample points of data, that was not produced by
particle simulations. This includes point clouds, acquired by scanning or sampled
data from simulations using different techniques. Of course, situations exist
where it makes sense to also visualize non-particle data with particle visualization
methods. For example, the award-winning entry for the IEEE SciVis contest 2016
built on a particle visualization [Gro+16]. The given dataset was the result of a
Finite Pointset Method, whose elements do not necessarily allow an interpretation
as particles.
The number of spatial parameters defines the dimensionality of the simulation’s
physical domain. Note that the spatial dimensionality is not equal to the dimen-
sionality of the dataset. In contrast to, for example, volumetric data which is
truly three-dimensional data, particles form a list where the position is not an
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a) b)
Fig. 2.1: Examples of base-line visualizations with ambient occlusion. (a) Visualization of
the protein with PDB ID 1UUN. (b) Visualization of a synthetic particle structure.
independent variable. That means, it is not possible to freely chose a position in
this dataset, because it is only defined at exactly the positions of the particles.
As a consequence, a particle dataset is in fact zero-dimensional. If elements of
the particle list can be accessed by an index, the dataset can be referred to as
being one-dimensional, and if it is time-dependent, as being two-dimensional.
Although this distinction as such is of minor relevance for this thesis, a crucial fact
of particle data is reflected: the particle’s position is not more than a subset of
many attributes. Obviously, since it represents the physical domain, the position
is of major importance but does not define the state of the particle alone. It is
the entire set of attributes that steer the interaction and evolution of particles. In
fact, when the data stems from a Eulerian simulation where positions are fixed,
other attributes must be incorporated in order to understand the data. This fact
is important when designing an unbiased particle visualization, as will be shown
in chapter 5. This work focusses on visualizing the particles as individual objects,
as shown in Figure 2.1. For item-based simulations, this scheme is straightfor-
ward. If the particle data stems from a continuous model, a visualization of the
underlying continuous structure, for example, a volume or a surface, might seem
more natural. However, showing individual objects per particle is not wrong in
this case, but shows the data as-is, without employing reconstruction schemes or
deriving other attributes. It thus makes minimal assumptions on the data. While
not being as intuitive, it is advantageous to, for example, evaluate simulation
algorithms or directly observe particular particles and their evolution. Falk et al.
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refer to this general visualization scheme as base-line rendering [Fal+16]. The
authors state that it is especially useful for visual debugging, i.e. the possibility to
check simulation results on a small scale. Ideally, a base-line rendering serves as
a starting point in the communication with domain experts, being as close to the
raw dataset as possible.
2.1.1 Particle Simulation Methods and Application Areas
During the last decades, myriads of particle-based simulation techniques in differ-
ent scientific areas have evolved, too numerous to give an exhaustive overview.
All methods build on the same principle: the simulated matter is described as
a set of independent entities. The purpose of the simulation is to calculate an
evolution of a system or structure over time by expressing the system’s dynamics
as interactions between particles, as well as additional external effects [HE88;
Mon92]. As mentioned, particle simulations can roughly be categorized into
discrete and continuous techniques, depending on whether the particle represents
an individual item or a packet of a continuous field. They can furthermore be cate-
gorized into deterministic and stochastic methods. In deterministic models, as the
name suggests, the evolution is entirely defined by the initial conditions, i.e. given
the same initial attributes, the simulation outcome will be the same. Stochastic
models are used to include uncertainty and probability rates. Events happen with
a given probability, making these simulation methods non-deterministic. They are
for example used to simulate models that contain stochastic events themselves,
like quantum dynamics, or when a single particle represents a set of objects
with differing behavior. In the following, prominent discrete and continuous
techniques are presented, and typical applications are outlined.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation and Discrete Element Method
Being one of the fundamental methods for discrete simulations, the Molecular
Dynamics (MD) method is used to simulate dynamics on an atomic scale. It was
first described by McCammon in order to investigate protein folding processes
and was since adapted and transferred to other areas [McC+77]. Each particle
is modeled as a mass element without a specific shape to represent an atom or
molecule. During simulation, particles induce forces on neighboring particles, for
example by atomic force fields or pairwise potentials. All forces are added to yield
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a) b)
Fig. 2.2: Examples of discrete particle simulations. (a) Visualization of a nucleation
process. The excerpt shows local heterogeneity in homogeneous nucleation
in the proximity around a large grain (Figure from [Shi+17], Fig. 7). (b)
Visualization of a small porous media sample made from distinct polyhedra-
shaped particles (Figure from [Gro+10a], Fig. 1).
the evolution of all particles in one time step. Typically, the motion is defined
by Newtonian equations of motion. The interactions model a time span in the
order of femtoseconds. That means a full simulation run might contain several
million time steps in order to cover a time span of a few hundred nanoseconds.
The simulation results yield essential information on the smallest scale. They
serve, in a generalized manner, as input for higher scale simulations.
Nowadays, MD simulations are used in various fields, not only restricted to biology
or chemistry but also physics, engineering or material sciences. One interesting
use case is in thermodynamics to simulate nucleation. This term describes the
localized formation of a distinct thermodynamic phase in another phase. It is
of high significance in order to understand the formation of crystals in liquids
or the process of liquefaction in vapors [Tan+11]. Figure 2.2 (a) shows a small
portion of a larger dataset during nucleation. Visualization of the simulation
outcome is mostly carried out using aggregated and more abstract visualizations,
for example, line plots. They are typically accompanied by direct visualizations of
individual points, see [KM02] for an example.
Another prominent use, especially in physics, engineering and chemistry is the
analysis of nano droplets. They play a key role in many fields, for example
for the development of hydrophobic surfaces or to study the behavior of fuel
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droplets in car engines, to name only a few. Research includes effects of the
droplets themselves, like evaporation and deformation when exposed to different
media and, more importantly, interactions with surfaces or other droplets [JB08].
For example, when a droplet of a liquid contacts a surface, it either wets it,
deforms to a sessile droplet or, in the case of hydrophobic surfaces can bounce
off [GM07]. The specific deformation and interaction with the surface deliver
significant insight into the design and properties of these surfaces. The collision of
a droplet with other droplets can have multiple effects. One effect, a deformation
and diffusion, is shown in one of the evaluation datasets used in section 3.6.1
and section 4.6.1.
Many other use cases exist, for example in material sciences. MD methods in
this field are for example used for the analysis of lattice and defect dynamics.
Nearly all materials have a variety of defects and other features on a microscopic
level. For example, crystalline materials have dislocations and point defects. Their
investigation is especially useful for product design and testing [SH09]. Another
relevant use case is the study of laser ablations in anorganic and organic material.
By simulating a laser pulse, energy is injected into a simulated matter, leading to
the ejection of molecules. Simulated laser impacts with a duration in the order
of femtoseconds are used in various applications, such as micromachining or
the generation of nano diamond clusters [Son+11]. In this thesis, two different
simulations of laser ablations in anorganic matter are used in the evaluation in
section 3.6.1 and section 4.6.2. The laser ablation scenario is furthermore used
for example in surgery to simulate the removal of biological tissue, for ionization
experiments or fabrication of polymer films [ZG99].
As mentioned, MD is the cornerstone of a variety of derived simulation techniques.
One popular extension is the so called Discrete Element Method (DEM). In contrast
to MD that treats particles as mass centers, DEM considers the particle’s shape.
Particles have an actual geometry, for example, spherical or polyhedral, as shown
in Figure 2.2 (b). The attribute space is extended to also contain shape parameters,
mass centers and additional state variables like rotation. The Interaction between
particles is accordingly extended to include stateful contacts [Zhu+08]. This
opens possibilities for simulations in various fields, where particles represent for
example sand [Fin+16], powder [Mar+03] or other geomaterials [Don+09].
For visualization, it is beneficial to consider this shape. Extended visualization
algorithms exist, for example for grains that are modeled using a polyhedral
model [Gro+10a].





Fig. 2.3: Examples of continuous particle simulations. (a) Particle distribution in one
time step of a shallow water simulation. (b) Surface reconstruction of the same
distribution (Figure (a) and (b) from [LH10], Fig. 5). (c) Visualization of
the Dark Sky n-Body simulation (Figure from [Sch+16], Fig. 1). (d) Detailed
closeup of a dark matter simulation using tetrahedrons to preserve details (Figure
from [Kae+12], Fig. 5).
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics and n-Body Simulations
One fundamental technique to simulate continuous models is the Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. It was initially developed to approximate
the continuum dynamics of fluids in order to study phenomena in astrophysics
[Mon92]. As a Lagrangian method, each particle represents a discretized part of
the continuum that moves over time. It is especially appealing for its ease to use
while delivering accurate results. It allows simplifying the complex equations in
hydrodynamics to formulations of comparably simple equations for the interaction
of particles [Mon92]. Most importantly, the method conserves energy, momentum,
mass, and entropy. SPH is used for the simulation of models that describe the
formation and dynamics of galaxies, stars or planets. This involves solving
complex gas dynamics, coupled with various fields, like radiation or magnetic
fields. Recent works take the full cosmological context into account, based on
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inflationary theory [Spr10]. This allows simulating the formation of disk galaxies
and even spiral galaxies. Also, SPH is used to study the generation and basics of
magnetic fields or cosmic rays.
On smaller scales, SPH is used in many areas, for example in solid mechanics
to simulate impact problems or metal forming, in fluid dynamics to study heat
conduction or underwater explosions, or in wave impact studies on offshore
structures [Cre08]. SPH is also used for presentation, for example, to simulate
plausible water behavior in interactive applications. By not showing the particles
themselves, but a derived translucent and refracting surface, a realistic water
effect is achieved. For real-time applications, the problem can be reduced to two
dimensions to simulate the behavior of shallow water, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a)
and (b) [Bar+11].
Related to SPH, but based on the laws of Newtonian gravity are n-body simu-
lations. They have become especially popular in astrophysics to study the time
evolution of dark matter. The most prestigious projects in this area are the
so-called Millenium Simulations [BK+09]. In 2005, the first simulation, often
referred to as Millenium Run, was carried out. It simulates the cluster formation
of dark matter over a period of 14 billion years. Beginning with a nearly uniform
placement of approximately 10 billion particles, each representing one billion
solar masses of dark matter, the universe’s evolution is tracked in steps of little
more than one million years, yielding about 11,000 time steps in total. The simu-
lated area covers a cubical area with a length of 2 billion light years. Subsequent
simulations were Millenium II and Millenium XXL. The Millenium II simulation
covers a space of about 400 million light years, again with approximately 10
billion particles, thus achieving a higher resolution. Millenium XXL, performed in
2010, covers a cube with a side length of more than 13 billion light years. The
simulation was carried out using about 300 billion particles, each representing 7
billion solar masses [Ang+12]. Although being impressive in numbers, Millenium
XXL is not the biggest simulation of dark matter. It was outrun by the Horizon Run
3, with 370 billion particles, the DEUS FUR simulation with 550 billion particles
and the DarkSky simulation with over 1 trillion particles [Kuh+12]. Figure 2.3
(c) shows a visualization of the data. More recently, Potter et al. have completed
the largest dark matter n-Body simulation, involving 2 trillion particles [Pot+17].
Due to the high amount of data, visualization approaches in this field give up
on showing each individual particle. Instead, visualizations based on aggregate
information and subsampling are used [Sch+16].
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2.1.2 Rendering Approaches
A wide variety of problem-specific rendering approaches for particle data exist.
The purpose of this section is to give a condensed overview of fundamental
techniques and to describe the base-line approach for this thesis in greater detail.
For a comprehensive review on particle visualization techniques, please refer to
the recent state of the art report on biomolecular visualization by Kozlíková et al.
and the more general review by Falk et al [Koz+16; Fal+16].
One of the fundamental visualization method for particle data is glyph-based
visualization [Gro12]. The idea is to represent each particle with a distinct
geometric object, the glyph, that allows depicting multiple particle attributes
[Bor+13]. Each glyph is independent of other glyphs, as is the case in the original
data. What glyph represents a particle best depends on the particle’s physical
model. Especially for the visualization of molecular dynamics simulations, the
calotte model is commonly used. For each atom, a hard sphere represents its
position and the van der Waals radius, i.e. the radius of the minimally possible
interatomic distance [Bat01]. Because of their simplicity and comparably efficient
visualization, hard spheres are also used in other particle domains.
With the advent of dedicated graphics processing units, interactive three-dim-
ensional visualizations of large particle counts became possible. Early methods
were bound to the comparably inflexible programming pipeline and thus used
triangulated approximations of hemispheres, oriented towards the virtual camera.
Since the spherical surface is approximated with linear segments, visual artifacts
emerge, especially on the silhouette. To alleviate this problem, high triangle
counts needed to be generated per sphere which impacts performance [Gro+10b].
Methods exist that use multiple levels of detail, depending on the distance of the
sphere to the image plane [Hal+05]. In the early 2000s, graphics units became
more flexible by introducing shader programs that enable execution of arbitrary
code at defined stages in the graphics pipeline. This allowed for more accurate
and faster rendering techniques.
One of the first techniques using more modern graphics card features was based
on advanced precomputed sphere textures that were used as billboards. For each
particle, a quadrilateral polygon is generated and accordingly textured [Baj+04].
Rather than colors, as was the only possibility with the fixed function hardware,
the texture contains normal and depth information to allow for proper lighting and







Fig. 2.4: Raycasting of spherical glyphs. First, a quadrilateral is generated (defined by
the four points b1...4) that tightly approximates the sphere, given a perspective
camera with camera point c. For each fragment of the quadrilateral during
rasterization, a ray is constructed and tested for intersection with an implicit
formulation of the sphere. If the ray intersects the sphere, the fragment is colored
accordingly, otherwise it is discarded.
manipulation of the depth buffer. This strategy, however, suffered from artifacts
when the screen size of one sphere is bigger than the original texture or when
the texture’s bit depth is not sufficient [Gro12]. The latter was indeed a problem
at the time, where only textures with 8 bit per channel were supported. Also,
the billboards suffered from incorrect perspective distortion. When a perspective
camera is used, spheres appear as ellipsoids at the camera image’s edges. This is
especially important to plausibly convey relative positions and touching spheres
when a perspective virtual camera is used for the visualization. A superior
ray-casting based approach, that does not require precomputed textures and
is considerably faster on modern hardware was proposed by Gumhold in 2003
[Gum03]. This approach is a fundamental component in the methods described
in chapter 3 and 4 and thus explained in more detail in the following.
Sphere Rendering by Raycasting
Similar to the texture-based approach a quadrilateral is generated for each sphere
glyph. During rasterization, instead of sampling from the texture, the fragment’s
color is determined by a ray-intersection test of a viewing ray from the virtual










Fig. 2.5: Determination of tight silhouette quad. (a) Four planes from the camera point
c form a frustum and each plane tangentially touches the sphere in one of the
points b1...4. (b) Every two points lie on a plane that is perpendicular to the xz,
respectively yz plane (not shown) in camera space. Projecting the camera point
on the plane reduces the problem of finding each two of the tangent points to
two dimensions.
camera through the fragment and an implicit formulation of the sphere. If the ray
intersects the sphere, a normal vector is calculated for shading, and a depth value
is obtained to set the depth buffer. If no intersection occurs, then the fragment is
discarded. Figure 2.4 illustrates the strategy.
This approach has various benefits. First, the silhouette is pixel perfect accurate
up to floating point precision. Second, it is fast, since it does not require any
texture lookups, but only a small number of arithmetic evaluations. Third, it
scales well, because the needed computational time for one sphere depends on
the number of pixels that the sphere covers. This means, when many small
spheres are to be rendered, the computation time for a single sphere decreases.
Performance can further be improved by generating the quadrilateral such that
the number of fragments that need to be evaluated is minimal. Fourth, in contrast
to using textures, perspective projection is handled correctly.
The detailed rendering pipeline is as follows. First, a quadrilateral is generated
that tightly fits to the sphere’s silhouette in screen space. In camera space, i.e.
in the 3d space before perspective projection, this polygon is a rectangle. It is
obtained by the observation, that because of the perspective view, the visible part














Fig. 2.6: Geometric construction to find two of the four silhouette points (on one of the
two axis aligned planes, see Figure 2.5 (b) for a reference). In total, the camera
point c′, the silhouette point b′1, the sphere center in the origin and another
point p allow constructing three nested triangles.
of the sphere is bound by a pyramidal frustum with planes that tangentially touch
the sphere at one point each [Rei08]. These four points constitute the extents of
the tight silhouette quad. Figure 2.5 (a) illustrates this concept. Without loss of
generality, let the sphere be centered in the origin. Since a sphere is rotationally
symmetric, the problem can be formulated such that every two of the points
lie on a plane that is parallel to the xz plane, respectively yz plane in camera
space. Both planes contain the sphere’s center. Thus, two points each can be
found by only considering their respective two-dimensional plane, as illustrated
in Figure 2.5 b). For each of the two planes, the two touching points can be
determined using a geometric construction. Figure 2.6 shows the construction in
the xz plane. In the figure, the two sought two-dimensional points b′1 and b
′
2 are
the tangential touching points of the circle with radius r. Thus, in Figure 2.6 two
symmetric right triangles can be constructed. The points b′1 and b
′
2 are obtained
by moving p units from the sphere’s center in direction to the camera, i.e. in
negative direction ~v (and become point p) and then h units in the perpendicular
direction. Since the problem is 2D, obtaining the perpendicular direction to ~v is
straightforward.
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The point p is obtained by
p = 0 + p · ~v‖~v‖ (2.5)




This is due to the fact that the right triangles t1 = 0c′b′1 (red) and t2 = 0pb′1
(green) share a common angle α. In t1, the angle α can be computed as cos(α) =
r
‖~v‖ and in t2, α is computed as cos(α) =
p
r . Combining both equations and
solving for p leads to Equation 2.6. The remaining sought value for h can then be
calculated in the triangle t2 following Pythagoras’ laws as
h =
√
r2 − p2. (2.7)
Reina proposes to calculate h instead by h = √pq with q = ‖~v‖ − p [Rei08]. This
is a more practical solution if the quantity q is needed for other purposes since
it saves computations for the calculation of h compared to Equation 2.7. The
equation can be obtained by the fact, that the triangles t2 (green) and t3 = pc′b′1
(purple) share a common angle β. This is due to the fact that both triangles have
a right angle and the common angle α. Similar to Equation 2.6, the angle β is
calculated in t2 as tan(β) = ph and in t3 as tan(β) =
h
q . Again, combining both
equations and solving for h yields the desired equation. From p, moving h units
in perpendicular direction of ~v yields b′1 and moving in the opposite direction
yields b′2. An analog calculation can be performed in the yz plane to obtain the
remaining two points.
During rasterization of the rectangle, a raycasting of the implicit sphere surface is
performed. First, the fragment’s coordinates are transformed to glyph space, that
means a space where the sphere is in the origin. Then, a ray is constructed from
the camera position c through the fragment’s position. Let f be the 3d position
of the fragment in glyph space, then the ray is defined by the foot point c and the
direction ~d = f−c‖f−c‖ (cf. Figure 2.4) as
r(t) = c+ t~d. (2.8)
The implicit formulation of a point x on a sphere centered at the origin with
radius r reads
‖x‖2 − r2 = 〈x,x〉 − r2 = 0. (2.9)
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Inserting Equation 2.8 into Equation 2.9 yields
0 =
〈
c+ t~d, c+ t~d
〉
− r2 (2.10)
= (cx + t · dx)2 + (cy + t · dy)2 + (cz + t · dz)2 − r2 (2.11)













Adding the term under the square root instead of subtracting it yields the ray exit
position tf . This is especially relevant for the transparent ball glyphs as presented
in chapter 3.





than zero. Inserting the result in Equation 2.8 yields the intersection point which
is used to calculate the normal and depth of the sphere surface point.
On modern GPUs, most of the work, such as the rasterization is done by the
graphics pipeline itself. A vertex shader program must merely calculate the
required touching points to define a quadrilateral. In practice, a quadratic
point primitive can be used that, although not tightly bounding the silhouette,
is faster, since only one vertex per sphere must be defined [Fal+16]. In the
fragment program, the intersection test must be carried out, followed by simple
local lighting calculations. This allows even naive implementations to achieve
interactive framerates for particles in the order of hundreds of millions. More
optimized algorithms can show billions of sphere glyphs on commodity hardware
in real-time [Gro+10b].
Other Visualization Techniques
Many other visual representations exist, which are highly problem and data
specific. For example in chemistry and biology, other depictions than the calotte
are common, such as the Ball-and-Stick representation. Atoms are visualized
with spheres which are connected by cylindrical elements that represent bonds.
Similar to sphere glyphs, the cylinders can be efficiently and accurately calculated
on graphics hardware using raycasting [Gro12]. A simpler form that omits the
spheres entirely is the Stick representation. In cases where views on entire
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molecules are more relevant than views on individual atoms, more complex
structures can be represented using a single glyph, for example again using a
sphere to show a molecule that is composed of multiple atoms. In the case of
molecules with more than one mass center, composed glyphs can be used. For
example, elements with two mass centers can be efficiently rendered by placing
one sphere per mass center and additionally showing a dipole moment by using a
two-colored cylinder [RE05]. If only a polarization is to be shown, simpler glyphs
are available, for example, arrow glyphs that consist of a cylinder and a cone
[Gro12].
Especially, when the particle simulation itself assumes a specific shape on the
particle or when additional parameters are encoded, specialized glyphs are useful.
For example in the Discrete Element Method, particles can be represented as
polyhedra. Reflecting these shapes during visualization can be efficiently done
with modern graphics hardware by using tesselated primitives and instancing
[Gro+10b]. Alternatively, raycasting approaches exist that evaluate intersections
with the polyhedron’s tangent planes and determine the union of the correspond-
ing half-spaces.
Methods exist that do not show individual particles but rather represent a set of
particles as continuous structures. This makes sense when derived measures are
visualized or when the particles itself represent discretizations of a continuous
matter. One prominent example is the aforementioned n-body simulation of dark
matter. Visualization methods in this area seek to overcome problems related to
the vast amounts of data. One of the first works that visualized the Millenium
Run dataset was by Hopf and Ertl [HE03]. Particles are splatted using anti-aliased
points. Based on the distance, coarser resolutions of the dataset are splatted, such
that one point represents multiple particles of the dataset. A later work by Kaehler
et al. adheres more to the physical properties of the data [Kae+12]. It is based
on a reconstruction and visualization of the dataset using tetrahedrons. This way,
the method can retain subtle details, like filaments. Schatz et al. targeted even
bigger datasets and proposed a method to visualize the DarkSky simulation with
over one trillion particles [Sch+16]. They use a combination of per-particle splats
and volume rendering.
Especially for continuous simulations, visualizations exist that build on conveying
the density distribution using volume rendering techniques. In a preprocessing
step, the dataset is voxelized into a volumetric data structure. While this ap-




Fig. 2.7: Examples of surfaces from particle data. (a) The metaball surface shows spherical
glyphs in proximity as a connected surface (Figure from [Mü+07], Fig. 8). (b)
Van-der-Waals surface of a protein (PDB ID 2ONV). (c) The solvent excluded
surface defines the boundary for external atoms that do not intersect any atom
of the molecule (Figures (b) and (c) from [Kro+09], Fig. 2).
proach allows the subsequent use of standard volume rendering algorithms, it is
limited by the resolution of the voxel grid and the imposed memory requirements
[Fal+10]. Other methods do not show a volume but reconstruct a surface. This
makes it possible to only reconstruct the needed surface information on the fly,
instead of computing the entire volume. Each particle represents the center of a
distribution, for example by a Gaussian kernel. An implicit function is obtained
by summing over all kernels. From this function, a surface can either be recon-
structed by indirect methods, such as Marching Cubes, or by direct methods, for
example raycasting. One popular example is the generation of Metaball surfaces
[Bli82]. Figure 2.7 (a) shows an example. Methods in these fields can be divided
into object space methods and image space methods. While the latter can be
carried out without preprocessing, the performance depends on the screen resolu-
tion, rather than the data. More importantly, these methods introduce artifacts
[Mü+07]. Especially in molecular dynamics simulations, derived surfaces like
the Solvent Accessible Surface or Solvent Excluded Surface (SeS) are visualized ,
as shown in Figure 2.7 (b) and (c) [Alh+17]. Intuitively, they are generated by
rolling off a sphere over all atoms and trace the rolled-off surface. The SeS can
be efficiently constructed by concatenation of a small set of geometric primitives.
Since molecular dynamics simulations typically contain thousands of time steps,
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a precomputation in each frame is costly regarding computation time and mem-
ory requirements. It is, however, possible to generate these surfaces on the fly
by raycasting implicit representations of the contributing geometric primitives
[Kro+09].
2.2 Challenges in Particle Visualizations
Visualizing complex, time dynamic particle datasets in an effective, efficient and
appropriate manner is a challenging tasks. In the following, critical challenges
are explained in more detail. They serve as the basis to assess the quality
and success of the here-proposed Focus+Context techniques. The challenges
are divided into three groups. Structural challenges are concerned with the
structure and distribution of the particle data itself. Temporal challenges are
related to visualization requirements that arise due to the time-dependent nature
of the data. Algorithmic challenges describe the most important problems that an
implementation of a particle visualization system must be able to solve.
C1. Structural Challenges
Particle data bears a variety of unique challenges concerning the distribution
of the particles and the intention of a visualization. Relevant aspects exist not
only on a per-particle level, but only on multiple structural levels simultaneously.
Typically, these structures are dense and thus introduce occlusion.
C1.1. Relevant aspects exist on multiple scales. A particle dataset is usually
the result of a particle simulation. As outlined in section 2.1.1, each particle is
simulated individually as an element of higher-order structures. Typically, relevant
aspects happen on the per-particle level, as well as on the level of the higher-
order structures. For example, it might be interesting for a scientist to observe
the deformation of nano droplets as a whole. At the same time, intersting effects
happen on the particle level, for example in the form of evaporation or diffusion.
A key aspect to understand the data is the fact that effects on multiple scales
affect one another. For example, a nano droplet can change its shape or volume
depending on evaporation and diffusion. Multiple scales can also exist on the level
of higher order structures itself, for example, when connected particle clusters
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Fig. 2.8: Visualization of one time step from the ”Bursting Liquid Layer” dataset (cf.
dataset D5 of section 3.6). Note the many different scales of the dynamic
structures, beginning from single particles up to clusters that contain 100,000s
of particles.
detach from a larger cluster, they can be of arbitrary particle count magnitudes.
Figure 2.8 shows a particle dataset of a liquid layer of argon in a vacuum that is
ripped apart as a consequence of the applied pressure. Note the many different
scales between the emerging clusters. Ideally, a particle visualization is able to
convey information from multiple scales simultaneously.
C1.2. Structures are dense. With few exceptions, particle simulations incorpo-
rate some notion of attraction between particles. Be it based on Newtonian laws
of movement in molecular dynamics simulations or laws of gravity in n-body
simulations. Sooner or later this causes dense structures. They can become
problematic in spatial visualizations, since they introduce occlusion. A typical
remedy is to make the visualization interactive, i.e. letting the user gain control
over a virtual camera. This interactivity resolves cases where dense structures
block other structures only from certain viewing positions. It does, however, not
help when such structures completely envelope other possibly relevant parts of
the dataset. In this case, the user must be provided with more advanced tools
to clear the view. A particle visualization that is aware of this requirement thus
incorporates a means of revealing occluded structures, preferably without removing
data that might be valuable.
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C1.3. Particles can have a multitude of additional parameters. The particles in a
dataset are not only defined by their position but exist in a space with arbitrary
additional dimensions. Particle data should be visualized including all relevant
attributes, ideally in an unbiased fashion. This is challenging, since the number
of concurrently perceivable attributes is limited. Basic spatial mappings that use
spherical glyphs map the particle’s position to the glyph position, the most defining
force to the radius and can then usually map only one more additional attribute
to the color, without introducing potential interference of visual attributes.
C1.4. Particles are true independent entities. In discrete simulations, particles
are true independent entities, rather than, for example, a sample from a continu-
ous field. This discerns particle visualizations from other techniques, like voxels in
volume rendering. Derived surfaces only make sense when they are semantically
plausible and should thus be used with caution to represent the data. Ideally,
a particle visualization, especially when it aims to convey the data simulation
process represents a single particle as visible, distinguishable object and only uses
derived surfaces and abstractions when necessary and plausible. This challenge
is related to C1.1 (Relevant aspects on multiple scales) but restricts its design
space to favor visualizations that convey higher order structures as compounds of
distinguishable particle objects.
C2. Temporal Challenges
Particle data is usually time-dependent, that means it consists of multiple time
steps. During its evolution, the higher order structures can change drastically
and rapidly. On the per-particle level, the movement is typically not smooth, but
subject to micro movements.
C2.1. Particle data is usually time-dependent. Particles evolve by successive in-
teraction and evolution. Depending on the simulation method, many discrete time
steps are required until interesting dynamics and effects emerge. For example, in
molecular dynamics simulations one time step covers a time span in the order
of femtoseconds while an entire simulation run typically covers a time span of
multiple nanoseconds. N-body simulations like the Millenium Run have time
steps in the order of up to millions of years, but cover a total time span of billions
of years. Typically, what is interesting for the scientists in this data is not only the
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Fig. 2.9: 20 random particle paths from the Colliding Droplets dataset (cf. case study D3
of section 3.6 and case study 1 in section 4.6.1). The particles have a trending
direction but are subject to heavy micro movement, induced by collisions. After
the droplets impact, complexity of the path further increases.
particle state at one time step but the temporal development. Thus, a particle
visualization must in some way integrate the concept of temporal exploration.
C2.2. Particle structures are highly dynamic. In contrast to other data domains,
structures in particle data can change drastically over time. This is due to the fact
that these clusters consist of many small independent elements that are bound by
inter-particle forces. Structural changes can be induced by many reasons, such
as strong external forces or events like collisions, or merging and splitting of
structures. For a visualization, this makes it hard, if not impossible, to approximate
higher order structures correctly over time using static geometry. For example
in one of the datasets used in the evaluation in chapter 3 and 4, three droplets
approach and then collide. While at first having an almost spherical shape the
collision introduces a spontaneous drastic deformation. The droplets only slowly
return to a more regular shape after the collision. A particle visualization must
thus be aware of the possibility of slow or spontaneous changes of clusters.
C2.3. Particles are subject to micro-movements. Usually, the path of a single
particle is not smooth, but affected by micro movements. They can be caused by
collisions with other particles, be explicitly modeled effects like Brownian Motion
or be the result of temporal simulation sampling. In fact, usually not all time
steps during a simulation run are saved for later visualization. This leads to a
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massively undersampled particle path which makes a correct reconstruction of
the particles path virtually impossible. Especially for derived and more abstract
visualizations, it is thus challenging to obtain stable and reliable aggregates. For
example, Figure 2.9 shows the paths of 20 particles of a molecular dynamics
simulation being subject to heavy micro movements. One solution would be
to simplify the motion and, as a last resort, to use smoothing. This, however,
removes information for the visualization that is intentionally part of the data. A
particle visualization should be robust against micro movements when calculating
aggregate values. If an unaltered mapping of the data is desired a visualization
should include means to convey micro movements qualitatively, as well.
C3. Algorithmic Challenges
Since particle data is stored in an unordered list, advanced queries need additional
data structures that require memory and computation time to generate. Also,
for a particle visualization to be interactive, it should exploit caches wherever
possible. This, however, is challenging, because particle data consists of many
independent, unaligned data packets.
C3.1. Particle data is typically an unordered list. Unlike volume data or vector
field data that is often stored in a regular grid, particle data is usually represented
as an unordered list of individual particles. Since a dataset contains particle
counts in the order of up to trillions, additional acceleration data structures
are inevitable to query data relations. One class that is especially important is
neighborhood queries. They are, for example, required for advanced rendering
effects, density estimation or collision detection. What data structure should be
used depends on the required query precision, memory requirements and the
available computational time budget. A particle visualization must incorporate
and efficiently generate and evaluate appropriate acceleration data structures.
C3.2. Particle data consists of short, scattered information packages. Usually, a
single particle contains information in the order of tens to hundreds of bytes.
Since one cannot assume an order on the individual particles in the list, elements
that are neighbors in the particle list are not required to be spatial neighbors.
Rendering approaches that work directly on unordered lists thus either have
non-aligned write or read accesses, thus are not able to exploit fast cache memory.
Especially when repeatedly writing data to graphics card buffers, exploiting write
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caches can be crucial to maintaining acceptable performance. One time step
may contain gigabytes of particle data, so high throughput is essential. Ideally,
a performant particle visualization thus performs an adequate reordering of the
elements, if needed, to exploit CPU and GPU caches.
C3.3. Particle data lives in a possibly cyclic space. Most particle visualizations
assume a finite, but boundless simulation space. This is achieved by introducing
cyclic border conditions, i.e. particles that leave the simulation space on one side
reemerge on the opposite side. This might not be a problem for the visual repre-
sentation of the data itself, especially when it also explicitly shows boundaries
of the simulation space. Cyclic border conditions must, however, be considered
for the calculation of aggregated measures or to build acceleration structures.
A particle visualization must thus account for possibly cyclic borders and select
appropriate algorithms for the calculation of derived or interpolated attributes.
2.3 Foundations of Focus+Context
Focus+Context methods aim to improve the visibility of data visualizations. The
main idea is to split the visualization into two parts: the focus and the context.
The focus comprises the currently interesting data and is rendered in full detail to
allow for a precise analysis. The remaining data, the context, is shown within the
same visualization, but in a reduced form to support the focus. Its purpose is to
put the focus into the context of the complete dataset. What part of the data is
the focus and what is the context, is based on a data selection, which is either
explicitly done by the user or implicit, according to queries on features in the
dataset.
Focus+Contex has its origins in Information Visualization and can be traced
back to the early 1980s. In 1981, Furnas presented a technique for the efficient
display of text [Fur81]. The purpose of his work was to better exploit the limited
possibilities of text displays. A part of the data is considered more important,
based on the data structure itself, as well as on the user interaction. Textual
information in focus is devoted the majority of screen space. Depending on the
distance to the focus, text is devoted less screen space. Comparing this paradigm
to a wide angle fisheye-lense from optics, Furnas states that ”by considering these
two contributions, the ’fisheye view’ represents an effort to balance [...] the need
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Fig. 2.10: Perspective Wall method by Apperley et al. [App+82]. Data in focus is shown
unaltered with increasing perspective distortion to the left and right of the
focused region.
for local detail against the need for global context”. Three parameters steer this
approach: a focal point, a problem specific distance from the focus and a level of
detail that is applied to every data element depending on the distance. As will be
shown later, these are, in an extended manner, also the three main ingredients of
modern Focus+Context applications.
In 1982, Apperley et al. presented a related method that was intended for
graphics displays [App+82]. To overcome the ”window problem”, the fact that
a display can only show a window of the data, the authors suggested splitting
the display horizontally into three parts. The center shows the currently selected
part of the data structure, while the left and right third of the screen show data
parts to the left or right with increasing minification towards the vertical screen
borders. The authors compare this idea with a scroll that rolls over two parallel
bars. Figure 2.10 shows a recreation of this concept. The idea to distort the
graphical data display using the fisheye metaphor depending on a user selectable
importance was since adopted to numerous works. For example, in 1992, Sarkar
et al. presented a fisheye view for graphs [SB92]. Their main observation was
that details might become too small to be adequately depictable in complex
visualizations. Similar to a magnification lens, a selected node of a graph is
magnified. Other nodes appear successively smaller depending on the number of
edges to the focus. Since the space requirements of the nodes vary interactively,
the graph is heavily distorted. Figure 2.11 shows another example of the fisheye
view in medical volume rendering.
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a) b) c)
Fig. 2.11: Example for fisheye distortion in volume rendering. (a) The distortion mask
magnifies a radial part of the visualization. (b) Unaltered medical volume
visualization. (c) Applied fisheye effect with the focus on an aneurysm. (Figures
(b) and (c) from [CB04], Fig. 6.)
Using distortion to overcome the windowing problem seemed to be an effective
means, so research in this area blossomed. In order to consolidate recent works,
Leung and Apperley presented a taxonomy of distortion-based techniques in 1994
[LA94]. This taxonomy classified visualization techniques into distorted and non-
distorted views. While distorted views allow showing detailed data with context,
non-distorted views do not offer this possibility and are restricted to zooming and
windowing. This definition was broadened by Card et al. in 1999 and put in a
more abstract context [Car+99]. The authors claimed that the limited resource
in Information Visualization is ”screen space over time”. Focus+context displays
use this screen-space time to provide maximum support for the human working
memory by supporting detailed processing with more screen space, as well as
time. The ultimate goal is to amplify cognition. Since this definition applies not
only to distortion, Card extended the term Focus+Context to also include filtering,
selective aggregation (the visualization of derived aggregates rather than the data
itself), micro-macro readings (arranging details in a way that cumulated points
emerge naturally to reveal higher order structures [Tuf90]) and highlighting. The
authors defined that:
”[Focus+Context methods] start from three premises: First, the user
needs both overview (context) and detail information (focus) simulta-
neously. Second, information needed in the overview may be different
from that needed in detail. Third, these two types of information
can be combined within a single (dynamic) display, much as in human
vision.” [Car+99]
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Cockburn et al. review more recent methods in user interfaces [Coc+09]. In their
work, Focus+Context is defined as a technique that aims to minimize the seam
between views by jointly showing focus and context in one image. Tominski et al.
review recent techniques that focus on interactive lenses [Tom+17].
Focus+Context was adopted for scientific visualization in the beginning of the
2000s. Today it is a common practice in visualization areas that need to handle
dense structures. It is especially popular in volume visualization [CB04; Wan+11]
and flow visualization [Dol+06; Bur+08; McL+10]. Hauser et al. most notably
generalized the notion of Focus+Context further in the context of scientific
visualization. They defined that
”Focus+Context visualization is the uneven use of graphics resources
(space, opacity, color, etc.) for visualization (with the purpose to
visually discriminate data-parts in focus from their context, i.e., the
rest of the data).” [Hau05]
In a review of past work and closely related approaches, Hauser considers space
(for example by magnification), opacity (by altering transfer functions in volume
rendering), colors (by changing saturation and brightness), frequency (by showing
the context successively blurry) and style (for example by using non-photorealistic
rendering) as effective graphics resource. The separation of focus from the context
is defined by a degree-of-interest (DOI) function. Similar to the distance function
by Furnas, the DOI is a scalar function that assigns each data element an interest
value. Depending on this value, elements are either considered as focus or context
with a smooth boundary.
2.3.1 Distinction from Related Concepts
The human factor must always be taken into account in the design of visualization
systems. Thus, the fundamental idea to amplify cognition by simplifying data
presentation is used in a wide range of visualization areas. All such methods
have in common that they contain a notion of focused and contextual views.
In their review, Cockburn et al. distinguish Focus+Context interfaces from
other concepts, namely Overview+Detail and Zooming [Coc+09]. They are the
building block for techniques and disciplines that are related, but not equal to
Focus+Context. These include concepts foremost from Visual Analytics. Note,
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that since visualization methods emerge organically, there is not always a sharp
line between disciplines.
According to Cockburn et al. Overview+Detail visualizations split the available
presentation space to show the focus and context as distinct visualizations in
different views. One of the most basic forms of Overview+Detail is to represent
the context by scrollbars. Modern text editors extend scrollbars to contain so-
called Minimaps, i.e. a minification of what the user will see after having scrolled
to a particular position. More traditional Overview+Detail visualizations build on
the idea of an (optional) embedded view. It either represents a context, such as the
street overview in Google Streetview or a focus. In the latter case, the embedded
focus allows, for example, an interpretation as a rectangular magnification lens. A
temporal understanding of magnification is Zooming, where the focus and context
emerges from a minification or magnification over time [Coc+09].
Both concepts, Overview+Detail and Zooming are the building blocks for Visual
Analytics (VA) techniques. This class of methods aims to make complex data
comprehensible based on the mantra that an overview is presented first and
detail is shown on demand [TC05]. VA is not a direct visualization method, but
describes an interactive workflow that combines multiple visualization methods
into one comprehensive tool. Typical VA tools use Linked Views, i.e. multiple
views with linked interaction [Rob05]. They provide visualizations of the same
data in distinct dedicated visualizations on different levels, yielding a Multiscale
Visualization.
Another class of visualization methods with the purpose to simplify cognition and
understanding is Non-Photorealistic Rendering (cf. Figure 2.12 (a) ). The primary
focus is on generating visualizations that follow defined artistic painting styles, for
example by using hatches, stipples, emphasizing silhouettes or using discretized
lighting. Since such depictions resemble commonly known, hand-made art,
they serve mainly for communication [Vio+05b]. A related class of rendering
methods are Illustrative Visualizations which use low-level techniques from non-
photorealistic rendering to specifically emulate scientific illustration styles known
from books, as shown in Figure 2.12 (b). Based on strong visual abstraction, the
visualization is reduced to convey only the most relevant information using styles
that resemble traditional tools like pencils, brushes or watercolors [Rau+08]. In
fact, illustrative visualization closely relates to Focus+Context, since different
parts of a dataset are rendered with different levels of abstraction, based on
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a) b)
Fig. 2.12: Examples of non-photorealistic rendering (a) and illustrative rendering (b).
Figure (a) from [Kin+03], Fig. 9; Figure (b) from [Sou+04], Fig. 4.
their importance for the visualization. However, illustrative visualizations usually
serve another application area. The distinction of what is devoted more detail
requires expert knowledge of the data, its underlying model and the context of the
visualization. This kind of visualization is prepared by an expert to communicate
information to a non-expert. Focus+Context, in contrast, is more based on a data
selection to be used for the exploration of unknown data.
More intended to reduce visualization artifacts and computational cost is the class
of Level of Detail techniques. Depending on a measure that is usually based on the
distance of a data element to the virtual camera, one of several representations for
the same type of data with varying visual complexity is chosen. All different styles
are combined into the final visualization [Guo+15]. These methods are closely
related to Focus+Context. Putting Level of Detail methods into the context of
Focus+Context, the degree-of-interest function would correspond to the distance
to the virtual camera.
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2.3.2 Parts and Requirements
A Focus+Context visualization requires the following parts:
• The focus visuaization can be an arbitrary visualization to convert the data
into an image as accurate as possible. In other words, following the princi-
ples of a valid data visualization, the data should be visualized as-is. Since
it must only show a small part of the data, a focus visualization can be
complex regarding computational and perceptual effort. Typical focus rep-
resentations are for example iso surfaces in volume rendering, opaque lines
in flow visualization or distinct opaque particles in particle visualization.
• The accompanying context visualization mainly serves the focus. This visual-
ization itself is only needed to map qualitative properties of the unselected
data to retain a global context. It serves as an orientation for the user to
better understand the global relations of the focussed data. These require-
ments loosen the necessary degree of expressiveness, thus increasing the
design space. For example, although not plausible in the data domain it
might be possible to reconstruct a surface from particles since they yield a
good impression on the overall shape of the particle distribution. Preferably,
the context never occludes the focus visualization. Typical context visual-
izations in volume rendering are more transparent parts that are rendered
using the emission-absorption scheme. In a particle visualization, context
can for example be expressed by more transparent or more blurry particle
representations or by abstract surfaces.
• The degree-of-interest function (DOI) defines what is in focus and what is in
context. Depending on the domain and use-case this can be any function
that maps to a scalar. The parameters of this function are arbitrary as well,
including time. The DOI can be determined entirely manually, for example
by positioning a focus point or defining a focussed area, or by defining a
temporal focus span. Alternatively, the DOI can be defined automatically,
according to aggregated measures like local particle densities in particle vi-
sualization or by other importance-driven measures like clustering [Sta+15;
Bur+08]. The DOI can either be binary, that means data elements are either
in focus or in context, or continuous.
• In the case of continuous DOI functions, a transition between focus and
context must be defined that smoothly connects both visualizations. This
might be the most challenging part in the design of a Focus+Context
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visualization, since two arbitrary visualizations that fulfill the properties
of focus, respectively context are not necessarily connectable. Following
the ideas by Hauser, a simple solution would be to distinguish focus from
context by changing continuous attributes. That means, both visualizations
are based on the same principle, but their expressiveness can be manipulated
by altering one employed graphics resource. In a particle visualization, this
could be an increasing opacity, ranging from the opaque focus to a nearly
transparent context, or a changing degree of blurriness, ranging from sharp
data points to smoothed out points [Sta+15; Sta+16]. In Focus+Context
visualizations that are based on lenses, the transition area is defined by
increasing minification or distortion. Many other ways exist to smoothly
combine two visualizations, for example by image blending of two distinct
depictions. Another method would be not to alter graphics resources
directly, but parameters of a visualization method. For example, a method
that generates surfaces in particle data based on the proximity of particles
[Mü+07] can map the DOI to the maximum distance that contributes to a
connected structure. As an alternative, the visualization can map continuous
DOI values to distince discrete styles.
The DOI function is examined in more detail in the following.
2.3.3 Definition and Design of the DOI Function
As mentioned, the degree-of-interest function defines what is in focus and what
is in context. Hauser proposes to normalize its value to the interval [0, 1], where
0 represents a full context, 1 is the focus and values in between comprise the
transition [Hau05]. Formally, the binary DOI is defined as
doi(data[i]) =
1 if data[i] is part of the focus0 if data[i] is part of the context (2.13)
and the continuous DOI as
doi(data[i]) =

1 if data[i] is part of the focus
]0, 1[ if data[i] is part of smooth bound-ary between focus and context
0 if data[i] is part of the context
. (2.14)








Fig. 2.13: Different classes of DOI functions. (a) Binary DOIs define data elements to be
either in focus or context. (b) Discrete DOIs have a transition area that consists
of discrete values which can map to distinct visualizations. (c) Continuous
DOIs contain a smooth transition (see area in dashed lines) and requires a
corresponding continuous visual transition.
Although the DOI outputs continuous values, visualizations can as well provide
discrete levels of visualization. Figure 2.13 shows a schematic view on binary,
discrete and continuous Focus+Context visualizations. Generally, there are no
restrictions on the input for the DOI. Following the categorization of Doleisch
et al., the DOI can be an arbitrary combination of implictly and explicitly parts
[Dol+03].
Explicit Focus Selection
Adapting Furnas’ definition, the explicit DOI is controlled by a set of manually
placed focus points and a distance function. In its most simple form, a continuous
explicit DOI function reads
doie(data[i]) = 1− d(data[i], F ) (2.15)
where data[i] is the data of element i including its position, F is the set of focus
points and d : An 7→ R is a distance function from the data points to the focus
points, normalized and clamped to result in values between 0 and 1.
Positioning a point or selecting an object is a challenging problem if the output
medium has a lower dimensionality than the domain of the visualized data. This
problem already occurs for three-dimensional content being displayed on two-
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dimensional screens. A multitude of approaches exists to tackle this problem. One
class of methods is based on specialized input devices, ranging from multiple 2d
input devices [Zel+97] to completely immersive environments via Virtual Reality.
Devices that support immersion allow orientating in a three-dimensional dataset
by directly tracking the user’s position and mapping it to a location in the virtual
space [Don+14]. The user can place points using specialized controllers that are
visually represented in the virtual space. However, the effort and cost needed
just for point placement might be debatable and is subject to further research.
Opting for a more accessible input device, multitouch displays can be used for
3d point placement, as well [Mar+10]. This can, for example, be accomplished
by showing multiple viewports that equally divide the screen. Interaction is
based on a multi-phase approach. When a finger touches one of the viewports,
an orthogonal ray is cast. Subsequent finger movements control the position
on the ray. Interaction is accelerated by placing a second finger on one of the
other viewports to get a unique value on the ray. Alternative techniques require
only one viewport, where one finger defines the ray and movements of a second
finger defines the exact position on the ray. Also, see related work within the
work of Martinet et al. for a broader overview of device accelerated techniques
[Mar+10].
Other methods are based on specific data presentations to account for classic
2d input devices, such as a mouse. Most common is the four-views technique.
The screen space is divided into three orthographic views from different axis-
aligned view directions and one perspective view [Mar+10]. The point or object
that is to be positioned can be moved parallel to the image plane in all views.
This approach can be generalized to arbitrary dimensions by restraining the
orthographic projection to only select two dimensions and discard all other
information. To show all combinations of two dimensions in an n dimensional
dataset, n·(n−1)2 views are necessary. Point placement can be further simplified
by introducing individual views that only show one dimension, for example,
histograms. The positioning problem then becomes a series of one-dimensional
adjustments. This results in a grid-like arrangement of panels similar to scatterplot
matrices. The focus point selection for the multi-dimensional Focus+Context
method in chapter 5 builds on this approach, cf. section 5.4.
The focus is not restricted to be a point but can be an arbitrary point set or
a subspace. Beginning from simple shapes, like bounding boxes or bounding
spheres, more complex geometries or clusters are used. As a consequence, this
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requires the effort to specify these regions to be balanced with the expected gain.
section 5.2.1 presents several so-called focus selection bodies that generalize to
the multi-dimensional case. Points that are inside this body are considered the
focus, i.e. have a DOI of 1. Points outside have a DOI that decreases down to 0 as
a function of the distance to the selection.
A standard technique in Information Visualization to freely specify selected data
points is Brushing. Typically, the user is provided with a virtual brush to select
arbitrary points in very simple depictions, like scatterplots [BC87]. In various
works, the brush has been integrated into other plots and higher dimensions
[MW95]. Other works allow to not only brush data points or the data space, but
the complete visualization, including axes, legends, and even menu bars [RW06].
The brush itself and its degrees of freedom have been an active research topic
itself, ranging from different brush types, like smooth brushes to more flexible
uses like composite brushes via boolean operations [DH01].
Implicit Focus Selection
Implicit strategies define the DOI based on rules, rather than manual inputs. They
can either automatically define the set of focal points as input for Equation 2.15
or define the complete DOI. In the latter case, the implicit strategy is continuous
and incorporates either a distance itself or assigns different interestingness values
based on the data . It then replaces the DOI and reads
doii(data[i]) = f(data[i]) (2.16)
where the function f : An 7→ R is an arbitrary function that maps all data of
element i to a scalar value between 0 and 1. Data elements with a high value
have the highest priority to be depictable in the visualization.
The notion of what is interesting is highly problem specific. For example, in
medical volume visualization, the interestingness is based on a segmentation of
different organs or their spatial relationship [Vio+05a]. Viola refers to f as the
importance function that directly defines the importance of a data element in the
final visualization. The importance is not restrained to be only defined on the data
points itself, but can be extended to an importance volume that can be sampled at
any point in the data’s domain [Bur+08]. To define what is considered important,
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feature specification languages can be used [Dol+03]. They can be combined
with manual brushing techniques in an interactive manner.
In section 3.6, the DOI of the presented particle datasets is based on aggregated
features. Specifically, as an importance value, the local per-particle density is
used. It is mapped either directly or inversely to the DOI, making it possible
to visually highlight dense or sparse regions or regions with irregular particle
placement.
Time-based DOI
The definition of a DOI is not restricted to spatial regions, but can also be
defined in the temporal domain. This means, again either explicitly or implicitly,
different time points or time spans are selected to be more interesting than others.
Following one requirement of Focus+Context that focus and context are shown
within the same image, the visualization must thus be able to compress time into
one image.
In analogy to an explicit position-based focus selection, a point in time can be
selected that is highlighted in this compressed visualization as the focus. For
the context, a time span can be selectable which corresponds to a region or
selection body in explicit selection strategies. In chapter 4, a binary temporal DOI
is presented that allows selecting one time point as a focus and a time span to
represent the context. Combined with an appropriate exact representation of the
focussed time step and a concise visualization a temporal Focus+Context method
is established.
Wang et al. present a method for the implicit, importance-driven visualization
of temporal volumetric data [Wan+08]. Based on entropy measurements, their
method calculates importance curves for blocks in a volume dataset over time.
Classification is performed by clustering blocks. Used as input for transfer func-
tions, as well as abstract overviews, changes in entropy can be identified. In
information visualization, temporal formulations of the DOI are used for example
for the visualization of spatiotemporal databases [Car+08]. Carvalho et al. build
a more general framework of the temporal DOI, denoted as TDOI. Please refer to
their work for a broader overview on related methods.
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a) b)
Fig. 2.14: Magnification of a backbone visualization of a protein. (a) Undistorted back-
bone visualization. (b) Applied magnification lens to increase space for specific
parts of the data. (Figures from [DL+07], Fig. 8.)
2.3.4 Focus+Context in Existing Particle Visualizations
Literature that explicitly incorporates Focus+Context in particle visualization
methods is sparse. Most methods that fall into this category are based on level
of detail techniques, that means their DOI depends on the distance to the image
plane. In 2007, Lampe et al. propose an efficient method for the visualization of
protein dynamics [DL+07]. Their method combines a higher level visualization of
protein residues with a glyph-based visualization of individual molecules. As ad-
ditional interaction tools, the authors included several Focus+Context techniques,
such as magnification lenses or view dependent distortion techniques, as shown
in Figure 2.14. Falk et al. present a visualization technique for their stochastic
simulation to model cellular signal transduction [Fal+09]. The visualization
allows selecting and focussing specific molecules to highlight their movement
path, as shown in Figure 2.15 (a). To reduce visual complexity, the authors use
depth of field, as well as color corrections for the unselected data.
Muciz et al. present a technique to improve the comprehensibility of time-
dependent particle data [Muz+15]. Their method incorporates a lens which
supports not only a spatial distortion but also a ”zooming in the temporal domain”.
The path of molecules is represented by animation. In focussed regions, the
motion pattern is simplified by smoothing the trajectory which reduces the overall
trajectory length over multiple time steps. The authors claim that this leads to a
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a) b)
Fig. 2.15: Examples of Focus+Context visualizations. (a) Simultaneous visualization of a
large protein complex in multiple levels of abstraction, based on the camera
distance (Figure from [Par+14], Fig. 1). (b) Closeup of crowded environment
in a simulated cell in a signal transduction simulation. Different rendering
styles, shadings and depth of field highlight protein trajectories (Figure from
[Fal+09], Fig. 1).
better perceivable and noise free motion which allows depicting essential motion
properties. Kottravel et al. apply depth of field to molecular visualization datasets
to improve perception [Kot+15]. Their work builds on augmenting glyphs in a
sphere representation with a second hull of varying transparency to simulate the
unsharpness effect.
Parulek et al. propose a visualization for large protein complexes [Par+14]. Their
approach supports three different levels of detail – SeS, Gaussian kernels and
spherical glyphs – combined into one surface (cf. Figure 2.15 (b) ). The authors
further propose different shadings with a continuous transition. The style is
selected according to the distance to the image plane of the virtual camera. A
related concept for illustrative visualizations is proposed by van der Zwan et al
[Zwa+11]. Large molecular data is visualized using a smooth transition between
spherical glyphs, Ball-and-Stick visualization, and comic stylized secondary struc-
ture visualization. Guo et al. developed a method to visualize massive biological
structures using multiple levels of detail [Guo+15]. Based on an object space
error minimizing criterion, one of multiple levels is selected. For their visualiza-
tion of the trillion-particle dark matter dataset, Schatz et al. combine volume
rendering as a context with a direct glyph visualization as the focus [Sch+16].
The input data for the context is a preprocessed volumetric density field.
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More general Focus+Context methods that work on point-based data can be
applied to particle data, as well. A fundamental depiction for point-based data
is the use of scatterplots. In the last three decades, a multitude of techniques
has been developed to overcome overplotting and improve intelligibility. See
section 5.1 for an overview of related work that overcomes perceptual boundaries
for general point-based data.
Visualization methods exist that support Focus+Context implicitly. This is either
due to their configurability or the mere fact that their method happens to comply
with the requirements of Focus+Context. Especially in biological visualization, a
large number of versatile and ready-to-use software tools exists [Cha+11]. Many
of the tools, like VMD, PyMol, Chimera or Amira support at least two ways to
implicitly enable Focus+Context, namely combination of multiple visualizations in
one image and export to offline renderers. Typically, the user is able to select one
of several representations for the particle data. The most common form, van der
Waals Spheres or Ball-an-Stick glyphs are generally supported. Furthermore, the
tools allow to visualize the data using more abstracted and thus visually simpler
representations. By superimposing multiple styles, a Focus+Context like effect
is achieved. For example in molecular data, Solvent Excluded Surfaces reduce
the dataset to a small set of surfaces, thus simplifying their visual appearance. If
simplification is more important than physical plausibility, other forms of surfaces
can be used, for example, the Molecular Skin Surface. This kind of surface is
designed to be C1 continuous everywhere and easier to compute [Koz+16].
For visual abstraction and simplification, a variety of methods exist, for example by
altering the shading, using illustrative drawings or showing other derived aspects,
like the secondary structure for protein data. For a comprehensive overview
on abstraction and simplification techniques, please refer to the recent state of
the art report by Kozlíková et al [Koz+16]. Additionally, most solutions allow
exporting the generated scene description to an offline renderer. This enables
to use the expressiveness and artistic freedom of such renderers to, for example,
selectively apply different shadings or add additional cues like modulated colors
or depth of field. A small number of works can be categorized as being implicitly
Focus+Context since they combine a direct per-particle visualization with a
visualization of a derived surface. For example, approaches exist that show
semi-transparent molecular surfaces jointly with ball-and-stick representations
[Kau+13]. Other works combine high-resolution geometry rendering with lower-
resolution volume rendering [Lin+14].
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3Static 3D Data
It is common and practical to visualize particle data as solid sphere glyphs (cf
section 2.1.2). The individual spheres are shaded according to a local illumination
model, for example, Blinn-Phong. While being computationally very efficient and
correct in a sense, that it visualizes the data as-is it has a variety of drawbacks.
Most notably, such approaches suffer from occlusion and missing depth cues.
Massive occlusion is the result of the opaque visualization. Particles form higher
order structures that are dense. Interesting structures might be occluded view-
dependently by other sphere glyphs, or are entirely enclosed independent of the
camera. This is especially problematic in scenarios where particles are initialized
on a grid with strong forces, since effects only emerge as slight displacements.
To solve the occlusion problem, the naive solution would be to remove occluding
particles, that means to filter the data. In fact, this is done in practice, for
example by defining clipping planes. However, it almost certainly also removes
important parts, unless they lie exactly behind the clipping plane. More advanced
filtering approaches are based on local statistics, most prominently the local
density. Depending on the number of neighboring elements in a fixed search
radius, particles can be removed. However, this might drastically change the
appearance of the structure, which in turn might facilitate false conclusions.
Moreover, this requires a threshold to decide when particles are to be rendered
or omitted, which is arbitrary and dataset dependent. Furthermore, an exact
selection is typically very challenging.
The idea of Focus+Context provides a viable solution to this problem. Currently
uninteresting and possibly occluding particles are not removed, but shown such
that they do not distract from interesting structures, but support it.
Focus: Opaque spherical glyphs
Context: Nearly transparent ball-like glyphs with volumetric transparency
Transition: Ball-like glyphs of varying transparency according to DOI
DOI: Unconstrained (based on local density in the evaluation)
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As mentioned in section 2.3.3, the degree-of-interest function that controls what
is in focus can be continuous. On the visualization side, this requires a continuous
transition between opaque and invisible sphere glyphs. A typical method is to
vary the opacity. That means sphere glyphs in focus are shown opaque while
all other glyphs are rendered translucent. The glyphs that are not filtered out
but shown with very low opacity comprise the context. Glyphs in the transition
area between focus and context are shown with varying opacity. Note, that in
contrast to binary filtering, this does not require the filter function to be exact but
allows to express uncertainty. Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of the mentioned
visualization methods on an example dataset.
Showing sphere glyphs with varying opacity comes with a number of challenges.
First, by decreasing opacity, the color spectrum of the semi-transparent surface is
reduced as well, since the surface colors mix with underlying scene parts. The
result is a successively flat impression. Transparency models should be laid out
such that they retain the spherical impression. Second, a plausible blending of
particles is not commutative, that means, blending must happen in order. This
requires some form of sorted rendering, which is computationally expensive.
Third, the discriminability of individual glyphs decreases, since they visually
mix with the rest of the scene. This is also true for higher order structures. To
counteract this effect, stronger spatial cues are necessary.
The second main problem, the missing depth cues, is the result of the simple local
lighting model. Higher order structures, like proteins in molecular dynamics,
have a complex surface that contains holes or rifts. Local lighting models shade
each sphere independently of its location and surrounding structure. Thus, except
for projective effects, no hints are given on these structures. Grottel et al. have
shown how to extend the lighting to include global illumination effects by adding
a computationally efficient ambient occlusion model [Gro+12a]. The authors
have shown that this approach indeed enhances depth perception. However, their
solution does not generalize to semi-transparent glyphs.
In this chapter an extension to the local illumination model is proposed that
includes volumetric transparency and extended ambient lighting [Sta+15]. The
advanced transparency is implemented using ideas from volume rendering. spher-
ical glyphs are extended to balls that are assumed to be filled with a light emitting
and absorbing medium. Its surface is able to let light pass but also reflect light.
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a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 3.1: Visualization of the same dataset when inner structures are to be visualized.
Ambient occlusion is used in all images to highlight structures. (a): In the
naive visualization, the inner is completely occluded. (b): Using clipping planes,
the inner becomes visible, but possibly important parts behind the plane are
removed. (c): Filtering (based on density) does reveal inner structures but also
removes important or contextual structures. Also, steering the filtering exactly
is challenging. (d): The proposed methods allow grasping the inner structures
while retaining the outer structure as a context.
The model is composed of three parts: a local reflection model, and volume
rendering in the inner of the sphere, as well as for the surface reflection.
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The surface of each sphere is reflecting a light source according
to a perfectly diffuse material. It is composed of an ambient
term that defines the base color, a diffuse lighting term that
depends on the normal of the sphere’s surface and a specular
term, which depends on the angle between the surface normal
and the viewing direction.
The glyphs are not fully opaque, but translucent and assumed
to be filled with a light absorbing and emitting medium. De-
pending on a definition of the medium’s density, the object
appears with varying transparency. Inspired from volume ren-
dering, this requires solving the so-called Volume Rendering
Integral [Max95]. For spherical bodies and a limited set of
density functions, closed-form analytic solutions exist, that
means the opacity term can be calculated explicitly without
numerical approximation methods.
Additionally to local light source reflections, each glyph also
reflects the filtered and emitted light from the surrounding
glyphs. By definition, perfectly opaque spheres do not let
light pass, which means that these objects cast a shadow on
nearby elements. In cases where the glyph is translucent, a
certain amount of light can pass the glyph which thus creates
colored shadows. Additionally, by not only allowing to absorb
light but emitting it themselves, their own color is cast on the
surrounding. This enhancement allows hinting on contextual
or invisible particles.
The volumetric calculation is based on an exact solution of the volume rendering
integral, rather than a sampling. This does not only decrease computational costs
and memory requirements but improves quality, since undersampling artifacts of
the spherical shape do not occur.
Formally, each particle i is defined by its center position p
i
and a radius ri.
Additionally, it has a material color
...
c i and a DOI value Θi ∈ [0, 1] that maps
directly to the opacity. Setting Θi = 0 leads to an entirely invisible object which
lets all light passes. The object is fully opaque if Θi = 1.
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3.1 Related Work
Using transparency is common in computer graphics, foremost in volume visual-
ization [Max95]. Its purpose is to replicate the effect of a translucent material that
allows to see through and depict otherwise occluded parts of the visualization. It
is, however, challenging in two ways. First, it is computationally more expensive.
An image of objects that are opaque consists only of the foremost fragments of the
objects, or in other words, each pixel represents a fragment of the object that is
hit first by a viewing ray. A typical implementation of this strategy is the Painter’s
algorithm, that means, a pixel is colored according to an object’s appearance
at that point and then potentially overdrawn if another object is closer to the
camera.
In the presence of transparent surfaces, the final pixel’s color is a blending of
multiple object fragments. Most blending operators are not commutative, which
means, that object fragments that intersect with a pixel need to be sorted. A
variety of methods exist, from sorting on an object level, which is viable for convex
objects, to approaches that implement sorting in later stages of the rendering
pipeline. For example, the Depth Peeling algorithm traverses the scene multiple
times and blends layers in order [Eve01]. A more recent approach that is suited
for modern GPUs is to use linked lists, while utilizing GPU buffers with arbitrary
read and write access, as well as atomics [Kno+14]. Both methods allow an order
independent object specification but do not perform well for many overlaps. In
the context of particle visualization, however, potentially hundreds of spheres
overlap in one pixel.
The second challenge of transparency is the aggravation of scene understanding
since depth cues are reduced [TM04]. A variety of methods exists to alleviate this
problem, ranging from adding structure by additional textures for transparent
surfaces [Int+97] to more complex effects like stroking transparent surfaces or
brightening partly occluded colors [Die+02]. They work best on large surfaces,
such as isosurfaces, but fail for many small fragmented surfaces, which are typical
in particle visualization.
Popular tools for molecular dynamics data like VMD [Hum+96] and PyMol
[Sch10] both have limited support for transparency. They treat transparency
equally to attributes like color or size, ignoring the ramifications. PyMol, for
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a) b)
Fig. 3.2: Exemplary renderings of a particle dataset with semi-transparent particles using
PyMol [Sch10] and VMD [Hum+96]. (a) PyMol supports naive transparency
only, making individual particles hard to distinguish. (b) VMD does not perform
depth sorting which leads to implausible results.
example, does not support depth-sorting, thus generating implausible images.
VMD uses a constant image transparency for each glyph. Figure 3.2 shows
exemplary renderings for transparent sphere glyphs with VMD and PyMol, both
in most recent versions at the writing of this thesis. Transparency is a well studied
property in other areas of visualization, such as vector field visualization [FW08]
or in the rendering of many lines [G+¨13].
Ambient occlusion was first described by Zhukov et al [Zhu+98]. It is a fast
approximation of shadowing effects, as found in global illumination models. The
main idea is to calculate the amount of occlusion of a point on a surface by its
surrounding. Depending on the degree of occlusion, the amount of incoming
light is attenuated, thus roughly modeling missing secondary light. Lindemann et
al. [LR11] conducted a comprehensive user study on the perceptual influence
of advanced illumination in volume rendering. They compared seven state-of-
the-art volume rendering techniques, including ambient occlusion. Participants
were presented static images generated with each technique and had to answer
questions related to scene comprehension, primarily based on depth perception,
as well as relative and absolute assessment of sizes. They argue, that global
shadowing is costly, but delivers by far the best results regarding absolute size
perception. According to the authors, ambient occlusion is suited to assess relative
size. They also note that local lighting approaches are enhanced when combining
them with ambient occlusion.
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Techniques that evaluate ambient occlusion can be divided into object space
methods and screen space methods. Pharr et al. propose a technique that
evaluates object space ambient occlusion in real time, based on preprocessed
occlusion information [PG04]. Hoberock and Jia describe an object-space method
for polygonal data without the need for preprocessing [HJ07]. In their approach,
disk elements are placed to approximate the scene geometry. This approximation
is comparably fast but causes severe artifacts when the disks over- or undersample
the geometry. Crassin et al. present a technique to efficiently compute global
illumination effects, including object space ambient occlusion [Cra+11]. Their
approach is based on a low resolution sparse voxel grid of a polygonal scene. First,
the method calculates the local obscurance of a scene point by approximately
tracing a small number of cones, a process that they denote as Voxel Cone Tracing.
Mittring et al. present an efficient algorithm to estimate ambient occlusion in
screen space. Their algorithm samples the surrounding of a pixel in screen space
with simple depth comparisons. The approach is not applicable for multiple layers
of semi-transparent surfaces and thus not usable for the use case in this chapter.
Ambient occlusion has been used in many fields of scientific visualization, most
prominently, as with transparency, in volume rendering. For example, Hernell et
al. use ambient occlusion for their volume rendering approach [Her+10]. This
way, regions that are fully shadowed are avoided which increases the conveyed
information. Additionally, their work supports ambient lighting that supports
light-emitting volume parts. The survey by Jönsson et al. gives a comprehen-
sive overview of global illumination techniques for volume rendering [Jön+14].
Ambient occlusion is also used in other fields, such as line rendering and point
rendering, see for example the works by Eichelbaum et al. [Eic+13b; Eic+13a].
Regarding particle visualization, ambient occlusion is used in the molecular
visualization software Qutemol by Tarinie et al [Tar+06]. Their method generates
a shadow-map like buffer for a limited set of directions. While delivering good
results, this approach does not scale for a higher amount of sphere glyphs since
it requires multiple render passes of the entire scene. Also, it suffers from
aliasing and undersampling, which is a common problem in texture based shadow
mapping approaches. Grottel et al. present an ambient occlusion technique
for opaque sphere glyphs, based on a coarse voxelization of the scene with low
computational cost [Gro+12a]. While producing high qualitatively results in
most cases, their method suffers from undersampling artifacts. This limitation is
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mostly the result of the comparably small neighborhood that is considered and
the low resolution of the voxel grid.
3.2 Volumetric Spherical Glyph Model
To retain the volumetric shape of the spherical glyph, the transparency is deter-
mined by explicit evaluation of the volume rendering integral. In the following,
this equation is first simplified under the assumptions of linear transfer functions
and a spherical volume. Then, different density functions are presented that
are practical for particle visualization and can be integrated into the simplified
volume rendering integral to make it explicitly solvable.
3.2.1 Transparency Model
The transparency calculation builds on the ideas of volume rendering using
the emission-absorption model, a standard technique in volume visualization
[Max95]. It is based on the notion of a viewing ray that crosses a virtual medium.
On each point inside the medium, light is emitted and absorbed according to its
density. Figure 3.3 illustrates the volumetric model.
Fundamentals on Volume Rendering
In this work a simplified form of volume rendering is employed. It is based
on modelling an object or area to be filled with a light absorbing and emitting
medium. The degree of absorption, as well as emission is based on the density
ρ(x) : R3 7→ R that is defined on every point x in the volume. Let a viewing ray
with eye point e and direction ~v be defined as
r(t) = e+ t · ~v. (3.1)
At every point t on the ray inside the volume light is emitted. Let the light
emission be denoted as
...
LE(t). To reach the eye point it travels through the




LE that reaches the eye after
being partially absorbed by travelling through the medium.







Fig. 3.3: Emission-Absorption model in volume rendering to determine color of one pixel.
A ray with direction ~v originates from an eye point e. It crosses the target pixel,
enters the volume at ray location tn and exits it at tf . On every point on the
ray (here shown for one location t, only), light of color
...
LE(t) is emitted. In
order to reach the eye, it travels back through the volume where it is modulated
according to the transparency function τ(tn, t).
To model the absorption of the light during its way through the volume towards
the eye an absorption function σ(ρ) : R 7→ R that maps the medium’s density to
an absorption strength is defined. The absorption along the ray is expressed in
terms of the change of the ray position t as a differential equation to express the





= −σ (ρ(t)) · ...LV (t). (3.2)









σ(ρ(t˜))dt˜ · ...LE(t). (3.3)
Here, tn is the point on r where the ray enters the volume.
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Typically, the emission on a point t on the ray r is, similar to the absorption,





This means the emission
...
LE(t) is defined over a function
...
 : R 7→ R3+ which
maps the density ρ at a ray position r(t) to an emissive color. Together with σ(ρ),
the function
...
 (ρ) is called transfer functions in volume rendering. Inserting ...
into 3.3, the reaching color is calculated as:
...
LV (t) = τ(tn, t)
...
 (ρ(r(t))) (3.5)
where τ(tn, t) is the transparency function






This equation only defines the emitted light of one single point inside the volume
along the viewing ray. The final color is composed of the light contribution of
all point, from the position tn where the ray enters the volume to the position tf
where the ray leaves the volume. Additionally, the light from the background
...
LB
that travels through the volume before it reaches the eye can be considered. The
final result
...
LF is thus the integral over all points on the ray, plus the background
light and reads:
...










This formula is known as the Volume Rendering Integral for emission and absorp-
tion.
Explicit Solution for Linear Transfer Functions
For the sake of better readability only points on the ray r(t) are considered to
simplify for example ρ(r(t)) to ρ(t). Typically, neither the density distribution
ρ, nor the transfer functions
...
 (ρ) and σ(ρ) are given as analytic functions, but
rather as a set of discrete samples. In this case, the Volume Rendering Integral is
discretized as well to become a summation of blending operations. However, in
cases where the density and transfer functions are given analytically and adhere
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to certain constraints, the volume rendering integral can be evaluated explicitly.
This is desirable since the calculation becomes computationally efficient and the
result is exact (up to numerical errors). Let the transfer functions be linear, that
means given an arbitrary emissive base color and intensity
...
LB and an attenuation
factor λ, let the emission transfer function be
...
 (ρ) = λ ·ρ · ...LB and the absorption
be σ(ρ) = λ · ρ. Then, an analytic formulation of the volume rendering integral
exists, whenever the density distribution function ρ(t) is integrable once. This can
be shown by first inserting the linear absorption into the transparency τ(t0, t1)
and expanding the formula:









= e−λ(P (t1)−P (t0))
= e−λP (t1) · eλP (t0) (3.8)
where P (t) is the indefinite integral of ρ(t). Inserting the explicit τ(t0, t1) into















e−λP (t) · eλP (tn) · λ...LB︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant factors
ρ(t)dt
= eλP (tn) · λ...LB ·
∫ tf
tn
e−λP (t) · ρ(t)dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Apply substitution rule
= eλP (tn) · λ...LB ·
∫ P (tf )
P (tn)
e−λxdx
= eλP (tn) · λ...LB · 1
λ
(






1− e−λ(P (tf )−P (tn))
)
. (3.9)
Similar to Equation 3.6 the transparency under the presence of linear transfer
functions is thus defined as
τl(t1, t2) = 1− e−λ(P (t2)−P (t1)) (3.10)
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L22 Density Constant hollow densityConstant Density
Fig. 3.4: Opacity profiles as presented in this section. For each circular profile, the effect
on an example scene with transparency, and with transparency and ambient
occlusion is shown.
The free parameters are the density function ρ that must be integrable once
and the constant factor λ. In the next section, different density functions are
described. The arbitrary emissive base color,
...
LB of Equation 3.9 is the result of
the combined lighting model that is explained in section 3.3.
3.2.2 Density Profiles
The choice of the density function has the biggest impact on the appearance of
the volumetric glyphs. In the following, three selected functions are presented.
Figure 3.4 shows an overview of all discussed opacity profiles along with an
examplary visualization with transparency, as well as with transparency and
ambient occlusion. The factor λ controls the intensity of the transparency. A
direct selection as-is would be unintuitive and change, depending on the used
density function. It is thus indirectly defined by the per-particle variable Θi. The
free parameter λ is expressed as a function of Thetai to yield an upper bound on
the maximum opacity.
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Fig. 3.5: Constant opacity profile (Θmax = 0.5). Left: complete profile for a spherical
volume; right: diagram of cross-section through the center.
Constant Density Model
A constant density function implies a volume, filled with a homogeneous medium
independent of the position. The density is trivially given by
ρc(t) = 1 (3.11)
Inserting its integral into Equation 3.10 gives the following new transparency
function:
τc(t1, t2) = 1− e−λ(t2−t1) (3.12)
Figure 3.5 shows a cross-section of the profile through the spherical volume.
The profile shows the accumulated opacity for parallel projected viewing rays.
The opacity is rotationally symmetric with its maximum in the center, where the
viewing ray crosses the complete volume. The profile of the cross-section is a
smooth, symmetric curve that increases fast in the beginning and slower when it
approaches the center.
The opacity is maximal when the interval of the viewing ray from tn to tf equals
twice the glyph’s radius. Assuming the Θi is the maximum opacity of the profile,
this means:
Θi = 1− e−λ(2ri) (3.13)
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Solving this equation for λ yields
λ = − 12ri ln(1−Θi) (3.14)
By inserting Equation 3.14 back into Equation 3.12, the exponential function can
be omitted to give the final transparency for a constant density with controllable
maximum opacity:




Setting Θi = 0 leads to a fully transparent, thus invisible sphere. A fully opaque
rendering of the glyph is achieved by setting Θi to 1.
Distance-based Density Model
The constant density yields a density profile that naturally resembles a ball-like
shape. However, the opacity only increases slowly towards the center. At the same
time, a comparably large area is opaque. In cases where many spheres occupy
only a small space, it might be desirable to render the glyphs as transparent as
possible while retaining sufficient hints on their shape. This can, for example, be
done by making the outer areas more salient, thus indicating on the glyph’s size,
while defocusing the center.
One density function that fulfills these requirements and is explicitly integrable
is the L22 distance. For each point inside the ball glyph, the density equals the
squared distance to the center. In contrast to the constant density, this density
function depends on the position of the viewing ray r(t) = e + t · ~v. Let the
glyph be centered in the origin, then the density for a point on the ray equals the
squared norm of the ray point to the origin:
ρl2(t) = 〈e+ t · ~v, e+ t · ~v〉
= t2 · 〈~v,~v〉+ 2t 〈e, ~v〉+ 〈e, e〉 . (3.16)
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Fig. 3.6: L22 opacity profile (Θmax = 0.5). Left: complete profile for a spherical volume;









3 + 〈e, ~v〉 t2 + 〈e, e〉
)
+ C. (3.17)
By inserting Equation 3.17 into Equation 3.10, the transparency function is
obtained:






Figure 3.6 shows a cross-section of the resulting opacity profile through the center.
Finding the maximum opacity is not as apparent as is the case for the constant
density. Since the opacity profile is rotationally symmetric, the maximum can be
determined by investigating the 1D cross-section of a ray that sweeps from the
border of the volume through the center to the opposite border. Let the foot point
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By varying the parameter a, the ray is moved through the cross-section. Without
loss of generality, this is only valid if a ≤ ri ≤ 1. For each point of the cross-
section, the ray traverses the ball. First, the entry and exit positions tn and tf on
the ray, as a function of a must be determined. Given the radius r, tn and tf are
determined by the relationship
0 = (ex + t · vx)2 +
(
ey + t · vy
)2 + (ez + t · vz)2 − r2i
= a2 + (1− t)2 − r2i (3.19)
Its solution yields tn = 1−
√
r2i − a2 and tf = 1 +
√
r2i − a2.
The task is to find the position a∗ on the cross-section where τl2 has its maximum,
i.e. where most of the emitted light reaches the eye. It is the case, when the
exponential function in Equation 3.18 is minimal, or when its negation is maximal.












r2i − a2. (3.20)
The maximum argument a∗ of this function is determined by calculating its








Thus, its maximum opacity is






Reformulating as a function of λ finally yields:
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Fig. 3.7: Hollow ball opacity profile (Θmax = 0.8) with constant density. The radius of the
empty inner ball is 90% the radius of the outer ball. Left: complete profile for a
spherical volume; right: diagram of cross-section through the center.
Similar to the constant density, directly inserting Equation 3.21 into Equation 3.18
allows to omit the exponential function and gives the final transparency func-
tion:












Hollow Ball Density Model
The mathematical framework allows combining different density functions interval-
wise. This is done by dividing the interval of the viewing ray into multiple subin-
tervals, calculating the contribution for each interval using a different density
function and combining the result using compositing. One use case that is espe-
cially beneficial is to model glyphs that are hollow, i.e. are assumed to contain a
smaller ball that does neither emit nor absorb light. As with the L22 density, the
inner area of the opacity profile becomes less dominant, thus allowing to depict
otherwise occluded elements more prominently. In contrast to the L22 norm, this
does not generate a continuous opacity profile and thus leads to a visible edge.
Figure 3.7 shows the opacity profile for a hollow ball, combined with the constant
density alongside its corresponding cross-section through the center. The profile
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is obtained by introducing a smaller ball with radius rs < ri and the same center
point p
i
. In addition to calculating tn and tf of the original glyph, the ray entry
and exit for the smaller ball, tns and tfs are calculated, as well. Then, the opacity
is calculated for the intervals [tn, tns] and [tfs, tf ]. Since the inner ball is assumed
to be empty, the contribution for the inner interval [tns, tfs] is zero. The final
compositing is done by multiplication since only opacities are combined. Also,
because the inner sphere is centered, the interval [tn, tns] always equals [tfs, tf ],
thus their opacities are equal. The combined transparency thus reads:
τh(t1, t2) = τ(t1, t2)2 (3.23)
where t2 is not the ray exit of the glyph, but the ray entry position of the inner
ball. The function τ(t1, t2) is an arbitrary transparency function, for example τc
or τl2.
Controlling the maximum opacity using Θi is possible by calculating the opacity
value of a ray that touches the inner ball tangentially. However, typically it is not
desirable to directly control this value for the hollow glyph, but assume an entirely
filled ball with maximum controlled opacity, that is cut out. Under this assumption,
the opacity of the volume parts that are not visually affected by the empty inner
ball do not depend on the inner radius. Thus, for the final transparency function,
the original transparency function with control for maximum opacity is used. The
hollow ball function with controllable maximum opacity thus simply reads:
τ∗h(t1, t2) = τ∗(t1, t2)2 (3.24)
where τ∗(t1, t2) is an arbitrary transparency function with controlled maximum
opacity Θi.
3.3 Extended Lighting Model
The extended lighting model defines the emission base term
...
LB from Equa-
tion 3.9. It is composed of a local surface reflection and ambient lighting. The
color is constant for each viewing ray through the volumetric glyph, but depends
on the intersected surface point, since reflections are only calculated on the
surface.
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The proposed illumination model builds on the ideas by Grottel et al. but extends
it in several ways to generalize to translucent, light emitting volumetric spherical
glyphs [Gro+12a].
Formally, the model is divided into an emission
...
LRV that originates from the
glyph’s volumetric nature, plus a local lighting and the emission
...
LA from the
surrounding. The final emission color on a point of the raycasted glyph is chosen
to be a linear combination of both contributions:
...
LB = (1− αA) ·
...
LRV + αA ·
...
LA. (3.25)
The parameter αA is equal for all points on all glyphs and can be defined by the
user.
3.3.1 Local Lighting
The local lighting contribution
...
LRV is a mixture of the constant material color
...
c i, given individually for each glyph and a local reflection color
...
LR. It is thus
defined as:
...
LRV = (1− αRV ) ·
...
LR + αRV · ...c i (3.26)
The linear factor αRV is again constant everywhere and user-defined.
The surface reflection color
...
LR is evaluated according to the Blinn-Phong lighting
model. For a point si on the surface of a sphere, which is the outer shell of the
glyph, let the normal (with unit length) be ~ns
i
. Let further ~l be the normalized
vector to a directional light source, independent of the sphere’s point. Also, let
the normalized viewing direction from the surface point to the eye be defined as
~ds
i


















Here, the variable γ is the specular hardness, which defines the extends of the
specular reflection. It defaults to a value of 20, but can be changed by the user.
The plus sign on the scalar product indicates a clamping of the result to the





Fig. 3.8: Two different ambient occlusion models. Common to both models is that oc-
cluders in a hemisphere with principal direction ~n and base point s attenuate
incoming ambient light. (a) The surface ambient occlusion model considers only
the closest surfaces of occluding geometry. (b) The volumetric ambient occlusion
model accounts for semi-transparent objects, thus the contribution is defined not
only by the surface, but by all objects in the hemisphere, including their inside.
interval [0, 1]. The vector ~1 is a vector of matching size with all components set to
1, which means, that the specular color is set to white.
3.3.2 Ambient Occlusion and its Extension to Ambient Lighting
To build up the ambient lighting term (
...
LA in Equation 3.25), first ambient
occlusion is presented in more detail. For each visible surface point s on the
glyph, the so-called obscurance w(s, ~n) ∈ [0, 1], which is proportional to the
degree of openess, is calculated. An obscurance of 1 means that the surface point
is fully open, i.e. visible from all directions and a value of 0 means that it is
occluded in all directions. Figure 3.8 (a) illustrates this idea. It is obtained by
integration of the distances to the local occluding geometry in the hemisphere
of s with the principal direction ~n. Zhukov et al define the integration like this
[Zhu+98]:




ρ(d(~ω)) 〈~n, ~ω〉 d~ω. (3.28)
Here, Ω(~n) is the set of all directions of the hemisphere around the principal
direction ~n. Zhukov et al. suggest to weight the distance to the first hit surface
point in direction ~ω with a function ρ(d). They lay out ρ(d) to be a smooth
function that attenuates the influence of the hit for higher distances. From a
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physical view, this approximates a transparent, constant light-emitting medium
that fills the space in the scene [Mal+07]. The obscurance value for one direction
is further weighted with the form factor 〈~n, ~ω〉 = cos(\(~n, ~ω)) to emphasize the
influence of occluding geometry in direction to ~n.
This model is laid out for fully opaque geometry since for one direction only the
distance to the first hit is considered. Translucent surfaces soften this constraint,
that means a semi-transparent surface does not entirely block potentially incoming
light, but only a fraction. In other words, the amount of obscurance is not only
defined by the surface of the surrounding geometry but also its interior. Also,
geometry behind the first surface hit in the hemisphere can further influence
the obscurance, as illustrated in Figure 3.8 b). Their combined contribution is
composed using blending. This approach equals the absorption part of volume
rendering. The here proposed generalization thus employs the Volume Rendering
Integral. This is achieved by replacing the contribution function ρ with the
continuous Volume Rendering Integral. As a consequence, the distance function
d(~ω) becomes obsolete and can be omitted. Let τS(s, ~ω) be the transparency
function of the complete scene for all points on a ray with origin s and direction






τS(s, ~ω) 〈~n, ~ω〉 d~ω. (3.29)
Note, that no closed form for τS exists, since it does not model the (comparably
simple) interior of a spherical volume, but the entire outside surrounding scene,
that means every glyph that intersects a ray inside the hemisphere. By not only
incorporating the transparency function, but the full Volume Rendering Integral
of the sphere’s surface point’s surrounding, the ambient occlusion model can
be expanded to full ambient lighting. Let the resulting color and intensity of
the volume rendering integral on a ray with foot point s and direction ~ω in the
scene be denoted as
...









LS(s, ~ω) 〈~n, ~ω〉 d~ω. (3.30)
Hernell et al. used a comparable approach for volume rendering [Her+10]. In
this method, the integral is built over the whole sphere instead of a hemisphere
at all points. Note, that the transfer functions for the volume rays into the scene
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Fig. 3.9: Varying emission strength for ambient lighting. In the leftmost image, the
emission is completely disabled, thus ambient lighting is identical to volumetric
ambient occlusion. Glyphs are shadowed by their surrounding objects. In the
rightmost image, the full emission is considered. The red, blue, and white glyphs
mutually cast their material color on glyphs in their surrounding.
are implicitly defined by the neighboring sphere’s material colors and opacities.
For simplicity and faster generation of lookup structures, as shown later, the
neighboring spheres are assumed to have a constant density. For one ray direction
ω from the set Ω(~n) of all rays, the emission thus is the composite for all glyphs
with constant density and linear transfer functions, that cross the ray. With
additional scalar parameters for the emission and absorption of the surrounding,
the user can control the ambient lighting. For example, setting the emission to
zero and the opacity to one produces an effect similar to the volumetric variant
of ambient occlusion, as illustrated in 3.8 b). Figure 3.9 shows the effect of the
ambient lighting for varying emission strength.
To obtain the volumetric light contribution
...
LS accurately, for each direction
~ω in the hemisphere Ω(~n), all intersecting spheres must be determined. The
contribution of each sphere could then be calculated analytically. This would
require a high amount of intersection tests to calculate
...
LA, which is only valid for
one point on one glyph surface. Note, that in the final image, culling of occluded
fragments is not possible, since they are translucent. Depending on the packing of
the glyphs, thus a hemisphere must be sampled many times, just to obtain the final
color for one image pixel. Since this is by far too computationally expensive, the
ambient illumination is approximated. Comparable to Grottel’s approach, a voxel
grid is generated to serve as a lookup table for the (preintegrated) volumetric
emissions [Gro+10b].
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3.4 Algorithmic Details
The rendering algorithm is based on the splatting approach that was introduced
in section 2.1.2. The steps for this method are outlined in algorithm 1. First,
all particles must be sorted based on the viewpoint to assure correct blending.
During rendering, a quad is generated for each glyph, that completely covers the
projected spherical shape. For every fragment during rasterization of the quad, a
viewing ray from the camera into the scene through that fragment is checked for
intersection with the glyph’s surface. If no intersection occurs, the fragment is
discarded. If an intersection occurs, the fragment’s color is determined according
to the lighting model. First, the normal is computed to serve as the input for a
surface color, based on Blinn-Phong lighting. Then, the opacity is calculated using
the described transparency model. Afterward, the ambient illumination term is
approximated. This is done by using an algorithm by Crassin et al., denoted as
Approximate Voxel Cone Tracing [Cra+11] and detailed in section 3.4.2. It is
based on a coarse voxelization of the complete scene, which is explained in the
next section. Finally, the resulting color for the fragment is determined according
to Equation 3.9. The distinct glyph splats are blended by using front-to-back
composite blending.
Algorithm 1 Render particles as translucent spherical glyphs with amb. lighting
generate view-independent voxelization (only once per time step)
sort all particles view dependently
for all particles in the set of particles do
rasterize quad that covers the sphere’s projection on screen
for all fragments of quad do
generate ray from camera to sphere through fragment
if no hit then
discard fragment
else
evaluate opacity according to chosen density
calculate normal
evaluate local lighting in
...
LRV according to Equation 3.26
approximate ambient lighting in
...
LA with Voxel Cone Tracing
combine local lighting and ambient lighting











Fig. 3.10: Example dataset (protein with PDB ID 1UUN), visualized using glyphs (left)
and its voxelized pendant, visualized using volume rendering (right). Spherical
glyphs are accumulated in a regular grid that serves as a direct spatial lookup
structure.
3.4.1 Scene Voxelization
To speed up the ambient illumination approximation, a lookup structure in the
form of a three-dimensional uniform grid with cubic cells is generated. Its extents
correspond to the actual scene where each cell represents a region, depending on
the resolution of the grid. The cells store the summed emission and absorption
coefficient of the intersecting glyphs. Since the grid is regular, this allows a
direct spatial lookup for the ambient lighting calculation by quantization of 3D
coordinates into cell coordinates. Figure 3.10 shows an examplary scene and the
corresponding voxelization.
Generally, two approaches exist to define the cell values, which can either be
cell centric or glyph centric. The cell centric method loops over all cells. For
each cell, the glyphs are checked for an intersection. If a cell intersects a glyph,
its contribution is calculated and added to the final value. Such algorithms
are denoted as gathering algorithms, because each cell gathers the individual
contributions. On the one hand, they require an acceleration structure for the
glyphs, because intersecting glyphs have to be determined. On the other hand,
this process is easily parallelizable across the cells.
The diametral method is glyph centric. All glyphs are iterated and their inter-
secting cells are determined. Whenever a glyph intersects a cell, it adds its
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contribution to the overall value of this cell. This strategy, typically denoted as
scattering, also implies diametral benefits and drawbacks, compared to gathering
methods. The spherical glyphs are treated independently, thus no acceleration
structures are required. Since the grid structure is regular, determining the inter-
secting cells is also computationally cheap. However, this approach is not so easily
parallelizable. Typically, situations exist, where multiple glyphs intersect the same
cell, be it due to intersections of the glyphs themselves or the low resolution of
the grid. In this case, a correct summation of the contributions in the presence of
concurrent access must be assured, for example by locking mechanisms or atomic
accesses. Depending on the effort to build the acceleration structure and the
number of concurrent cell hits, both strategies are equally valid.
This work uses a scattering approach, since it is straightforward to implement and
matches the rendering strategy of modern graphics cards. Also, the performance
of atomic operations on graphics cards has been significantly improved in the last
years. Let the regular structure grid be V ∈ Rl×m×n and let Vxyz be one cell. The
subspace Vz ∈ Rl×m defines one two-dimensional slab at depth z, where a single
element can be indexed with Vz(x, y) = Vxyz. Incorporation of all glyphs into V
is done by slicing each glyph into a set of slabs that are aligned with Vz. Then,
for each cell in the slab Vz that intersects with the segment, the contribution is
added, depending on the actual overlap. By omitting the thickness of the slab,
the problem is reduced to two dimensions, i.e. the segment becomes a disk and
the cubical cell a rectangle. The radius of the disk is approximated by averaging
the lower and the upper radius of the segment.
The contribution for emission and absorption in one cell must be weighted
according to the actual overlap of the disk and the rectangle. Let this overlap
ratio be denoted as wxy(i) where the tuple xy defines the grid coordinates of the
actual slab Vz and i is the particle’s index. Let also the grid spacing be ∆h and
∆w. Furthermore, let the disk have a radius of ri(z) and a relative center position
ci(z). Three different cases can occur at the intersection:
• The rectangle is entirely contained in the disk. This is the most simple case
that can only occur when ri(z) ≥ max(∆w,∆h) and implies wxy(i) = 1.
• The disk is completely contained in the rectangle. Here, the overlap ratio is
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• The rectangle is partly covered by the disk. The overlap ratio can be either
determined by approximation or calculated accurately. The approximation
is carried out by using numerical integration. Points on a regular grid
inside the rectangle are tested for inclusion of the disk. The number of
points inside the disk is then divided by the number of tests to yield an
approximate wxy(i). With increasing sampling points, the result converges
to the true volume. In practice, considering 9 samples (3 in each direction)
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(3.33)
Note that the interval is subdivided into 3 intervals in each direction with
one sample point in the middle. This way, an equidistant sampling is
ensured over the boundaries of the grid cells to ensure proper integration of
the glyph’s volume over all grid cells. An analytic solution to this problem
exists, but is computationally more expensive, since it involves inverse
trigonometric functions and branching.
The final cell’s contribution is the overlapping volume wxy(i), multiplied with
the glyphs’ material color
...
c i, respectively its maximum opacity Θi. Both, the
color and opacity, are multiplied with user selectable parameters to control the
appearance of the ambient illumination or even reduce it to ambient occlusion.
3.4.2 Ambient Lighting Evaluation by Voxel Cone Tracing
Using the grid lookup structure V , the obvious strategy to approximate the
ambient illumination integral from Equation 3.30 is to first define a finite set of
directions and a maximum radius of the hemisphere. For each direction, a ray
from the surface point s is constructed, and all intersecting volume cells of V are
blended in order. This approach, however, is problematic in various ways. First,
the sampling density varies with the distance from the surface point, which leads
to severe aliasing. The region near the surface point would be oversampled since




Fig. 3.11: Voxel cone tracing model. (a) Cones are coarsly approximated by successively
lower resolutions of the voxelization. (b) Three touching cones around the
point’s normal ~n approximate the significant volume of the hemisphere.
all rays cross this point. Regions further away would be undersampled, since the
relative distances between the rays, constructed from the directions, increase.
The undersampling can be mitigated by increasing the number of rays, which at
the same time, would also increase the number of necessary lookups into the grid
structure.
An effective remedy for aliasing problems is to extend the notion of a ray to
a cone that encloses a volume. The contribution of the cone is the integrated
emission over its volume. See Figure 3.11 for an illustration. Approximating the
hemisphere with a finite set of non-overlapping cones prevents aliasing effectively.
Also, using cones drastically reduces the number of necessary lookups. Crassin et
al. propose an approximation when volumetric data is present, as in the case of
this work [Cra+11]. They denote this method as Approximate Voxel Cone Tracing.
It is based on a resolution hierarchy of the voxel grid. Per level, the resolution is
halved in each direction, that means a voxel in a coarser level represents 8 voxels
in the next finer level. Its value is determined by the summation of the 8 voxels,
thus numerically integrating their contribution. The cone integration is then
approximated by marching along a ray and sampling from successively coarser
voxel grid resolution levels. Since the voxels in coarser resolutions represent more
space, the overall contribution along the ray resembles a cone. Although this is a
coarse approximation, since the hemisphere is approximated by cones that are
approximated themselves, the result is plausible. Figure 3.11 (a) illustrates the
cone approximation using a successively coarser volume.
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In practice, three non-overlapping cones that are tightly aligned, are sufficient to
approximate the hemisphere, as illustrated in Figure 3.11 (b).
In fact, they do not span the complete hemisphere, but only a part. Omitting
nearly tangential directions saves lookups, but has little impact on the result, since
their contribution would be almost zero due to the angle-dependent weighting
term in Equation 3.30.
Given a cone direction ~d and its opening angle ϕ, the contribution of the ambient
lighting is the result of a ray marching with subsequent blending using the
standard over-operator. The determination of the different cone directions, such
that they are tightly aligned, but do not overlap, is described in the following.
Cone Placement
A single cone j ∈ {0, 1, 2} is defined by its principal direction ~dj , a height h and
radius r. Constraining the cones to touch without intersection, to share the same
foot-point and have a height h = 1, all quantities can be expressed in terms of a







To determine the cone directions ~dj , the following geometric construction is
used. Let the normal direction (around all cones are placed) be the y axis, and
the common foot point be the origin. All ~dj direct to points that are equally
distributed on a circle in the XZ plane. Figure 3.12 illustrates this setup.
If the number of constructed cones is 3, then the angle between these points on
the XZ plane is α = 23pi or 120°. Furthermore, two neighboring cones must touch
such that their intersection is a line. This means, that the angle between two
directions must be ϕ. Given these constraints, the directions ~dj are calculated by










Fig. 3.12: Determination of touching cones to approximate the hemisphere. The main
direction for each cone is determined by constructing a circle on the xy plane.
The intersection points of the directions and the circle divide it equally into
angular intervals of length α. The value y is calculated using the additional
constraint of consecutive direction vectors spanning the opening angle γ.
The remaining variable y, which is the height of the unit circle is defined by the





For the angle ϕ this means:
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3.4.3 Implementation Notes and Optimizations
An implementation of the algorithm on the rendering pipeline of modern graphics
cards is straightforward. After loading the particle data, the set of particle
attributes is uploaded to the graphics memory. For the lookup structure, a 3D
volumetric texture with RGBA components is allocated. The lookup structure
itself is built entirely on the GPU using only one single draw call. For each particle
position, a geometry shader is invoked. It determines the slabs, which a ball that
represents this particle would cover and defines for each slab a corresponding
quad. Since the quad is always a square, in practice, a single point primitive with
a size set to be twice the disk’s radius, is emitted. It also selects the corresponding
slab in the attached 3D texture and emits the quad. In the fragment shader, which
treats the slab as a 2D output frame buffer, the cell-disk overlap test is performed,
and the output color is generated according to the material color and opacity of
the sphere. Since the compositing is set to additive blending in the setup of the
rendering pipeline, the graphics card takes care of proper synchronized writes
into the same cell. Using a compute shader, the different resolution levels are
generated afterwards.
Per frame, the dataset is sorted view-dependently to render closest spheres first.
This step is done on the graphics card using a parallel radix sort algorithm
[Sen+07]. In fact, not the particle positions itself are reorganized, but an index
list that defines the order for the subsequent indexed rendering. The final image
is produced by invoking a single indexed draw call. The pipeline is configured to
compose fragments into the final framebuffer using alpha blending with the over
operator. For each particle position, a quad is generated. Again, a single square
point primitive with the correct size is emitted. While more fragments that need
to be discarded are generated, the rendering pipeline can be configured without
a geometry shader, which speeds up the calculation. For each fragment of the
quad, a fragment shader is invoked that determines and emits the output color
and transparency for the representing surface point.
Since the particles are sorted view-dependently, performance can be improved
by an approximate early ray termination. This is done by dispatching multiple
successive draw calls of parts of the data and only considering fragments of the
frame buffer that do not have full opacity. First, the complete set of particles is
subdivided into a small number of equal chunks, where each is rendered in one
pass. Experiments have shown that about 20 chunks deliver the best performance
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gains. The chunks are then rendered successively, beginning from the chunk that
is closest to the camera. After each pass, a fragment shader program is involved
that masks fragments that have an alpha value of almost 1, which means that
fragments on the same viewing ray behind the last drawn fragment will not alter
the final result. On the graphics card, this mask is implemented by manipulating
the stencil buffer. Subsequent passes skip fragment shader execution for masked
particles, thus omitting the costly ambient lighting evaluation. Depending on the
dataset and degree of occlusion, this method increases performance by up to 24%,
as shown in the results section 3.6.
3.5 Interaction and User Interface Design
Projections of three-dimensional content on a two-dimensional screen always
introduces occlusion, which is unavoidable. In fact, in perspective views, it is
desired as a vital depth cue. One effective way to allow the user to see occluded
parts, caused by the projection is by interactively steering the current viewpoint.
This requires an interactive rendering performance and a definition of camera
control. In the here proposed approach, a standard camera is used, which supports
orbiting, zooming, panning, and translation. The degrees of freedom for each of
the modes are controlled with a standard mouse. Only one mode is enabled at a
time and can be activated using the modifier keys on the keyboard.
In the current implementation, the definition of the DOI relies on an approxima-
tion of the local density that is associated with each particle and evaluated in
a preprocessing step. Its mapping to visual parameters can be changed at run-
time. The colors of glyphs are affected by the particle’s scalar attribute utilizing a
color table with user selectable key colors. Between the key points, the color is
determined using linear interpolation.
To exploit the full spectrum of the visualization method, the user can interactively
modify the following parameters:
• Transparency model: This parameter globally sets the transparency function
to use for all glyphs to chose from a list of predefined functions. The user
can select one of the several opacity profiles based on the mentioned density
models. Also, transparent rendering can be completely switched off or be
reduced to a constant transparency.
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Fig. 3.13: The user interface of the prototype. The interactive 3D visualization fills the
complete window. Controls for parameters are superimposed using a floating
input table.
• Hollow model: Since the hollow ball model is combinable with all density-
based methods, it is controllable by an extra parameter that steers the size
of the inner hollow ball. It is defined as a fraction of the particles’ radius, i.e.
a value of 0 corresponds to a filled volume, while a value of 1 completely
visually removes all glyphs.
• Local lighting parameters: A set of parameters is provided to the user to
enable/disable local Blinn-Phong lighting and to alter the direction of a
directional light, as well as the specular hardness.
• Ambient illumination parameters: Another set of parameters steers the
ambient lighting. Besides a switch that allows to enable or disable the
ambient lighting computation, the user can control the strength as a linear
factor, the maximum cone length and its offset to the surface. The latter
parameter can be manually adjusted to prevent the glyph which is receiving
the ambient terms from being included in the calculation. Also, the user can
change the described factors for the emission and absorption in the volume
texture.
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• Light mixing parameters: The user can globally adjust the parameters αA
and αRV (see Equation 3.25, resp. Equation 3.26) to control the influence
of the ambient lighting and the local reflection model for the final color.
Changes of the parameters take effect immediately to allow for interactive control.
The user interface itself is comprised of the rendering with a superimposed
movable window that contains all parameters as a list. Figure 3.13 shows an
exemplary screenshot of the application.
3.6 Results
The quality and effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated using six real-
world datasets from molecular dynamics and thermodynamics. Table 3.3 states
their size in numbers of particles. The evaluation is divided into two parts. In
the qualitative analysis, renderings of all datasets are generated to reveal novel
aspects that facilitate understanding of the data. This analysis includes datasets
D2 to D6. Dataset D1 mainly serves as a lower bound for the quantitative analysis
of all six datasets to assess the method’s performance.
Dataset Description Number of Particles
D1 Protein 1UUN 2,758
D2 NiAl dislocations 50,547
D3 Three Colliding Droplets 79,509
D4 Laser Ablation Bulge 509,423
D5 Bursting Liquid Layer 2,000,000
D6 Laser Ablation Shock Wave 60,000,000
Tab. 3.3: The six data sets used for evaluation.
3.6.1 Qualitative Evaluation
As a first evaluation, the visual quality of the ambient illumination is compared
to comparable methods. Since no tool directly supports ambient illumination at
the time of writing, the illumination parameters are set to be identical to ambient
occlusion.
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QuteMol [Tar+06] Grottel et al. [Gro+12a] VCT method of this chapter
Fig. 3.14: Comparison of ambient occlusion methods. Left: ambient occlusion from
QuteMol [Tar+06] generally overdarkens partly occluded regions. Center:
ambient occlusion from [Gro+12a] does not sufficiently darken regions. Reft:
the proposed method based on voxel cone tracing.
Figure 3.14 shows a comparison of the here-proposed method with the ambient
occlusion of Grottel et al [Gro+12a], as well as with the production-stable
software QuteMol [Tar+06]. In contrast to Grottel’s method and QuteMol, the
here-proposed method is nearly artifact-free and properly darkens local cavities.
At the same time, complex structures, like the hole on the left back side of the
cavity, are still visible. Due to its very localized sampling scheme, Grottel’s method
does not sufficiently darken the center of the rift. Also, linear interpolation
artifacts emerge. The method in QuteMol also contains these artifacts in an
amplified manner and overall darkens the inner of the structure too much, thus
losing details.
In the second part of the qualitative evaluation, the effectiveness of the complete
method for the end-user is tested. Renderings were prepared and presented to
domain experts from physics and thermodynamics. For them, a crucial task is the
visual inspection of data for unexpected features.
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Fig. 3.15: Visualization of the NiAl dataset D2. Left: naive visualization with local lighting,
right: proposed lighting model. Folds in the dataset are highlighted.
D2: NiAl dislocations
Dataset D2 (cf. Figure 3.15) shows dislocations and stacking faults in a solid
block of a nickel aluminum alloy. The planar stacking faults are colored in gray,
only slightly transparent. The context giving linear dislocations are colored in
blue and green, depending on an atom neighborhood classification, with higher
transparency. As transparency model, the hollow ball model was used. This
model was the first to be presented to the domain scientists. It focusses less on
the concept of Focus+Context but introduces the general method of presenting
spherical glyphs with varying transparency and global shadowing effects. The
reduced occlusion using the semi-transparent representation was regarded helpful
by the domain scientists, especially in later time steps. It was highlighted that
it facilitates the dataset overview. For a close-up inspection, the hollow glyphs
were judged useful since they help to distinguish distinct particles while reducing
occlusion. Also, the domain experts highlighted the improved visual separation
of layers through ambient occlusion.
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Fig. 3.16: Visualization of one time step of the droplets dataset D3, after the droplets have
collided. Left: naive visualization with local lighting, right: proposed lighting
model. Advanced transparency allows depicting the interfaces between the
original droplets and diffusing particles.
D3: Three Colliding Droplets
This simulation dataset (cf. Figure 3.16) shows three liquid droplets colliding
and merging. All droplets are of the same Lennard-Jones material model. The
different colors indicate the originating droplet for each atom. The DOI was
based on the local density, which is the number of neighbors for each atom within
a given radius for each droplet separately. The vapor phase and liquid phase
are defocused by setting the degree-of-interest to a low value for low, as well
high-density values. This includes particles in the inner of the droplets, as well
as the surrounding vapor. Particles in medium density areas are defined to be in
focus through low transparency, which includes the particles near the border of
the droplets and vaporized particles close to the droplets.
Setting the focus to the border reveals the interface between the different droplets.
During its temporal development, the interfaces are very clear at the beginning
and become successively less depictable, since the different droplets are mixing.
The domain scientists pointed out, that the diffusion process of individual particles
from one droplet into the two others can be clearly depicted. This is an effect
of the chosen DOI function that defines detached particles in proximity to the
droplets as being in focus. Diffusion processes are significant but usually hard to
see.
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Fig. 3.17: Visualization of the laser ablation bulge dataset D4. Left: naive visualization
with local lighting, right: proposed lighting model. Inner structures become
depictable.
D4: Laser Ablation Bulge
Dataset D4 shows a bulge in a laser ablation simulation in the moment of ripping
apart. Each data particle represents an atom of a metal block. The dataset
captures a point in time where a bulge of material forms, right before the ejection
of atoms. As can be seen from the simple visualization in Figure 3.17, the inside
of the emerging bulge is occluded. The goal of the improved visualization is
to focus on irregular structures in the inside while still keeping the outer bulge
border as a context. The DOI again depends on the local density, mapping
high density to high transparency and low-density values to low transparency.
This visually highlights outer layers of connected structures. More importantly,
irregular structures are highlighted. Since the material that is exposed to the
laser consists of a dense regular packing of particles, the vaporization will destroy
this regularity and decrease the local density. This way very irregular structures
are focussed in the inside. At the same time, the lower part of the outer bulge
is slightly deemphasized, since it is affected by the laser, but still represents a
sufficient regular structure to have a high density. With increasing distance to the
original material layer, the data is successively affected and thus more in focus.
Beside the possibility to see in the bulge, the domain experts pointed out, that
ambient occlusion helps to assess the shapes of the emerging clusters.
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Fig. 3.18: Visualization of the bursting liquid layer dataset D5 while being ripped apart.
Left: naive visualization with local lighting, right: proposed lighting model.
Coarse structures become better perceivable and clusters are better distinguish-
able using a combination of transparency and ambient illumination.
D5: Bursting Liquid Layer
Dataset D5 (cf. Figure 3.18) shows a bursting layer of liquid in vacuum. The
domain experts are interested in the emerging droplets that form during the
process, especially the interface surface between the liquid and the vacuum. A
similar focus model as for dataset D3 was used, with the only difference being
that this dataset consists of only one type of molecules. The liquid layer appears
as a compact block in the first time steps of its development. Here, the ambient
occlusion especially highlights holes and rifts. In later time steps, the layer
bursts into a large number of highly dynamic and unstable particle clusters. By
emphasizing the surface of these larger structures, their shape becomes better
depictable while single vaporized particles are shown more transparently and are
thus deemphasized.
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Fig. 3.19: Visualization of the laser ablation shock wave dataset D6. Left: naive visual-
ization with local lighting, right: proposed lighting model. Transparency and
coloring allows seeing in the inside of the metal block to reveal the shock wave.
D6: Laser Ablation Shock Wave
With 60 million atoms, dataset D6 (cf. Figure 3.19) is the largest dataset in
the evaluation. It contains data from a laser ablation simulation. Again, the
local density was used as the basis for the focus function. The bulk material
is visually removed by using full transparency for atoms within the respective
density interval. Atoms of lower density are colored blue, of higher density red to
yellow, with increasing opacity in both cases.
The visualization of data set D6 revealed a higher-order effect of the simulation.
The atoms with higher local density clearly show the shock wave from the laser
impact moving through the material. More importantly, within this shock wave,
distinct diagonal lines are visible. These lines result from reflections of the shock
wave onto itself at the boundary conditions of the material block. In fact, this
effect is to be expected but was not visualizable before.
3.6.2 Quantitative Evaluation
All datasets from Table 3.3 were used for a performance evaluation. The tests
were carried out by rendering 500 frames for each scene. The first 20 frames were
discarded to account for caching effects and achieve a consistent timing. The
timings for the other frames were averaged. The virtual camera was positioned to
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Dataset Early-Z No Early-Z Local Lighting
D1 6.65 5.33 0.81
D2 10.72 10.24 0.82
D3 17.38 15.58 1.44
D4 36.44 40.54 4.49
D5 114.16 151.06 6.82
D6 2941.18 3125.00 400.00
Tab. 3.4: Performance in milliseconds. Early-z denotes the rendering mode utilizing the
optimization as shown in section 3.4.3. Upload, voxelization and sorting is
performed in each frame. For comparison, the results for a renderer that only
evaluates local lighting is shown.
include the complete dataset. For each frame, the virtual camera was successively
rotated around the volume. This corresponds to real-world use patterns where the
user interactively changes the viewpoint. Also, this triggers the particle sorting
for each frame. To also reflect time-dependent datasets, the lookup volume was
recreated for each frame, as well.
The test system for the performance measurements was an Intel Core i7-3770 CPU
(4 × 3.40) GHz and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 660. The render window had a size
of 1024× 768 pixels. The resolution of the 3d texture used for voxelization was
256 voxels for the longest edge for all data sets. Overall performance numbers
in milliseconds are given in Table 3.4. The results show computation times that
allow interactive frame rates for particle counts up to several million particles
(cf. data set D5). The approximation of early-z termination starts to pay off for
data set D4. For smaller particle counts, the overhead of multipass rendering
outweighs the possible performance gain. The effectiveness of early-z depends on
the settings of the transfer functions, ranging from small performance gains in
D5 to a speedup of factor 5 if the spheres are nearly opaque.
The timings for the distinct steps of the pipeline, from uploading to rendering, are
shown in Table 3.5. All tests were performed with activated early-z optimization.
For ambient illumination calculation, three cones are traced per fragment, each
requiring 3 to 5 quadrilinear 3d texture fetches. The results show linear scaling
behavior with the number of particles. For small data sizes (D1, D2), the fixed
overhead dominates. Dataset D3 is an exception to the linear scaling in some
stages. This is mainly due to its transparency parametrization, which makes the
early-z optimization ineffective.
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Dataset Upload Sorting Voxelization Rendering Other
D1 0.01 0.26 4.52 1.78 0.05
D2 0.08 0.89 5.07 4.64 0.05
D3 0.42 1.48 5.42 9.35 0.02
D4 3.17 11.11 13.71 8.49 0.11
D5 8.51 42.37 39.09 23.25 0.96
D6 185.10 1367.84 1048.17 517.39 4.19
Tab. 3.5: Performance of different steps in milliseconds. upload is the vertex data particle
upload, sorting is the particle sorting step, voxelization is the voxelization step,
render is the whole fragment shader for the final image generation and other
denotes additional overhead.
Sorting and voxelization are the most time-consuming steps, followed by ren-
dering. Note, that this implementation used an unoptimized GPU based sorting
algorithm. More elaborate parallel sorting strategies can improve the sorting
performance. The voxelization is time-consuming, but must only be done once
per time step. Especially in scenarios where individual time steps are interactively
analyzed, the performance is thus higher in practice. The most significant part
of the rendering computation is comprised by the quadrilinear texture fetches
during the ambient illumination evaluation. Internally, this requires two trilinear
texture lookups in successive resolution levels that are linearly mixed.
3.7 Benefits and Limitations
In this section, various benefits and limitations, as well as opportunities for
future work are discussed. The explanations refer to details of the method. For a
discussion of the method in the context of the thesis with a focus on the challenges
from section 2.2, please refer to chapter 6.
The approach is motivated by the idea of Focus+Context, that means it allows to
highlight selected parts while showing the rest of the data in a deemphasized form
as a context. It demonstrates, how natural extensions of a simple and established
rendering model help to lift visual effectiveness and thus perceptual scalability.
Hidden aspects are revealed without distortion or binary filtering that would both
drastically change the data. For example in dataset D5, the inner part becomes
clearly visible, while the border and thus the original bulge is still depictable.
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For all datasets in the evaluation, the DOI function is related to the local density.
This measure is algorithmically easy to compute and allows to highlight various
features, such as interfaces, borders or diffusing particles.
Extending the simple local lighting approach to support global illumination effects,
as well as transparency, improves the visualization’s effectiveness. The two main
problems of local lighting approaches, missing depth cues, and occlusion are
effectively reduced. Ambient illumination and its special case ambient occlusion
highlight the surface structure and allow to depict holes, rifts, and valleys. For
example, in the ripping liquid layer dataset D4 or the vapor bulge dataset D5,
complex structures emerge. The advanced transparency scheme reveals hidden
details by deemphasizing occluding parts. This, for example, allows to clearly
depict the interface and particle exchange in dataset D3. The mapping of the DOI
function to transparency enables to highlight even subtle changes, like the local
density change in D6 that reveals the laser shock wave.
The physically based transparency calculation preserves the spherical shape much
better than a flat transparency, which is physically implausible. Similar to how
local lighting emphasizes the shape, varying opacity values help to judge on
the thickness and occlusion of the individual glyphs. The volumetric model
allows expressive variations, based on the definition of different density func-
tions. Since the glyphs are spherical, the transparency model can be analytically
evaluated, thus has low computational requirements. The ambient illumination
model, while computationally expensive to calculate exactly, can be efficiently
approximated with the use of a pre-computed spatial lookup structure and an
approximated hemisphere integration by means of voxel cone tracing. Overall,
the implementation enables interactive frame rates for particle counts in the order
of millions.
The current method bears potential for various extensions and improvements. In
its current state it improves on scalability in a sense of comprehensibility, but over-
all computational effort increases. Ideally, a Focus+Context approach is designed,
such that the context requires less effort for computation, thus allowing to devote
more computation time to the focus part of the visualization. This requires the
definition of a simpler context model. However, using differing models for focus
and context affects the generalizability of the approach, since simpler models,
especially those based on derived surfaces, might not be reasonable for specific
datasets and domains. In the here-proposed model, the general representation
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equals for focus and context, but altered to be visually more separable. This makes
the focus and context parts directly comparable, delivers a transition visualization,
and, more importantly, does not introduce new assumptions or models into the
visualization.
The currently used splatting approach has limitations, regarding its generaliz-
ability. Since all glyphs are rendered independently and blended afterwards,
intersections of glyphs are not captured. This means, whenever glyphs intersect,
the resulting color is identical as if the glyphs were not intersecting. A correction
would require the identification of intersecting glyphs and handling them sepa-
rately, for example by rasterizing with shader programs that integrate the correct
blending. It is questionable if such an approach can be efficiently implemented
using splatting. Instead, a complete raytracing approach, implemented on parallel
hardware using adequate acceleration structures might be more feasible.
The current implementation has the potential for performance improvements,
while not changing the resulting visualization. The biggest bottleneck is the
sorting step that is needed for a correct alpha blending. Here, optimized sorters
could massively improve the performance. This is especially true if special sorting
algorithms are used that assume a spatial coherency. Slight changes in the viewing
parameters between successive rendering frames during the interaction would
then speed up sorting. The second most time-consuming part is the voxelization.
Although this must be done only once for each time step, it affects smooth
playback of time-dependent data. Currently, a scattering approach is used. This
does not require specialized acceleration structures and works on the unordered
list of particles, but its performance is sensitive to the particle list ordering.
Overall, coupling the performance to the particle ordering is undesirable, since it
makes it hard to assess and compare voxelization performance. Given suitable
acceleration structures, in the most simple form by building a uniform lookup grid
with spatial hashing [Tes+03], a gathering approach can have a more predictable
and possibly better performance. The construction of the acceleration structure
might be costly, but can also be done in a preprocessing step. Since it is based on a
resorting of the previously unsorted data, it is still compatible with all approaches
that do not assume an order and can thus even replace the original data. In
fact, a coarsely pre-sorted particle list will most likely also speed up scattering
performance, since capabilities of the write cache can be better exploited.
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As mentioned, the ambient illumination model can be reduced to ambient occlu-
sion. The model and its approximation are, however, not identical to the original
model proposed by Zhukov. Since it is based on a density, it cannot be directly
compared to surface ambient occlusion, because the volume behind the surface
also affects the final results. On a qualitative level, the density based approach
produces comparably and evenly plausible results. A more elaborate investigation
on the specific differences might be helpful to further assess the comparability.
Also, the benefits and implications of the ambient lighting itself, that means the
possibility to let the (contextual) surrounding cast its material color on (focused)
opaque parts, should be more thoroughly evaluated.
In the current implementation, the DOI function can be solely specified over the
local density. Including more generalized, spatial DOI functions allows to high-
light user-selected locations and can thus broaden the possible use cases. Also,
using other features, such as linear or angular velocity, or cluster-based features
are imaginable. The approach currently is laid out for spherical glyphs but is
extensible to arbitrary glyphs. This is valid for both parts, the volumetric trans-
parency, and the ambient lighting. Especially for glyphs with an analytic solution
of a ray-surface hit, the transparency model can be adopted up to the maximum
opacity incorporation which needs special treatment. Generalized glyphs can be
considered for ambient illumination, as well, although their voxelization differs
and is possibly more challenging. Finally, the method can be further generalized,
since it is combinable with other F+C approaches, for example by using derived
surface where appropriate.
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4Dynamic 3D Data
Nearly all particle-based datasets are time-dependent, that means they contain
multiple time steps. Spatial Focus+Context techniques can be applied to each
distinct time step if the selection and visualization is temporally consistenet. This
lowers the overall visual complexity and fosters understanding of the dynamics
at one point in time. However, due to its time-dependent nature and thus the
high amounts of data, more complex analysis tasks that incorporate time are
relevant. Aigner et al. state numerous low-level tasks for time-dependent data,
which they contribute to the work of MacEachren [Aig+11; Mac95]. Specifically,
users of a visualization system for time-dependent data seek to have answers to
the following questions:
1. Does a data element exist at a specific time?
2. When does a data element exist in time?
3. What is the interval of the element’s existence?
4. How often does the element occur?
5. How fast does this element change and what is the change, quantitatively?
6. In what order do data elements occur?
7. Do data elements exist together?
Although originally being described in the context of information visualization,
they apply to scientific visualization, as well. To some degree, the majority of
these questions can, in fact, be seen as reformulations of tasks for static data,
where temporal aspects replace spatial aspects. For example, given a static dataset,
a scientist might ask whether a data element exists at a specific position, what its
spatial extends are and what its shape at distinct points in space are.
Focus: Direct spatial base-line visualization of one time step
Context: Plot of derived attributes on ribbon, integrated in the scene
Transition: Not supported
DOI: Manual focus time-step selection, interval selection for context
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Purely spatial Focus+Context techniques can foster understanding of individual
frames, but do not support the temporal tasks. However, the concept of showing
a selected focus in high detail and the remaining data as the context in lower
detail can be transferred to temporal aspects, as well. This chapter demonstrates
this transfer using a fundamental temporal context visualization to showcase its
potential for particle visualization.
Typically, visualization methods that are capable of processing time-dependent
data use one of two methods, which is either animation or abstraction. For
animation, the visualization system is mapping time in the dataset to actual
physical time [Aig+11]. Treating time physically is highly adaptive, that means
every static visualization can be extended to support time by presenting multiple
renderings in quick succession. Most systems for particle visualization rely on
a spatial representation. This leverages the human capabilities to understand
higher order structures that would be difficult to formulate as algorithms reliably.
To interact with time, the systems treat the dataset as a movie and allow controls
like playing, pausing, rewinding, fast-forwarding or seeking. The idea is to let
the user track related structures and investigate their dynamic, with the added
benefit of interactively manipulating the current point in time and the playback
properties. Although manipulation of the camera, visualization parameters or
filters is typically allowed, still not more than one frame is visible at a specific
time. Especially for complex scenes, this might lead to a dramatic increase
of the mental load on the user. Answering the questions as mentioned above
becomes not a task of the visualization system, but of the user, since all temporal
inferences, even basic principles like temporal coherency, is solely the result of
human interpretation. In fact, visualization methods exist that are not laid out
for temporal consistency and thus counteract interpretability.
The human visual processing and cognition are undoubtedly very powerful, but
might not be optimal to objectively and completely assess the dynamics of complex
scenes. In fact, human memory is known to be highly selective and subjective.
This is problematic for animation, since all past information has to be recalled
from memory [Tve+02]. Even if recalling past frames would be reliably possible,
tracking objects is known to be unreliable. Although tracking can be carried
out by the human brain with little mental stress, the number of simultaneously
trackable objects is very limited [Pyl+94].
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In particle visualization, the primary type of animation is motion. Studies have
shown, that humans tend to group moving objects of similar motion trajectories,
that means we associate their motion with an equal trigger [Bar01]. On the one
hand, this can be beneficial to detect similar data elements and especially to
depict elements with divergent motion. On the other hand, this might lead to
wrong conclusions and attribute independent elements with seemingly similar
motion patterns to the same cause. Robertson et al. investigated how to ex-
ploit this grouping property for reliable trend analysis [Rob+08]. Their findings,
based on a user study indicated, however, that animation was inferior to static
depictions. While most participants judged motion to be the most exciting form
of visualization, their accuracy in judging and comparing trends was lower. All
these impediments do not automatically render every animation-based approach
ineffective. Generally, animation is beneficial if carefully used in the right context.
Using animation for transitions between different aspects or even different (possi-
bly non-successive) time steps is known to help understanding [Rob+08]. In fact,
in another work, Heer and Robertson, the same person that conducted the study
as mentioned earlier, concluded that animation in the context of transitions of bar
charts, pie charts, and scatterplots, improved graphical perception and semantic
analysis [HR07]. It would be judged hastily to refrain entirely from animation in
all cases. Visualization systems should, however, consider the potential dangers.
The other commonly used approach for temporal analysis is based on abstraction,
for example by function plots or graphs. Typically, the data, and its spatial and
dimensional demands for visualization are reduced to extracted metrics, like sizes,
densities or frequencies of events. For visualization, one axis is typically used as
the time while other axes encode the values. To assess and compare changes in
time, multiple plots are presented simultaneously. Abstract visualizations, on the
one hand, do not rely on the memory of the user and allow for exact depiction of
events or metrics. On the other hand, by its abstract nature, it gives up on direct
visualization of the data in its domain and thus does not make use of the human’s
powerful shape-understanding capabilities.
Generally, abstraction is problematic for data that contains unexpected dynamics.
Abstraction is, per definition, the transfer of something possibly complex to
a more general concept, thus simplifying parts of the data based on a priori
knowledge. This contradicts the assumption of unexpected aspects, which means,
that abstraction is dangerous for initial exploration tasks, where it is not clear
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Fig. 4.1: Exemplary visualization with annotated parts of the temporal Focus+Context
method presented in this chapter.
views of abstract plots and spatial, exact representations. For example, Grottel
et al. developed a system for particle data in thermodynamics, which couples
a spatial visualization with an abstract plot of cluster merge and split events
[Gro+07]. According to the authors, this allows to efficiently depict events using
the abstract plot and correlate them to a spatial region in the direct visualization.
Designing multi-view solutions with linked graphs is very challenging. The design
must be consistent and facilitate the user’s understanding of information, that is
distributed over many connected plots [WB+00].
In this chapter, an alternative strategy is proposed that combines spatial and
abstract visualizations of particle data, based on the idea of Focus+Context and
extending it to Temporal Focus+Context [Sta+17]. The fundamental concept is an
interactive visualization method that jointly shows a direct spatial visualization
of particle data for one time step with a condensed abstract view of its temporal
context. This work is inspired by illustrative techniques, especially so-called
flow ribbons known from comics, that were investigated by Joshi et al. [JR05].
Flow ribbons resemble bands that follow a part of the trajectory up to one time
step in focus. Here, the idea of showing movement is extended to additionally
encode attributes on the ribbons, thus allowing the user to assess past and future
development, directly correlated in space and time. Since showing a ribbon for
every particle would lead to an explosion in complexity, ribbons and attributes
are calculated and shown on the level of semantically meaningful higher order
structures.
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The contributions are:
• A Focus+Context visualization is presented that shows particle clusters of
one focused time step in detail and their past and future development as a
ribbon in one static, interactive scene.
• The calculation of various attributes of clusters, specific to the domain of
particle-based simulations, is presented and discussed.
An examplary visualization of this method using one of the droplets from the
colliding droplets dataset (cf. case study 1 in the evaluation section 4.6 and
dataset D3 in section 3.6) is shown in Figure 4.1. Throughout the remainder
of this chapter, the state and change of the cluster’s attributes is referred to as
”cluster dynamics”.
4.1 Related Work
Augmenting scientific visualizations with abstract graphs is, although not com-
monly considered, an active field of research. See for example a recent survey
by Wang on graph-based techniques [Wan15]). Little work exists that extends
Focus+Context to time. It is based on the extension of the DOI to a temporal DOI
that considers a point or range in time [Car+08].
Conveying movement in static images is one essential element in illustration
and comics [McC94]. Joshi et al. investigated the usefulness of various comic
elements for scientific visualization [JR05]. Following the same idea, Nienhaus
and Döllner presented a system to analyze a dynamic scene and automatically
assign art-inspired techniques where appropriate [ND05]. This work builds on
the idea of simplified, temporally localized and easy to grasp glyphs, as well.
A variety of methods exist to visualize trajectories and their associated attributes.
Works exist in various fields, such as biology [Kee+09] and especially traffic
analysis [Che+15]. Approaches can roughly be subdivided into aggregation
methods and direct visualizations that either work on 2D or 3D trajectory data.
Aggregation methods, for example, density maps are best suited for large numbers
of trajectories [Sch+12a]. For 2D trajectories like car or ship movement data,
the remaining dimension of a 3D scene can be used to either encode time or
trajectory dynamics. Tominski et al. presented a visualization of 2D trajectories by
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using colored bands, stacked in the z-axis to show temporal dynamics [Tom+12].
Häb et al. built on this idea, but used the stacking approach to show multiple
attributes [Hä+15].
In contrast to 2D data, 3D trajectories pose additional challenges, since all axes
of a 3D scene are occupied for the spatial attributes of the trajectory itself.
Typically occlusion and clutter become problematic, especially for large and dense
trajectory data. Buschmann et al. proposed an interactive system that combines
direct and aggregated visualizations of massive airplane trajectory data [Bus+14].
Dense data is selected and filtered using various querying techniques. Also, they
included a means of temporal Focus+Context by allowing the user to compare
subsets of trajectories for different time spans by color coding.
For interactive analyses of sparse trajectories more screen space and rendering
effort can be dedicated to single trajectories. Ware et al. visualized sparse
movement data of humpback whales [War+06] using thick ribbons. The ribbons
are twisted around their central axis according to the rolling of the whales. To
show the direction of movement, chevrons are used. Inspired from their works,
Schroeder et al presented a system to visualize surgical training data [Sch+12b].
Participants were given a surgical device whose position was tracked. Among
other representations, the authors included a 3D visualization using ribbons. A
related approach was presented by Rakita et al. to show complex trajectories
of robot arms [Rak+16]. In addition to trajectories, they extracted meaningful
keyframes and superimposed them in one static image. Recently, Karch et al.
presented a system to visualize the dynamics in two-phase flow fields [Kar+17].
Their visualization approach includes a ribbon that conveys movement and twists
of droplets, integrated into a spatial visualization.
Several works exist that visualize paths or trajectories in particle data. Lindow
et al. proposed a method for molecular dynamics data to estimate and show
potential molecular binding paths [Lin+11]. In order to show deeply occluded
paths, they used advanced shading techniques and semantically meaningful
clipping. Fraedrich and Westermann presented a visualization in order to assess
motion in astrophysical particle simulations [FW12]. Their method renders
distinct particle trajectories on multiple scales and combines tube rendering and
volume rendering. Recently, Scharnowski et al. presented a distributed method
to efficiently encode and simplify a large number of particle trajectories using
Hermite splines [Sch+17].
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Note, that rendering techniques for flow ribbons also share similarities with
methods in vector field visualization. However, they focus on the analysis of flow,
that means sets of ribbons. In contrast, this work aims at a direct depiction of
individual movements [JR05].
4.2 Visualization Method
For centuries, conveying temporal behavior in static images has been a field of
study not only in scientific areas but most prominently in art. Many ways exist,
from building tension, over abstractions, to incorporating multiple time steps
simultaneously. Building tension is one core component that is not restricted to
visual art. The fundamental idea is to show exactly one moment that foreshadows
a temporal behavior. For example, in the image Still Live with Apples by French
artist Paul Cezanne, apples are placed such that they seem just about to roll off
the table. The famous image The Great Wave by Japanese artist Hokusai shows a
water wave that is about to roll over. Showing scenarios at key time points allows
the viewer to anticipate forthcoming events. For scientific visualization, relying
on the viewer’s imagination of what might happen, is neither objective nor does
it reflect the data at hand. However, showing an ordered succession of multiple
time steps in one image is a common practice in visualization. This may be due to
the controlled steering of anticipation, or the expectation that the human brain
does merely interpolate temporal behavior between seen time points, instead of
imagining complex events between keyframes.
One art form that incorporates time by a succession of seemingly independent
images are comics, which convey even complex stories and actions on a static
medium. The order of distinct images, called panels, and even the space between
the panels defines the order of events and the time intervals. In fact, even a single
panel does not represent precisely one infinitesimal time step but may contain
a whole time span. The book Understanding Comics by Scott McCloud [McC94]
examines the various depictions of time in comics. According to the author, one
panel itself can contain multiple complex events. For example, talking persons
are shown in one representative pose while their statement is shown in text form
as a bubble above their heads. This indicates a time span at least as long as it
takes to vocalize the text in the bubble. Here, the representative time step is used
to express the most significant details, like the person’s appearance, actions or











































Fig. 4.2: Speed lines and flow ribbons in comics. (a) Speed lines indicate the direction
of movement (image from [Kno17]). (b) A flow ribbon shows movement of an
object as a thick band with lines to indicate on occluded objects (image from
[McC94])
emotions, while the speech bubble as an abstract and symbolic depiction is used
to express the complete action. Each distinct element can exist in another time
frame in one panel. To understand the order of events in one frame, the elements
inside the panel are placed in a consistent order, for examples speech bubbles are
placed from left to right in western comics.
Relatedly, events that cannot be expressed by acoustic symbolism, be it language
or onomatopoeia, can be conveyed by abstraction in comics, foremost motion.
Typically, depictions of motion are based on indicating on the moving object’s
trajectory in varying degrees of abstraction. One time step is selected and defined
to represent the present time of the panel. Similar to the ideas of Focus+Context,
the object’s appearance is typically shown in greater detail for this point in time.
To show the temporal behavior up to this point, time is either discretized or treated
continuously. In discretized depictions, the moving object is shown multiple times
along the path of movement. The order is conveyed for example by drawing the
object with decreasing detail or increasing transparency, the farther a point in the
past is represented. To show past movement continuously, the object is abstracted
more and reduced to lines that indicate the movement. These abstract structures
are called Speed Lines or, depending on their appearance Flow Ribbons. Figure 4.2
shows examples of speed lines and flow ribbons in comics.
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In the proposed method, the idea to express motion using flow ribbons while
showing one time step in detail is used to implement a temporal Focus+Context
method. Temporal dynamics are mapped to three distinct rendering styles, defined
by one time step in focus and a user definable time span.
1. For the time step in focus, a detailed spatial visualization is shown. All
particles of a cluster are considered and rendered as small spheres with
local lighting. Raycasting of simple particle spheres are employed, similar
to the splatting approach as introduced in section 2.1.2.
2. Time steps that are within a user-defined time span form the context. In this
range, temporal dynamics of particle clusters are visualized using a flow
ribbon-like depiction.
3. The trajectory for temporal intervals that are neither in focus nor inside the
user-defined time span are shown as a thin line to provide an overview.
This work is not the first one that considers speed lines and speed ribbons for
scientific visualization. Joshi et al. investigated the usefulness of techniques
inspired from comics and illustration for visualization, among them speed lines
and flow ribbons [JR05]. According to the authors, different types of flow
ribbons exist. The most simple type consists of a parallel pair of lines that
follow a trajectory to convey movement. To draw the user’s attention further
to the movement, the ribbon can be extended to be opaque, thus occluding the
underlying features. The most complex type uses line segments on top of the
ribbon to hint at the occluded features. This concept is altered in the proposed
method in the following ways to not only convey movement but the dynamics of
particle clusters:
• Instead of placing lines to indicate occluded objects, lines with varying
thickness are used to encode a user selectable set of cluster attributes. This
means the ribbon’s surface is effectively used as a canvas for multiple two-
dimensional graphs. The primary purpose is to depict quantitative changes
in the attributes.
• To also assess future changes of clusters, ribbons are allowed to cover not
only past time but also future time steps.
• Additionally, a fixed selection of attributes is mapped to the ribbon’s appear-
ance itself. Specifically, the cluster id and passed time is encoded as color in
the inner area of the ribbon and the evaporation on the ribbon’s border.
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4.2.1 Ribbon Visualization
The problem of placing a ribbon in a three-dimensional scene is challenging.
Since it serves as a surface to plot two-dimensional graphs, distortion must be
minimal. Ideally, a two-dimensional canvas that contains plots is undistorted, that
means it is a entirely planar embedding that neither shrinks, expands, shears or
bends at any point. This is desired to depict and compare absolute plotted values
from the graph. For curved bands, bending, which in turn introduces expansion
and shrinking, is inevitable. This follows already from the fact that the upper
borderline of a thick curve does generally not have the same arc length as the
lower curve.
Further sources of distortion exist that can be alleviated or avoided altogether.
This includes local distortions induced by the band’s geometry, as well as global
distortions caused by the band’s placement, orientation and perspective projection.
A frequently used extension of thick curves to the three-dimensional space is tubes,
that means an extruded circle profile along a path. Since they are rotational
symmetric around the path line, these surfaces do not require an additional
normal- or tangential direction for orientation. Also, their surface is not flat which
allows appropriate lighting to enhance the volumetric effect and thus improve
depth perception. Furthermore, typical connection problems that arise if a path is
approximated by linear segments, each represented by a cylinder, can be solved
using natural extensions of the two-dimensional cases. However, curved surfaces
are impractical for plotting, since they introduce a severe source of distortion.
In this work, the ribbon is represented by flat segments, oriented such that they
face the camera, without introducing further distortions. The construction is
explained in the next section, followed by a description of the orientation strategy.
Note that, although the result is a flat shape that faces the viewer, this is not a
two-dimensional problem. This means that an alternative approach that would
project all centroids, alongside with a thickness proportional to the perspective
scaling, and rendering a 2d curve will not produce plausible results. Especially
scenarios where the ribbon approaches the virtual camera or is describing a curve
towards the z-direction of the camera cannot be captured using a 2d-projected
thick curve.












Fig. 4.3: Construction of the ribbon. The element between time point t and t + 1 is a
trapezoid with height 2h, defined by the centroids cti and c
t+1
i and their vector ~u
t
i.
From the centroids, the four vertices etu/l,i and e
t
u/l,i are constructed by adding,
respectively subtracting the half vector ~ati, respectively ~a
t+1
i . The trapezoid is
aligned towards the viewer using the view-dependent direction ~vti in tangent
space. On the ribbon, various attributes are plotted, as indicated by the blue and
cyan bands.
Ribbon Construction
For each cluster i, a temporal interval [tp, tf ] that spans a set of discrete time
steps is selected by the user that defines the ribbon. It is based on the cluster’s
path, which is an ordered set of representative centroid positions for each cluster
for all discrete time steps during the cluster’s existence. Since the time steps
are discrete, but the ribbon appears as a continuous band, positions between
consecutive centroids are interpolated. In this work, a linear interpolation is used.
Let the centroid of cluster i for time step t be denoted as cti and for the successive
time step ct+1i . A linear ribbon segment between two consecutive centroids is
defined as a trapezoid with a horizontal middle axis identical to the connecting
line of cti and c
t+1
i . Figure 4.3 illustrates one segment with all required quantities.
Let ~uti = ct+1i − cti be the direction vector from two consecutive centroids.
Since the trapezoid is positioned in a 3d scene, an additional tangential direction
~vti is required, that is computed view-dependently in order to orient the ribbon
towards the camera. Details on its computation are presented in the following
section. The four vertices of the trapezoid are generated such that the angle of
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the non-parallel edges match the half angle between ~uti and ~u
t−1
i for the edge that




i for the edge that intersect
ct+1i . Let ~a
t














The two vertices that span the edge that intersects cti are then obtained by:











Here, the free parameter h controls the trapezoid’s height perpendicular to ~uti.
Since it is applied to the half vector ~ati it is scaled according to the angle of ~a
t
i and
~uti. Note that the terms ‖~ati‖ were left in Equation 4.1 for the sake of clarity but
can be removed, since they cancel each other out. The calculation of the vertices
et+1u/l that define the edge which intersects with c
t+1




The ribbon consists of a border and the interior which has a background and
foreground. In the foreground, the different cluster attributes, such as the cluster’s
density or its velocity, are shown using colored bands. The user can choose which
attributes are visible on the ribbon. Their visualization is carried out by first
subdividing the surface into rows of equal thickness. Each attribute is then
visualized as a band of varying thickness according to their linearly interpolated
value between time steps t and t+ 1.
All attribute values are normalized to a range between 0 and 1. This is either
done using global minimum and maximum values, that means the extreme values
of extreme values across all clusters, or locally. Normalizing the attributes using
global minima and maxima reduces the possible spectrum for a single ribbon, but
makes the actual thickness comparable across ribbons. The colors of the lines are
uniquely chosen for each attribute from the "pastel1" qualitative color set from
ColorBrewer [HB03].
The ribbon’s background encodes the cluster ID and the current time step. The
hue is chosen equally from the HSV circle according to the cluster’s unique ID. Its
saturation corresponds to the time, this means a segment on the ribbon’s back-
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ground color appears successively saturated, the later the time step it represents.
The ribbon’s border is used to separate the ribbon from other geometry visually
and, more importantly, encodes the cluster’s evaporation as a jigsaw pattern. The
stronger the evaporation, that means the more particles detach from the cluster,
the bigger the amplitude of the jigsaw pattern.
Ribbon Orientation
The ribbons are oriented such that they face the interactive camera while mini-
mizing visual distortion. Billboard techniques, like merely enforcing the ribbon’s
face normal to be directed towards the camera, introduce numerical instabilities
when the normal approaches the tangent. Also, this causes twists in the faces that
are connected to neighboring faces when at least one coordinate of subsequent
trajectory segment changes its sign. By binding the view-dependent orientation
to a quarter circle, flipping is prohibited.
The viewer’s position and orientation are defined by a camera viewing matrix
V . In order to face the ribbon to the camera, the tangential direction ~vti is
calculated view-dependently for every segment uti between two centroids. It is
obtained through a spherical blending of a normal direction ~nti in camera space
and another consistently chosen vector ~mti. The normal direction ~n
t
i is obtained
in a preprocessing step (cf. section 4.3.3), constrained to be smooth over the
trajectory. The vector ~mti is perpendicular to both, ~n
t
i and the direction vector ~u
t
i
from cti to c
t+1
i . As blend factor, the projection of ~n
t
i to the view direction of the
camera is used. Let ~mti = V · (~uti × ~nti), then the sought tangential direction ~vti is
calculated as
~vti = slerp(V ~nti, ~mti, |(V ~nti)z|) (4.2)
The final vector ~vti is obtained by normalization.
Equation 4.2 states, that the bigger the z component of ~nti in camera space,
the less it affects ~vti , which leads to a vector that has a minimal z component.
Blending between two orthogonal vectors with a blend factor between 0 and 1
generates a vector that is always between ~nti and ~u
t
i, thus flipping or twisting
cannot appear as long as ~nti is consistent. This is always true, except for cases
where all points of the cluster’s path are aligned in a perfect line. Figure 4.4
(a) and (b) show the effect of this orientation approach, compared to billboard
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b)a)
Fig. 4.4: Effect of alignment calculation. (a) naive billboard techniques cause severe
artifacts when the surface tangent approaches the view direction. (b) correct
and artifact-free ribbon when the alignment is constrained.
techniques. Relative camera angles exist where the ribbon is facing orthogonally
to the camera and thus is invisible.
4.3 Cluster preprocessing
The ribbon rendering is heavily based on a preprocessing step which are used
for the context visualization. The proposed method is laid out with a focus on
molecular dynamics and thermodynamics. Data sets in these areas typically
consist of structures that move and interact, but do not vanish. During their
lifetime, these structures are subject to complex dynamics, like deformation,
splitting, merging or evaporation. Note that the identification of independent
structures is not part of this work. Particles are assumed to be assigned to clusters
beforehand.
The input is a time-dependent particle dataset with multiple time steps. Each
time step consists of a set of particles P t, each defined by their position pt
i
∈ R3
and an optional radius. Per time step, the particles are partitioned into a set
of clusters Ct with Cti ⊆ P t. Clusters can be arbitrary particle sets. Typically,
most particles of a cluster are packed with high local density, but also contain
sparse regions. For example in Figure 4.10 in the evaluation of this chapter, one
droplet, including its entirety of particles that are in a gas state is considered
one cluster. Particles may join or leave a cluster, which means, that clusters may
appear or vanish. The simulation space has constant extents for all time steps
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Load Data
Particle list for each time step
Filter evaporated
Particles
Filtered particle list for each time step
Estimate trajectory
attributes for each cluster
i in each time step t
Cluster centroid c Consistent direction ~n
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Fig. 4.5: The different steps during preprocessing
and is constrained by the lower bound l (the minimum point of the simulation’s
bounding box), and upper bound u (the maximum point).
The preprocessing is carried out in multiple stages, as outlined in the diagram in
Figure 4.5. First, particles that evaporate from clusters are identified and marked.
Then, a representing centroid is estimated for each cluster. Over the course of
the time series, the centroids per cluster form a path along which the ribbon is
placed during visualization. For each centroid on the path a stable and consistent
direction vector is calculated, that is needed for the ribbon’s orientation. Also,
an approximation of the curvature and torsion of the path is calculated. Finally,
a number of expressive cluster attributes, such as the density or the rotational
velocity are calculated.
4.3.1 Determination of evaporated particles
Especially in molecular dynamics simulations, evaporation and its implications is
an important research topic (see for example [Hei+16] and related works). Parts
of the simulated matter evaporate by detaching from the cluster. While those
particles tend to maintain the momentum of the original cluster for still some
time, they are successively less affected by the cluster’s dynamics. These particles
must thus be identified and excluded from subsequent calculations.
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Without any further domain specific constraints, a particle can be considered to
be in a gas phase when its approximate local density falls below a simulation
specific threshold. The density can be approximated for each particle by counting
the number of elements in a neighborhood with a constant radius. A physically
plausible density estimate is obtained by searching neighbors independently of
the cluster structure. This implies that diffusion processes are not identified
as evaporation. Conversely, this can lead to particles not being identified as
evaporated when they are in proximity to other clusters of differing material.
Formally, a particle at position pt
i
∈ P t is in gas phase if the number of particles
out of P t within a specified search radius r is smaller than a globally specified
minimum count ng: ∣∣∣∣{q ∈ P t| ‖q − pti‖ < r}
∣∣∣∣ < ng. (4.3)
Using this criterion, the particles in a cluster Cti form two new sets. C
t
g,i denote the
particles of cluster i in time step t that are in a gas phase and the setCt∗,i = Cti\Ctg,i
contains all other particles.
4.3.2 Calculation of the centroid
The cluster’s particles that are not in gas phase are used to calculate the centroid
cti for each time step t and cluster i. Depending on the domain of the simulation,
a multitude of methods exists to determine a plausible centroid. This work treats
particles as elements with constant mass, which means that the center of mass
equals the arithmetic mean.
Averaging is done for each coordinate independently to account for cyclic border
conditions [BB08]. First, the coordinates of all particles in Ct∗,i are rescaled to
range from 0 - 2pi and used as an angle for a point on a unit circle. All points on
the circle are averaged to yield a new center point inside the circle, followed by
back-projection to the unit circle. Finally, the angle is calculated and rescaled
to the dimension’s simulation space. Let for example ptx,j be the x coordinate of
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pt
j
∈ Ct∗,i, then the x coordinate of the centroid cti is calculated by
ctx,i = atan2( 1|Ct∗,i|
∑




j sin((ptx,j − lx) · 2piux−lx ) ) ·
ux − lx
2pi + lx
where atan2 is the arc tangens for the full circle that returns values between 0
and 2pi. In the unlikely case that all points are uniformly distributed the average
point is in the origin and no angle can be calculated. Since then all positions are
equally valid, the arithmetic mean of the coordinate without transformation to
the circle is used. To ensure consistent centroids over time, the closest equivalent
point cti in the cyclic simulation space to the centroid of the previous time frame
ct−1i is calculated. This means, that |cti − ct−1i | ≤ 12 |u− l|, that means for each
dimension, the absolute difference is smaller than half the simulation space length
in this dimension.
4.3.3 Estimation of Consistent Frame
Additionally, a consistent direction ~nti is estimated and associated with each
centroid in each time frame. This vector is used during visualization to properly
orient the ribbons. Its estimation is based on an iterative plane fit to obtain a
smooth direction, even in the presence of noisy and degenerated data. Around
a centroid cit, an interval of preceding (from prior time steps) and successive
centroids (from future time steps) of the trajectory of the cluster i is used for an
eigenvalue decomposition of its covariance matrix. The obtained eigenvectors
span an orthogonal coordinate system according to the variance of the points.
More importantly, the corresponding eigenvalues are proportional to the variance
itself. Sorting the eigenvalues from biggest to smallest thus gives a hint on the
dimensionality of the point set’s subspace. For example, if one eigenvalue is much
bigger than the other eigenvalues, the points are approximately aligned on a line.
If the second largest eigenvalue is sufficiently significant, the points spread on a
plane or in an ellipsoid.
The sought vector ~nti is obtained from the normalized eigenvector of the smallest
eigenvalue if the plane fit is stable. This eigenvalue corresponds to a direction
that is perpendicular to a planar spread of the points and can thus be interpreted
as their normal. To ensure a stable normal, the points must either spread on a
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plane or in an ellipsoid, but not on a line. The spread can be quantified using the
linear isotropy cl ∈ [0, 1] [Wes+97]. Let the eigenvalues be λc1 ≥ λc2 ≥ λc3 ≥ 0,
then the linear isotropy is calculated as:
cl =
λc1 − λc2
λc1 + λc2 + λc3
This equation measures the difference of the largest to the second largest eigen-
value, normalized by their sum to provide an order independent measure.
The bigger the value of cl, the bigger the domination of one axis on all others,
which implies an approximate spread on a line. As long as cl is above a threshold,
the process is repeated with an increased neighborhood. For the datasets used in
the evaluation, a value of 0.2 yielded stable results.
4.3.4 Cluster attribute estimation
For the sake of clarity, the cluster id i and time step t is omitted in the following.
All calculations, except stated otherwise, refer to particles of one cluster in one
time step. Estimated attributes include
• the angular velocity magnitude ω,
• the cluster’s density ρ,
• the ratio f of particles to all particles in a time step,
• the spherical anisotropy σ,
• and the fraction of evaporated particles γ.
• Also, from the cluster’s path, the arc length s, as well as the curvature κ
and torsion τ are estimated.
Note, that also derivatives of these attributes can be used for visualization. This
covers, for example, linear velocity and acceleration as derivatives of the arc
length.
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Fraction of evaporated particles Since all particles in a gas phase are identified,
the calculation of the fraction, relative to all particles of a cluster, is straightfor-
ward. It is given by
γ = |Cg||C| (4.4)
where Cg is the set of particles in a gas phase of a cluster.
Cluster density Given the centroid, a measure that is approximately proportional
to the density of the cluster is calculated. The analysis of the density can provide
useful information on the expansion or contraction of a cluster. In this work,
this scalar is defined as the ratio of the number of particles to the volume of
their representative ellipsoid. Assuming an ellipsoidal shape is a good choice for
media in thermodynamics that tends to minimize surface tension, thus generating
a spherical shape. In the case of applied translational or rotational forces, the
sphere is distorted and resembles an ellipsoid. First, the principal axes of the
enclosing ellipsoid is estimated using a principal component analysis. Then, all
particles are projected on each axis. To estimate the lengths of the axes while
accounting for outliers, the interval from the 10-percentile to the 90-percentile of
projected distances from the cluster center on each axis is used to calculate the
volume of the ellipsoid.
Let ~v1, ~v2, ~v3 be the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of all particles in C∗
and Lλ1/2/3 =
{
(p− c) · ~v1/2/3 | p ∈ C∗
}
the projected lengths, then the half axis











The density then reads:
ρ = 3|Co|4piwxwywz , (4.5)
where Co ⊆ C∗ denotes the set of particles in the cubical subspace who’s projected
lengths fall into the interval between the 10th and 90th percentile.
Cluster’s angular velocity The angular speed, that means the speed of the rota-
tion around the cluster center, is a useful property to characterize more compley
cluster dynamics. Here, this measure is defined as the average angular velocity of









Fig. 4.6: The angular velocity magnitude ‖~ω‖ is the length of a vector that is perpendicular
to the plane of rotation. This plane is given by the two vectors ~rtk and ~d
t
k that are




. For simplicity, the centroid
ct does not change for the time point t+ 1 in this illustration.
its particles around the centroid. For particle i, it is approximately proportional
to the magnitude of a perpendicular vector to the direction vector ~rtk (from the
centroid to the particle’s position) and the relative direction vector ~dtk of the
particle’s movement. The latter can only be obtained for particles that are part
of the cluster in the current and next time step. Let Cω be the intersection set
of Ct∗ and C
t+1
∗ and points denoted as pk ∈ Cω. Let further be ~rtk = ptk − ct and
~dtk = (pt+1k − ct+1)− (ptk− ct), then the cluster’s angular velocity magnitude is:






Figure 4.6 illustrates the involved values.
Cluster’s spherical anisotropy The spherical anisotropy of a cluster is a measure
for its deviation from a spherical shape. In the context of this work, it quantifies
the change of the cluster’s shape in all spatial dimensions. Bigger values indicate
a more anisotropic shape. In particle simulations, the deformation of the cluster’s
shape is typically the effect of applied internal or external forces, like collisions
or bounces [Zha+16]. Given the eigenvalues of the cluster’s covariance matrix
λp1 ≥ λp2 ≥ λp3 ≥ 0, the spherical anisotropy σ is defined similar to tensor analysis
[Wes+97] as:









The resulting quantity is related to the linear anisotropy that is used in sec-
tion 4.3.3 to estimate the stability of the plane fit. It is a number between 0
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and 1 which is zero, when all eigenvectors are equal, thus indicating a perfect
spherical spread of points. It is maximal, when at least one of the eigenvalues is
very small, which means, that the points spread in a plane, or even a line, but not
in a sphere.
Trajectory’s Curvature and Torsions To quantitatively assess changes in the tra-
jectory, its curvature magnitude κ and torsion magnitude τ is estimated. The
points on the trajectory are typically noisy which hinders the use of direct nu-
merical derivatives. To obtain smooth curvature and torsion values and also to
account for non-uniformly spaced sample points, the trajectory is fit to a B-spline
[Lew+05]. In the first step, control points are equally distributed over the (numer-
ically estimated) arc length of the curve. Unless the approximation error between
curve points and their closest points on the trajectory falls below a threshold,
the control points are moved. The curvature and torsion associated with each
centroid are estimated by first locating the curve parameter that produces the
closest curve point, given an approximate similar arc length. Then the first and
second derivatives are used to calculate the curvature and torsion. Let c(s) be the
fitted curve, then the curvature κ(s) and torsion τ(s) is calculated according to








Before visualization which is for the most part done on the graphics card, a pre-
processing step is carried out on the CPU. During this step all required attributes
are estimated. Since this is a computationally heavy process, which might take
minutes for complex datasets, the results are stored to disk and reused when the
same dataset is reloaded. For each time step in the dataset, the preprocessing
step produces the centroid, the consistent tangential direction and a set of scalar
attributes. For visualization, a dedicated vertex buffer object is allocated in graph-
ics card memory for each attribute. Also, all particles for the currently focused
time step are stored in graphics memory.
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Algorithm 2 Render particles with colored ribbons per particle cluster
perform preprocessing according to section 4.3 (only once for dataset)
render focussed spheres according to section 2.1.2
for all trajectories do
for all centroids inside the ribbon’s time interval do
generate trapezoid according to section 4.2.1
rasterize trapezoid
for all fragments of trapezoid do
determine y position on surface and time point t
determine to which attribute’s graph the fragment contributes
if fragment is in line graph then
render with attribute color
else





The scene is composed by first rendering the focus visualization using solid sphere
glyphs, according to section 2.1.2. The ribbons are then added to the scene with
one draw call as lines with adjacency information. In a vertex shader program,
all attributes, including position and tangential direction, are passed to the next
stage as-is. The geometry is generated according to section 4.2.1 in a geometry
shader program. The ribbon is composed of linear segments, each consisting of
two triangles for the ribbon itself and two triangles for each side of the jagged
border. The visualization algorithm is outlined in algorithm 2.
Cluster attributes and local uv coordinates are passed for each vertex for ras-
terization using a fragment shader program. The desired result is a smooth
interpolation of all coordinates throughout the trapezoid. This is not possible
using the hardware supported barycentric interpolation. In the case of trapezoids,
barycentric interpolation causes visible seams along the edge that both triangles
share, as shown in Figure 4.7. Generally, the interpolation scheme on modern
graphics cards guarantees a smooth interpolation only inside triangles. Since
barycentric interpolation is purely linear along the edges, more complex polygons
with edges that do not intersect the polygon’s center suffer from interpolation
artifacts.
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b) c)a)
Fig. 4.7: Interpolation artifacts of uv coordinates for trapezoids. (a) A trapezoid is
constructed of two triangles. (b) Barycentric interpolation leads to a non-
smooth interpolation at the inner edge of the triangles. (c) Bilinear interpolation
produces a correct interpolation.
In order to obtain a smooth and seamless interpolation for trapezoids, a bilinear
interpolation is calculated. This is achieved by passing the position for each vertex
in the geometry shader stage to the fragment shader to obtain position e that is
automatically determined via barycentric interpolation. Additionally, the position
of all four vertices of the trapezoid without interpolation is passed. They are
used to reconstruct the local y ∈ [0, 1] position on the surface, as well as the local
timepoint t ∈ [0, 1] between the current and the next time step.
Similar to Equation 4.1 let the points of the trapezoid be defined as etu/l and e
t+1
u/l ,
respectively, giving four points in total. Expressing f as a bilinear interpolation
leads to
e = (1− y) ·
(




(1− t) · etl + t · et+1l
)
(4.8)
giving three equations, with one being linear dependent on the other two. Solving
for y and t yields the desired quantities.
In the case of a trapezoid, two edges are parallel, which allows simplifying
computation and necessary variables to be passed to the fragment shader. Instead
of performing computations in 3d space, they are carried out in tangent space.































 〈~uti,~at+1i 〉‖~at+1i ‖
0.5
 . (4.10)
A bilinear interpolation for these points with a point g that corresponds to the
current fragment’s position in tangent space is then defined as
g = (1− y) ·
(
(1− t) · gt
u





(1− t) · gt
l




Solving for y yields the simple relationship y = t, which is expected, given the fact
that the horizontal edges are parallel to the x axis in tangent space. The remaining
quantity t can then be calculated by respective rearrangement of Equation 4.11.
Overall, this reduces the necessary information for the bilinear interpolation
in the fragment shader to one two-dimensional point for the current position
and one additional two-dimensional vector containing the non-constant parts of
Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10.
The local coordinate y determines the line graph of the currently generated
fragment. This is done by equally subdividing the y range into areas according to
the number of visible attributes. The fragment’s color is set to be the appropriate
attribute color if the distance to the center of the attribute’s plotting space is less
than the actual attribute’s value. The latter is passed from the geometry shader
stage as a linearly interpolated attribute. If the line is not hit, then the fragment’s
color is set to the background color.
4.5 Interaction and User Interface Design
The spatial navigation is carried out directly in the 3D visualization using a
standard orbit camera (cf. section 3.5). The prototypic user interface is shown in
Figure 4.8. The time step in focus is set globally through a slider. The number
of time steps in the future or past that are represented by a ribbon, as well as
its thickness can be set for each cluster independently. Clusters and ribbons
can be enabled or disabled for visualization. The ribbon’s appearance can be
manipulated independently for each ribbon or a selection of ribbons. Global
parameters allow to enable or disable the mapping of cluster characteristics to
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Fig. 4.8: The prototypic user interface. The left part contains control elements, such as
the trajectory overview with selectable clusters and the attributes to be shown
on the ribbon. The central part contains the visualization. The right part shows
a traditional plot of one attribute with selectable derivative.
properties of the ribbon, which are the jigsaw border and color. Also, the user
can enable or disable attributes to be shown on the ribbons as line plots.
Regarding the focus visualization, the global radius can be manipulated. Also,
independently per cluster, a scaling relative to the cluster center can be defined. To
account for non-moving clusters, the user interface additionally allows presenting
all attributes using classic two-dimensional line plots.
The 2D user interface contains a table of all clusters. Each row represents one
cluster and consists of a color field, a checkbox to control its visibility and an
abstract overview visualization of the trajectory’s approximate curve types. The
overview is generated in a preprocessing step. First, the complete simulation time
is equally subdivided into 20 intervals. Each interval is represented by a square,
with the color mapped to the trajectory’s approximate type. Note that these colors
are only existent in the user interface and thus do not interfere with the attribute
colors on the ribbons in the 3D scene.
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κ = 0 κ const κ linear
τ = 0 line circle spiral
τ konst arbitrary helix helix +/-
τ linear arbitrary arbitrary arbitrary
no movement
Tab. 4.3: Local curve types are assigned depending on the local curvature and torsion.
The colored squares indicate their colors in the overview plot.
The curve types include linear, circular, spiral (circular in the plane with de-
creasing radius), helical, helical with increasing or decreasing curvature and
arbitrary motion. The classification is obtained by linear regression of the inter-
val’s curvature and torsion values. Depending on combinations of the slope m
and y-intercept n the types are assigned according to Table 4.3. The curvature,
respectively torsion is approximately zero if m = n = 0, constant if m = 0, n 6= 0
and linear if m 6= 0. If the maximum error of the curvature or torsion values from
the regression exceeds a threshold then the curve type is assumed to be arbitrary.
This threshold is always chosen to be smaller than the slope.
4.6 Results
The usefulness of the approach is demonstrated on two exemplary case studies
from molecular dynamics and thermodynamics. Effects on the datasets are
explained by multiple visualizations with the proposed technique.
4.6.1 Case Study 1 - Three Colliding Droplets
This dataset is a molecular dynamics simulation of three liquid droplets of similar
Lennard-Jones material model that approach linearly, collide and then merge. It
is the same dataset as used in the evaluation in Figure 3.6.1. During the complete
simulation, the particles of the droplets evaporate into the simulation space. The
dataset consists of 3,000 time steps with 79,509 particles per time step, that
means 26,503 particles per droplet. Figure 4.9 shows the trajectory of all three
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Fig. 4.9: Overview of the colliding droplets dataset. The entire trajectory as line strip
shows an initial linear movement, followed by a spiral-like pattern.
droplets as line strips. The droplets approach and then collide approximately
at the center of the simulation space, slightly in an angle which induces linear
movement and rotation.
Investigating only one droplet, the motion can be split into a linear part and a
spiral-like movement. Figure 4.10 (a) shows a point in time in the middle of the
linear part with a ribbon showing past motion for 50 frames. The focussed frame
shows an almost spherical particle cluster with additional particles scattered
throughout the visible space. On the ribbon, the angular velocity (upper line,
light red) and spherical anisotropy (lower line, light green) are rendered as line
plots. The movement pattern is very basic with low rotational velocity and low
spherical anisotropy, indicating that the cluster was not rotating and had the
current spherical shape in the past. Also shown is the evaporation by the jagged
border, indicating an existing, but almost constant evaporation, which explains
the visible detached particles in the focused time step.
Figure 4.10 (b) shows a later point in time of the development after the droplet
begins moving in a spiral. Here, a third attribute, the density, is shown at the





Fig. 4.10: Development of one of the three droplets in three panels (solid border). For
reference, the complete dataset of the focused time step is shown for each
panel (dashed border) (a) The droplet retains a linear motion in the beginning
without spin (yellow) or deformation (green). (b) The droplet is heavily
deformed. The trajectory indicates the transition into spiral movement while
the attributes show an increase in spin and deformation at the point where
linear movement ends. The density (blue) is almost constant. (c) The cluster is
subsequently regaining its spherical shape while moving in a spiral, since the
spherical anisotropy decreases.
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Fig. 4.11: Cluster trajectories of the colliding droplets dataset as ribbons after three
revelations. Ribbons of past and future development of all three droplets show
a similar development.
deformed. On the ribbon of past movement the rotational velocity and the
spherical anisotropy increase, indicating the deformation and an emerging spin.
It can be seen that the cause of this drastic change in shape is in the past, right at
the moment where the droplet also begins the spiral movement pattern. Also, it
does not affect the density or evaporation, as the thickness of the light blue line,
as well as the amplitude of the jigsaw-pattern, is almost constant.
Figure 4.10 (c) shows a point in time where the droplet has completed three
revolutions, as indicated by the line that follows the ribbon’s path. A ribbon of
past and future movement is shown with two line plots encoding the density
(light blue) and the spherical anisotropy (light green). To improve visibility, it is
superimposed on the particle visualization and the focused time step is marked
on the ribbon with a bar. The focused time step again shows an almost spherical
shape. The ribbon indicates that the anisotropy decreased in the past (i.e. in the
direction of an increasingly darker ribbon color) while the cluster’s movement is a
spiral. The same happens with the density. After the collision, the clusters diffuse
into each other and thus slowly return to their spherical shape. The process which
started the reformation of the cluster into a sphere started further in the past. The
decrease of the spherical anisotropy and density continues in the future, which
means, that it is a long-term process.
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Figure 4.11 shows the interplay of all droplets using ribbons that show past
dynamics before the collision took place and future dynamics for the time needed
for a quarter revolution. For this visualization, focus rendering was disabled to
reduce visible complexity. The current time point is again indicated by the bar on
the ribbons. All three droplets show similar movement, as well as deformation
and rotational velocity. This indicates almost similar setups. However, the line
visualization of the complete cluster trajectories indicates a slight movement after
droplet collision. From the focus position, it can be assumed that the clusters
have an equal angular distance at the moment of collision. Nevertheless, from
the fact that the ribbons are not entirely identical, up to rotation, it can also be
assumed that the rotation is off-center which might be the cause of the linear
movement. Investigating the moment before the current focus time step hints
on the order of collision which might be the reason for this effect. Judging from
the change in spherical anisotropy and angular velocity from being almost not
existent, the green cluster (bottom) started the deformation together with the
blue cluster (top), followed by the red cluster (left). The red cluster’s movement
to the right might thus have a higher impact, effectively canceling out the left drift
that would have been caused by the green cluster and introduces an additional
drift to the right.
4.6.2 Case Study 2 - Laser Ablation
In this dataset, a laser ablation is simulated. Here, an aluminum block, simulated
as a regular grid of particles, is hit by two lasers that both move linearly along
the x, respectively y-axis, such that they form a cross. The laser impact injects
high amounts of energy into the particles, thus stimulating the electrons. Driven
by their kinetic energy, they move away from the block. This simulation has 400
time steps with 562,500 particles per time step. Since the majority of particles
remain in the metal block throughout the simulation, the emerging clusters only
consist of a small number of elements in the order of 100.
The clustering was reconstructed in a preprocessing step. The initial clustering
was carried out using local density analysis. The clusters were tracked over time
by assuming temporal coherency, i.e. a cluster in a successive time step was
assumed to be a future state of the current cluster if its distance to the current
cluster’s center is smaller than all other future clusters. If another cluster in the
current time step exists that has a smaller distance, the current cluster is assumed
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Fig. 4.12: Visualization of all trajectories of the laser ablation dataset with acceleration
shown as line plots on the ribbons.
to have no successor. Since the dataset only contains cluster split events in the
ejection phase from the aluminum block, a second reconstruction step could be
applied to reduce and unify the clusters. The process was based on backtracking
the cluster’s movement. First, the clusters were sorted by their time point of death
in decreasing order, i.e. clusters that ceased to exist last were processed first.
Along with all valid time steps for a cluster, all particle IDs were collected and
assigned to the cluster in all time step. This way, particles were removed from
other clusters that were erroneously assigned different ids in the first step. Also,
the unification allowed to segment the dataset beginning from the first time step,
i.e. clusters could be identified in the aluminum block before being separated by
the laser impulses.
Figure 4.12 shows the dataset focused on the first time step with ribbons indicating
future development. On the ribbons, the acceleration is plotted. In the image,
one laser moves from the right to the left and another from the front to the back
on the metal block. Due to the linear laser movement, the cluster trajectories all
aim into a diagonal direction. Although all ribbons represent the same time span,
their lengths differ. This is partly caused by the differing separation times, i.e.
clusters on the left reside longer in the aluminum block, thus less time is spend
moving. Ideally, this should lead to a regular decrease of the ribbon length from
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Fig. 4.13: Excerpt of the trajectory overview of clusters in the laser ablation dataset.
Trajectories with ids 27 – 30 show a diverging behavior.
right to left, which interestingly is not the case in the image. This indicates that
the clusters move with different speed. Clusters near the intersection point of the
two lasers move much faster. Most likely, this is the result of the heating of the
metal block due to the laser’s energy, facilitating the detachment of particles. The
linear acceleration increases fast in almost all trajectories and then sinks, as can
be seen by the attribute’s plot which is high after emerging from the aluminum
block’s surface. This hints at the applied forces that initiate the movement. Note,
that because the acceleration is below zero at the end of the trajectory, the
value of zero, which is mostly present, is mapped to a visible line, due to the
normalization.
Some trajectories show a special behavior. Figure 4.13 shows an excerpt of the
overview trajectory list. As explained in section 4.5, one column consists of
colored blocks that roughly describe the trajectory’s shape. Most trajectories are
stationary in the beginning, then move in an arbitrary pattern, then in a spiral
pattern and finally show linear movement. The arbitrary pattern is caused by the
radical movement after the laser impact, leading to various collisions and other
energy exchanges. The spiral-like pattern is most likely a false interpretation of
the cluster’s trajectory since the contributing particles are heavily moving around
their local center. The trajectories with the ordering number 27 to 30 show other
movement patterns. According to the overview, they do not move linearly after
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Fig. 4.14: One trajectory of the laser ablation dataset shows an increase in density where
it detaches from the wave on the metal block.
being set in motion. In fact, their angle is too shallow to escape the metal block.
One of the clusters is even returning to the surface, soon after its initial ejection.
In Figure 4.12 they are located in the front left of the image.
Figure 4.14 contains a detailed view of trajectory 30, rendered as a ribbon of
future and past movement with the density (top) and the spherical anisotropy
plotted. While the density rises, the spherical anisotropy is almost constant. The
focussed time step at the point where the cluster’s density stops increasing shows
a wave-like structure. It becomes apparent that this is the point in time, where
the cluster separates from the wave. Here, the cluster becomes compact but is
still heavily distorted. The focus also shows that the origin of the cluster is not
directly in the center of the rift that was caused by the laser. The cluster’s particles
belong to the upper part of a thin layer of particles that were separated from the
block and pushed to the side of the rift. As can be seen from the ribbon, its own
movement is controlled by the layer’s movement up to the point where it is in
an approximately tangential direction to the block’s surface. Since its velocity in
normal direction to the block’s surface is too small after detachment, it is attracted
by the atomar forces back on the block.
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Fig. 4.15: Contribution of the several steps to preprocessing time.
4.6.3 Performance and Scalability
The preprocessing step is CPU-intensive. Figure 4.15 shows the contribution of
the several steps to the overall computation time. On a consumer test system
(Intel Core i7-3770 with 3.4 GHz), the preprocessing took 1.6 min for the colliding
droplets dataset and 1.8 min for the laser ablation dataset. Note that this task
has to be carried out only once for a dataset since the results can be stored
on the hard disk and loaded for subsequent exploration tasks. By far the most
time-consuming step is the determination of evaporated particles. To estimate
the local density, an appropriate acceleration structure has to be built for every
frame, and nearest-neighbor queries must be performed for every particle.
In order to fully exploit multi-core systems, the different preprocessing steps are
parallelized. The determination of evaporated particles is parallelized over the
different time steps. It is also possible to parallelize over the distinct particles
of one time step, once the acceleration data structure is built. Parallelizing over
frames generates a coarser split of the workload among the different cores, thus
reducing overhead. Since all time steps have the same number of particles, all
threads return approximately simultaneously, thus avoiding idling. All steps
except the determination of evaporated particles are independent for each cluster
and are thus parallelized per cluster and per time step. This, again, ensures a
constant high workload on all cores, since possibly heterogeneous, but small tasks
are enqueued.
The performance of the visualization itself is defined by the used particle rendering
method. In order to showcase only the contextual aspect of this work, the base-
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line rendering was used. Optimized implementations can achieve real-time
framerates for particle counts in the order of 107 [Fal+16]. The contribution of
this chapter, the ribbon visualization, has a comparably low computational cost.
Typically, a ribbon consists of triangles in the order of hundreds or thousands,
that are completely generated on the graphics card.
The approach is scalable in terms of the dataset size. For the preprocessing, not
more than two complete time steps need to be loaded into memory at the same
time. The data that is generated is only a small fraction of the original data. For
example, the extracted attributes have a size of 540.7 KB for all time steps in the
droplet dataset, which itself has a size of 2.9 GB. Also for the visualization, only
one frame, as well as the attribute data, must be present in GPU memory at one
time. For the droplet dataset, graphics memory usage can thus be reduced to not
more than 2 MB. Of course, keeping more frames in memory would allow for
faster playback of the time steps as an animation, but this is of minor importance
in this method which is based on a static, interactive visualization.
4.7 Benefits and Limitations
This chapter showed how temporal Focus+Context supports the user with explo-
ration tasks that cover temporal aspects. In this section, various benefits according
to the tasks stated in section 4 are discussed. For a discussion of this method in
the context of the thesis as a whole, please refer to section 6.
The basic tasks as defined in the introduction of this chapter can be answered in
the following ways. Whether a data element exists at a specific time (cf. task 1 of
section 4) is depictable in multiple ways. First, the cluster overview encodes the
existence directly using the block visualization. Second, since the focused time
step can be interactively manipulated, the existence of a cluster in the focused
time step is explicitly encoded by the mere fact that it is visible. Primarily the
context visualization helps to answer the question when a cluster exists (cf. task 2).
While the overview visualization serves as a coarse orientation for the cluster’s
lifespan, the temporal context interval can be used to pinpoint when a cluster
emerges and when it disappears directly. This also allows to assess on the time
interval of the elements lifespan (cf. task 3). Also, by visualizing multiple clusters
and their context visualizations, the question, when data elements exist together
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(cf. task 7) can be answered. This is not only true for multiple clusters, but also
for the simultaneous occurrence of temporal features. For example, in the droplet
case study, it could be seen that the change of shape of one cluster happens
concurrently with the beginning of the spiral movement. Using the overview
visualization as a guide, as well as interactively changing the current context time
span, delivers insights on the order of the data elements existence (cf. task 6).
The frequency of occurence cannot be depicted directly since a cluster is assumed
to be vanished permanently, once it disappears. If it reappears, the cluster is
assigned a new id and assumed to be independent. However, since the ribbon
follows the cluster’s path, a cluster can be assigned to a previously vanished
cluster if its trajectory is a plausible continuation of the old cluster’s trajectory.
The most significant benefit of this method lies in answering the question about
what attributes change how much during the cluster’s lifetime. While it is difficult
to depict absolute values, the rate of change can be directly read from the plot
on the ribbons. Additionally, the frequency of change is directly mapped to the
frequency of a change in the plot’s thickness.
The proposed method has various benefits compared to approaches that show
the entire path. Existing methods for sparse trajectory visualization aim at
showing the trajectory as a whole to identify interesting behaviors throughout
the movement. On the one hand, this enables a holistic view of the complete
path of the moving object. On the other hand, temporal context is lost, that
means such visualizations do not show when an object passes a point on the
trajectory. In visualizations that show the complete path, visual hints must be
added, for example by arrows or color. The time span that is represented by the
context visualization of the here proposed approach is always clear since it was
explicitly defined. This emphasizes a temporal context. To further enhance the
direct depiction of when a cluster is at a specific position, the exact time point is
additionally encoded by color.
The direct visualization of particles as distinct spheres allows the user to assess and
understand complex cluster shapes and constellations. Especially when function
plots show an unexpected behavior, spatial visualizations are required. Abstract
visualizations allow reducing complex dynamics of a cluster to a small number of
scalars. The case studies show that a joint visualization indeed conveys complex
structures while also hinting at their cause, as well as their further development
in one static image. For example, in the droplets dataset, the moment in time
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where the deformation started is clearly visible. More importantly, dynamics that
lead to a particular cluster state at a focused time can be correlated to a spatial
region. In the droplets dataset, the beginning of the deformation can be clearly
correlated with the beginning of the spiral movement, induced by the collision
with the other two similar droplets. As shown in the laser ablation study, the
cause of the shape of at least one of the clusters can be ascribed to a region of the
wave on the metal block.
The ribbons help to filter from a larger number of clusters directly in the spatial
visualization, judged not only by the movement but also other cluster attributes.
For example, some of the trajectories in the laser ablation dataset show a differing
behavior in their movement and their acceleration. These trajectories lie close
to each other. Additionally, the overview table, as shown in Figure 4.13 allows
assessing the approximate movement of each cluster to identify diverging trajec-
tories. This allows the identification of differing trajectories in the laser ablation
case study.
Since the ribbons only encode a limited time span, they are typically short, allow-
ing to dedicate more screen space and computational effort to their rendering.
By facing the ribbon to the camera, without introducing twists or distortions,
the active plotting area is enlarged. Since the ribbon serves as a context for
the particle visualization in focus, a trade-off concerning visibility and occlusion
has to be made. On the one hand, the ribbons should occlude as less of the
focused particle cluster as possible. On the other hand, the ribbon itself must
be sufficiently visible in order to allow assessment plotted values. In this work,
these issues are alleviated with various techniques like superposition, as well
as interactive control, such as filtering or manipulation of ribbon and cluster
parameters. Another challenge concerning the ribbons is the distortion of plotted
attribute values. Although the placement aims at minimizing distortion, it is natu-
rally induced by plotting information on a curved band. It is further amplified by
perspective and occlusions. An even more significant source of distortion is the
differing arc length of the lower ribbon border and the upper ribbon border. Since
it is inevitable, smooth interpolation is used in this work to make this distortion
more comprehensible.
The visualization method presented in this chapter acts as a foundation for more
complex setups with possible extensions and improvements. Future work can be
categorized into the three areas attribute estimation, mapping, and overplotting.
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Deriving precise attributes from discrete data is a complex task. Finding more
robust or more general estimation methods, for example, to better approximate
the density, helps to make values more expressive and general. In contrast,
introducing more domain specific attributes, like reconstructed temperatures,
would lead to a higher gain for domain experts.
The attribute mapping is one of the biggest challenges. The used line plots already
allow to depict changes in one value, but absolute values are hard to see. Due
to the mapping of the values on a thickness, negative values cannot be mapped,
which might lead to misinterpretations. However, it is questionable in how far
the generated attributes reflect the true physical state of the system, which means
it is not clear if the absolute values are meaningful. For example, the angular
velocity is obtained by averaging the rotation of the individual particles. Besides
the fact, that finite differences always introduce noise, the value is not necessarily
related to the real rotational velocity. During two consecutive time steps, particle
dynamics can be of arbitrary complexity, including rotation and movement. Since
the real movement is unknown for the visualization, the data at hand is used
to convey as less assumptions as possible by only allowing to depict qualitative
changes. The primary purpose is to support the exploration, rather than a full
analysis.
In its current state, the context visualization is only meaningful for clusters in
motion. Typical simulations also contain clusters which have complex dynamics
but do not move, especially in biology. Here, alternative ways to provide a canvas
for attribute placement must be found. Since spatial correlation might become
infeasible, traditional visualizations, like glyphs or linked views with attributes
on classic two-dimensional graphs, might be more useful in this case.
Regarding overplotting, the usefulness of advanced methods should be inves-
tigated, from using transparency to interactive tools like cutout views. In the
context of this work, overplotting can occur between ribbons or between ribbons
and the visualization of the particles in focus. By combining this approach with
the spatial Focus+Context method from the previous chapter, the particle’s trans-
parency can be modulated such that the ribbon is always visible. At the moment,
occlusion of ribbons can be effectively controlled by changing the maximum
length of the ribbon and showing or hiding ribbons of other clusters. The ribbons
itself can be rendered more transparent to allow otherwise occluded ribbon parts
to be depictable. This, however, increases visual complexity.
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5Static Multi-Dimensional Data
Particles in a dataset contain a variety of attributes, besides their position. Typical
particle visualizations arrange the particles according to their position, that
means they recreate the spatial domain and place representative glyphs at the
corresponding location. Doing so is not only straightforward but beneficial since
the particle’s position is often the most influencing property to describe the
particle’s state. For example, in molecular dynamics simulations, most influencing
forces are defined over a limited radius around the particle’s current position. In
other words, the particle’s next state depends primarily on the particle’s location
and the elements in its proximity. However, the state of a particle in a simulation
is defined by the entirety of its attributes. In fact, cases exist where the particle
locations only change marginally. For example in simulations of dipole moments in
metal oxides, particles on a regular grid can drastically change their electrostatic
properties while retaining their position [Gro+12b].
Usually, attributes are mapped by exploiting visual variables like size, color or
texture. For example, the van der Waals force in molecular dynamics map to
the radius of a spherical particle glyph. Other variables, like rotation or velocity,
might be mapped to a texture on the glyphs. When many attributes must be
shown, interference of visual variables becomes a challenge. For example, texture
interferes with surface color and lighting cues. In fact, the texture also interferes
with the glyph’s size - a smaller sphere occupies less screen space, so an applied
surface texture might be less expressive. Tradeoffs become necessary, for example,
the maximum allowed detail on a texture must be constrained for the mapped
information to be recognizable for smaller spheres. Another possibility to map
more attributes is to use more elaborate glyphs, such as superquadric glyphs or
Focus: Sharp disc per point and per plot in SPLOM
Context: Blurred disc per point and per plot in SPLOM
Transition: Increasing blur according to distance to points in focus
DOI: Manual positioning of selection body, based on focus point in
feature space
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compound glyphs [Kin04]. They, however, imply a semantics on the particles
that might not be appropriate in all cases. Also, they increase visual and possibly
computational complexity drastically while delivering only a small number of
additional degrees of freedom that usually still not suffice for a multi-dimensional
dataset.
Especially in data exploration scenarios, an unbiased visualization is useful that
treats all dimensions, including position and attributes, equally. Giving up on a
representation that operates in the comparably low dimensional physical domain
of the data demands for a more general multi-dimensional visualization. Ideally,
this visualization does not build on abstraction but shows all data dimensions as
unaltered as possible.
One of the fundamental and widespread visualizations is scatterplots. A single
plot directly depicts data points in two dimensions and discards all other informa-
tion. In order to visualize multi-dimensional data, scatterplots are extended to
scatterplot matrices (SPLOM). All m dimensions are arranged in a grid of m rows
and m columns, such that each cell corresponds to one pair of attributes. Each cell
contains a scatterplot. One row of the grid contains plots with equal dimension
on one axis. Similarly, plots in one column have the same dimension on the other
axis. This layout allows comparing pairwise correlations of attributes along the
rows and columns. Due to symmetry, not the entire grid is filled with plots, but
only one triangle, yielding m·(m−1)2 unique plots. Usually, the diagonal cells that
would contain trivial plots are used to show histograms of the respective dimen-
sion. This way, the problem of conveying a multi-dimensional attribute space
is transformed to a series of plots that each represent two dimensions. Since a
single data point is distributed over many plots, visual complexity raises. To make
complex data understandable, further concepts are thus incorporated. These
include interactive methods, like selecting, linking and brushing, or filtering.
As will be shown in this chapter, Focus+Context is an effective means to facili-
tate comprehensibility of scatterplot matrices [Sta+16]. Not only is the visual
complexity reduced, but the information depth of a single plot is increased. This
requires augmenting scatterplots with an appropriate focus and context visual-
ization, as well as a transition. Also, methods for the definition of the degree-of-
interest function (DOI, cf. 2.3.3) that generalize to the multi-dimensional case
are necessary.
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a) b) c)
Fig. 5.1: Exemplary visualization of point-based data using depth of field. (a) Traditional
scatterplot (with added transparency) of radial clusters. (b) The method pre-
sented in this chapter. The focus is set to one of the clusters. Other clusters are
blurred according to the distance of the focus. (c) The focus is set to another
cluster.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
• Scatterplot matrices are augmented with a Focus+Context visualization,
based on the idea of depth of field, generalized to the multi-dimensional case.
That means, points in focus are shown sharp, while points that comprise
the context and transition are presented with increasing blur.
• A general method for a degree-of-interest definition, based on the notion of
focus selection bodies is presented that allows to categorize data with few
parameters efficiently.
The method allows to depict multi-dimensional structures, assess qualitative prop-
erties of defocused data and to provide context with only minor distraction in a
continuous way. Figure 5.1 shows exemplary visualizations of the presented
visualization method.
In optics, depth of field can be described by the distance or region at which objects
appear sharp. In the multi-dimensional case, this region can be generalized to an
arbitrarily shaped focus body. In the context of this work, this is either a point, a
parametric shape or a clustering-based selection of data points. The distance from
a point to that focus selection is denoted as out-of-focus distance. Similar to the
distance in the 3D case being perpendicular to an image plane, the out-of-focus
distance is defined in a subspace of the data domain not containing the dimensions
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directly depicted in the individual scatterplots. This way, information from all
other dimensions is injected into the visualization, revealing multi-dimensional
structures and their characteristics.
To explicitly encode the out-of-focus distance, blur as a visual attribute is used,
similar to a shallow depth of field. It is present in almost any optical system with
lenses, including the human eye. In fact, most parts of our vision are blurred, and
the brain appropriately interprets this content very fast. The effect is considered
preattentive recognition and allows for coarse qualitative assessment as has been
shown in user studies [Kos+02a]. This means the information of blurred data
is qualitatively processed by the human brain without imposing cognitive load.
This makes depth of field a perfect candidate for Focus+Context applications.
In traditional scatterplots, individual data points only affect limited regions in
the plot domain, which are usually single image points or small shapes, like
discs, squares or crosses. Using blur allows extending the influence of the data
points, forming the context in the plot domain and are thus visible behind and
between the sharp points. Using an extensive amount of blur visually removes
data points from a visualization, implicitly implementing filtering. In this way,
the here-proposed method provides a consistent and continuous transition from
data points in focus, over regions of blurry points providing qualitative contextual
information, to filtered data points.
5.1 Related Work
Many methods exist to visualize multi-dimensional point data, such as Parallel Co-
ordinates, Radar Plots or various kinds of maps, most notably the Self-Organizing
Map [ID87; Koh98]. Please see the state of the art report by Liu et al. on re-
cent methods for high dimensional data visualization [Liu+17]. The following
literature overview focusses on techniques related to scatterplots and their ex-
tensions. This work builds on this concept, since the scatterplot is most likely
the best-known visualization technique for multi-dimensional data, especially
outside of the visualization community. Already in the late eighties, Tufte noted
that scatterplots had been the most frequently used visual tool to analyze the
relationship between variables [Tuf86]. Their first use has been historically ana-
lyzed in [FD05]. Being actively researched for decades, a variety of sophisticated
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concepts have been developed to handle large data sets and multi-dimensional
cases. The most important concepts rely on abstraction and distortion.
To overcome overplotting issues and facilitate data understanding, abstract meth-
ods have emerged. Plots that show each data element as a distinct glyph suffer
from the problem, that individual points cannot be distinguished in dense regions.
In fact, in border cases, such regions appear as single-colored area [EG04]. In-
stead of showing all points individually, methods aim at visualizing their density.
This approach is denoted as frequency-based since plots do not show individual
items but the frequency of their occurrence per plot unit [LH11]. A straightfor-
ward method is to generate histograms per plot position. For example, Eilers
and Goeman rasterized points into discrete bins and blurred the result [EG04].
More advanced approaches rely more directly on the concept of Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) [Sil86]. For each position in the plot area, a density is esti-
mated based on a distribution kernel, for example a Gaussian. Lampe and Hauser
proposed a fast renderer for streaming using a point kernel and a line kernel
[LH11]. Zinsmaier et al. used a KDE approach to aggregate nodes for a GPU
based visualization of large graphs [Zin+12].
Jourdan et al. blurred a rasterization of projected points using a Gaussian kernel
and performed a segmentation of homogeneous areas to identify data subsets of
similar properties [Jou+07]. Mayorga and Gleicher extracted contours of high
point densities and filled the enclosed area with a constant color, depending on
the point group [MG13]. In order to identify outliers, points outside these groups
are sampled and rendered individually. Their method, denoted as Splatterplots,
is based on a fast rendering approach that allows interactive rendering in the
presence of millions of points. Interactive navigation like zooming is supported to
reveal detailed information.
All mentioned methods generate the density distribution in screen space by
additively blending kernel splats. This work takes a similar approach, except that
splats are parametrized via their distance to a multi-dimensional focus selection.
Bachthaler and Weiskopf treated the discrete data points as samples from a
continuous function. They visualized a reconstruction of this function using
respective interpolation scheme [BW08]. Their method, denoted as Continuous
Scatterplots, interpolates between existing data points, such that the visualization
is independent of the sampling density. In a later work, the authors presented an
optimized algorithm for fast rendering [BW09].
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Works exist that take the opposite direction, this means they aim at making
individual points in a dense dataset more distinguishable. A standard way to
achieve this is to use distortion. Keim et al. presented a density-equalizing
distortion [Kei+09]. Points move to the next free space in the vicinity of its
original position. Janetzko extended the work to account for the local distribution
of the data [Jan+13]. Instead of only selecting two dimensions for a scatterplot,
multi-dimensional projection techniques reduce the dimensionality using more
advanced schemes. The idea is to conserve characteristics of multi-dimensional
data either globally or locally [Joi+11]. Inverse approaches, that instead map
low-dimensional features back to the original high-dimensional space, exist, as
well. For example, Joia et al. presented a projection method that works inversely,
that means low-dimensional features are projected back to the high-dimensional
space [Joi+12]. The authors claim that this interaction scheme allows to reveal
parameter relationships in the original data domain and not only in a lower
dimensional space that conveys correlations but possibly lacks semantics. All
methods have in common that they effectively alter the attributes depictable by a
plot. This means, the data changes according to the visualization model, which is
typically unwanted and should only be used sparsely.
To visualize more than two dimensions, SPLOMs are commonly used. The
emerging problem of high visual complexity is typically addressed by selection and
filtering. Brushing and linking is one common selection approach, especially in
Information Visualization [Kei02]. The technique was already proposed in the late
eighties by Becker and Cleveland [BC87]. The main idea is to select data elements
of interest in one plot. These points are simultaneously highlighted in all other
linked plots. Turkay et al. proposed to extend brushing not only to data items but
their spanned subspace, as well [Tur+11]. The authors distinguish between item
space, that means the representation of the attributes, and the dimension space,
that means the space of intrinsic data dimensions. The latter can, for example,
be obtained by a principal component analysis. For both spaces, distinct plots
are generated that allow brushing data elements. Piringer et al. presented linked
visualizations of 2D and 3D scatterplots to counteract occlusion problems of 3D
plots [Pir+04]. Their method allows brushing in 2D scatterplots. In a linked 3d
scatterplot, the selection is visually highlighted by additional cues, such as varied
point size and color. The authors note that interactivity and immediate feedback
is especially helpful in Focus+Context applications to find relevant features.
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A variety of more elaborate approaches, besides coloring, exists to highlight
selected points and deemphasize the remaining data based on hierarchical de-
pictions. Eisemann et al. presented a visualization of hierarchies of scatterplots
[Eis+14]. Inside one panel, a selected subset of data points is shown for other
axes as a nested plot. Similar to the method proposed in this chapter, the authors
claim that assisting the user to focus on local parts of the data helps to gain a
better understanding of the dataset as a whole. Van Long described an interaction
scheme based on hierarchical clustering [Lon13]. The user interactively selects
data subsets from a tree-like structure, which are then shown in a scatterplot
matrix.
For filtering of multi-dimensional data, Furnas and Buja described and analyzed
the concept of Prosection, which is a combination of projection and section [FB94].
The authors proposed to project points on two dimensions and only consider
data in an interval of a third dimension. Expanding this interval to the extends
of this third dimension would lead to traditional scatterplots. Tweedie and
Spence generalized this technique to Prosection Matrices for multi-dimensional
data [Spe14]. In each dimension, an interval can be adjusted. Points are filtered
in all plots. As will be shown, one DOI definition method of this chapter, the
hypercube, shares similarities with the Prosection data selection. In the limit for
intervals of infinitesimal width, the result is identical to a section of a 2D plane.
This is similar to the concept of HyperSlices, presented by van Wijk and van Liere,
which was designed for visual analysis of continuous functions [WL93]. The
authors proposed a visualization of the cross sections and an interaction scheme
based on a set of orthogonal 2D planes that can be freely rotated. All planes
intersect in a user definable point.
5.2 Multi-Dimensional Focal Model
The proposed visualization is based on the notion of depth of field. In optics,
especially in photography, depth of field is the range between the nearest and
farthest point that appears sufficiently sharp in their projection on an image. In
fact, elements in this range have varying sharpness. Depending on the camera
and lens setup, exactly one distance from the camera system exists where the
projected points have maximum sharpness. On the optical axis, this defines a
point, which is denoted as the focal point. It usually lies in a focal plane that is
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Fig. 5.2: Examples for shallow and deep depth of field in photography. Left: a shallow
depth of field highlights distinct objects from the background. Right: a deep
depth of field includes the entire scene.
perpendicular to the optical axis. In practice, due to imperfections of camera
systems and physical limitations, points at that distance are not projected as
points, but as small discs with minimum blur. With increasing distance from the
focal plane, points in the scene are projected as spots with increasing blurriness.
The notion of what is acceptably sharp is based on various parameters, especially
the camera system, as well as on the resolution of the human eye. In photography
or filming, direct control of the depth of field and the focal point allows producing
different creative effects on captured images. Typically, a shallow depth of field is
used to visually separate objects, for example, a person, from the background. A
deep depth of field with a comparably wide distance range of sharply appearing
objects is often used to capture complex and wide scenes. Figure 5.2 shows an
example for shallow and deep depth of field in photography.
The idea of varying sharpness of elements in a scene is well-suited for designing
Focus+Context visualizations. Ideally, the context part of such visualizations can
be understood very fast. As mentioned, in perceptual psychology, elements that
can be processed and assessed by the human brain quickly are called preatten-
tive. This term was established at a time when it was assumed that the human
visual system decodes information before awareness. Today this is known to
be inaccurate, but the term is still in use for visual cues that can be understood
very fast without introducing stress on the human brain [HE12]. User studies
have supported the theory, that certain visual variables, like orientation, color,
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and scale, are processed in 200 – 250 ms. Based on these variables, the brain
generates statistics and summaries on objects in a perceived scene, before distinct
elements are recognized. In a number of studies, Kosara et al. identified varying
blur to be preattentive, as well [Kos+02a]. In fact, the authors stated, that blur is
a suitable visual variable for Focus+Context applications in visualization. Mather
et al. showed that blur improves depth perception as an additional visual cue
[MS02]. To a limited degree, the amount of blur allows for a basic ordering, that
means humans can assess to which degree elements are blurred and compare to
other elements. Also, absolute sizes can be very coarsely estimated. Schrammel et
al. found that blurred and sharp objects can be discriminated reliably [Sch+03].
A fact that is backed by the mentioned traditional use cases for depth of field in
photography.
Kosara et al. most notably transferred this concept to visualization as Semantic
Depth of Field (SDOF) [Kos+01]. In their various works, a part of the data is
shown blurry, controlled by a relevance function. The purpose is to make relevant
data parts more salient by blurring irrelevant elements. Based on several user stud-
ies, they concluded that blur is not suitable to directly encode information. It can,
however, be combined with other visual variables without imposing significant
stress on the interpretation [Kos+02b]. In the same studies, the authors found
that users can discriminate two to four object groups, based on the amount of blur.
Kosara argued that Semantic Depth of Field is especially suited for Focus+Context
since it does not distort geometry or alter colors. In contrast to fisheye views or
other distortion techniques, the spatial position of data elements, which most
prominently defines the visual representation of the data, is unchanged. Since
the method is also compatible with color tables that use an equal color hue and
only changes brightness or saturation, it can be used in grayscale printing, as
well. Most importantly, Kosara stated, that SDOF integrates the focus and context
part in one concept. Sharp points are in focus, and blurred points are the context.
This also means, that this technique only changes comparably irrelevant elements,
which are points in context, and not the focused elements. In their works, the
authors applied SDOF to a number of applications, for example, GIS visualizations
and text highlighting. They also experimented with scatterplots and proposed
to map one dimension of the data to the amount of blur. The method described
in this chapter builds on the idea of SDOF and transfers it to the visualization
of point data. Instead of blurring points according to one of the data element’s
attributes, the applied amount of blur builds on the definition of a spatial focus
body. All data elements inside the focus body are shown sharply, while elements
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outside are rendered with blur. This is a generalization of the focus plane from
optics to an n-dimensional shape. Although the focus body can be of arbitrary
extent, the most fitting analogy of this approach to optics is a shallow depth of
field, since even points in proximity to the focus body are visibly blurred. Also,
the applied amount of blur increases fast with increasing distance.
In this chapter, multi-dimensional datasets are assumed to be a n×m dimensional
matrix P . Each row p
i
is one of n data points living in a m-dimensional attribute
space Am. Data points are indexed with i and dimensions with j. Each dimension
Aj can have a different scale of measurement. For the sake of simplicity, the
features are limited in the following to metric scales and nominal features, being
the two extreme cases. The blurring kernel is denoted by Θ(rΘ). The amount of
blur is controlled by an effective blur kernel radius rΘ(pi), individually for each
data point i. rΘ(pi) is derived from a multi-dimensional distance to the focus






with F being the focus selection body type. The parameter σ is a global factor
to scale the overall blur effect. For each plot of a SPLOM over the attributes j1
and j2 the distance is calculated individually by omitting the respective plotting
dimensions. This does not only make sense from the analogy of the image plane
in optics but also has an interpretation of information theory. Incorporating
information from dimensions j1 and j2 into the distance would account them
twice, as it is already visualized in the plot itself. The specific calculation of the
distance per point depends on the chosen focus selection body.
5.2.1 Focus Selection Bodies
Focus selection bodies define an explicit, feature-based degree-of-interest function
(cf. section 2.3.3). The DOI is steered by the function dFj1,j2(pi) that is zero
for points inside this selection and increases with growing distance. The actual
definition of dF depends on the scale of measurement of the different dimensions.
For metric scales, this distance is defined as an absolute difference between values.
For nominal scales, the distance is based on class equality.
In this work, selection bodies for geometric selections based on a hypercube and
hypersphere, as well as a cluster-based selection are presented. Geometric bodies










Fig. 5.3: Different focus selection bodies. (a) The hypercube defines a region indepen-
dently in all dimensions to be in focus. (b) The hypersphere selects data points
that do not exceed a maximum distance from the focus point. (c) The cluster
selection strategy defines points that transitively do not exceed a maximum
distance from the focus point to be the focus.
select a subvolume of Am. The cluster-based selection body is used to select
nearly connected structures. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic view on the selection
bodies with all required parameters. All bodies are based on the notion of a
central focus point f . As outlined in section 2.3.3, together with the distance
function, the definition of the DOI is complete.
Focus Hypercube
The focus hypercube is the simplest selection body. It is used to select areas with
independent extends on each dimension, thus forming a cube. In each dimension,
an interval (of size ±sj) from the respective coordinate of the focus point f is
















Negative values are clamped to zero, as indicated by |+. For nominal scales, f j is







0 if pi,j ∈ f j1 else . . (5.3)
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Distances dHCj need to be comparable to each other for different j. This can
be achieved by normalization. To compensate for scaling problems and to give
additional modeling freedom, weights λj are used. These adjust the influence
of each dimension in the summary distance. However, as these weights are only
used to model exceptions from the normalization rule, λj = 1 is the common case.
One interesting use case is λj = 0, which removes the contribution of attribute j
from the distance altogether.
Focus Hypersphere
Often, high dimensional data contains structures that have an ellipsoidal shape.
For example, multivariate normal distributions typically spread in an ellipsoid.
Also, using a sphere as a selection has a natural interpretation of including all
elements with a given distance from a selectable point. Similar to the hypercube,






































being the distance in dimension j for metric scales and s being the selection radius
of the hypersphere. λj can be used to form a hyperellipsoid. Usually, λj = 1 is
sufficient, and the global s should be used for interaction to achieve a uniform
scaling. For nominal scales Equation 5.3 can be directly used in Equation 5.5 as
dHSj = dHCj .
Focus Cluster
Both hypercube and hypersphere might be too inflexible for some data, due to
their simple shapes. Especially when the data contains distinct objects that are
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defined over the proximity of individual points, more sophisticated selection
strategies are helpful. Thus, a method that selects nearly-connected structures
C is parametrized as follows: All pairs of points with a distance smaller than a
maximal neighborhood distance s are considered connected. The cluster C is the
connected component starting at the focus point f . In other words, all points
that transitively over other points have a neighbor distance smaller or equal to
s belong to C. The L2-distance between two points pi1 and pi2 is computed















Note, that in Equation 5.7 all m dimensions are included, since this focus selection
body must be independent from the final scatterplot.
The out-of-focus distance dC is the distance between the query point p
i
and the
closest point ck(i) in C:













































Most notably, Equation 5.9 contains the maximum neighborhood distance s. This
means the cluster is considered to be composed of spheres with radius s and
centers set to the points inside the cluster. For nominal scales Equation 5.3 is
again used. Each nominal attribute is converted to 1 if the class matches the focus
point’s class and 0 otherwise. Then, Equation 5.10 is applied to yield the relative
distance to the closest point.
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a) b) c)
Fig. 5.4: Blurring with different kernels. a) The entire dataset with highlighted region.
b) Zoom-in to the highlighted region with Gaussian blur. c) Zoom-in to the
highlighted region with disc blur exhibits a more localized blurring.
5.2.2 Glyph Shapes and Blur Kernels
Each data point is visualized using one of several glyphs Gr, where r is a user
definable size. For every position g in the plot area, the contributing intensity v
from each data point p
i
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The blurring kernels represent distributions, similar to density estimation kernels.
Any kernel with an integral of 1 fulfills the requirements of being mass preserving,
this means it does not change the influence of the data points on the plot, but
only distributs their influence over larger areas. For metric points, a disc-shaped
glyph is used. It is defined by
GDr (d) =
1 |d| ≤ r0 else . (5.12)
The equation implies, that, the bigger the disk, the more it contributes to the
overall plotting area.
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Fig. 5.5: Different glyphs for nominal data. Top row: unblurred glyph for focus visualiza-
tion, bottom row: glyphs with Gaussian blur for the context
Typically a Gaussian kernel is used to blur a glyph. It is centered at the data point
p
i











Note, that the convolution of ΘN with the disc glyph GDr according to Equa-
tion 5.11 has no general analytic solution. It is thus approximated, as explained
in section 5.3.1. Alternatively, a disc-shaped kernel can be used for sharper
boundaries of the defocused points. This can reveal additional information on
the context’s structure but reemphasizes defocused regions. This kernel contains
all points that do not exceed a distance of rΘ(pi) from its center and is defined
similarly to GDr . In contrast to the disc-Gaussian convolution, an analytic solution
of a disc-disc convolution exists. A disc is a geometric object with a sharp border,
so the convolution of two discs with different position and radius is identical to
the area of the disc’s intersection. Let the disc glyph have a radius of one, and the
disc blur kernel have a radius r. Let also have the discs a distance d. Then the
intersecting area is computed as [Wei03]:
v = r2cos−1
(












(d+ r − 1)(d− r + 1)(−d+ r + 1)(d+ r + 1). (5.14)
Figure 5.4 shows an example of both kernels.
Different glyphs can be used to distinguish different classes in nominal data.
Note, that with increasing blur, the shapes become increasingly indistinguishable.
Figure 5.5 shows the appearance of a selection of glyphs in focus and context
regions. Alternatively, using additional visual attributes, for example color, should
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Fig. 5.6: Excerpt from the upper left part of the lookup table for disc-gaussian convolution.
Each row represents a one-dimensional cross-section of a blurred disc. The
Gaussian’s standard deviation increases with increasing y position downwards
in the image.
be considered (cf section 5.5.1). In the evaluation (cf. section 5.5), the various
focus selection bodies, used in conjunction with a Gaussian convolution with disc
glyphs are demonstrated on different datasets.
5.3 Algorithmic Details
All relevant dimensions are shown in a scatterplot matrix. The user can inter-
actively select m′ dimensions to be included in the visualization. All m − m′
unselected attributes are treated as not being present in the dataset and are
excluded from all calculations. For each plot of the matrix, two dimensions j1
and j2 are selected as x and y coordinates. By omitting symmetrical cases of j1
and j2, as well as trivial cases where j1 = j2, the matrix contains m′ · (m′ − 1)/2
distinct scatterplots, that are arranged in a triangle. Histograms of the respective
dimensions are rendered along the diagonal of the scatterplot matrix. The primary
rendering steps are outlined in algorithm 3.
The rendering for each panel is generated by splatting point sprites per projected
data point, which evaluate the glyph shape convolved with the blur kernel. For
each data point in each plot, a quadratic primitive covering the blurred glyph
is generated. For all points g on the quadratic primitive, the convolution of
the projected data point p
j1,j2
with a blur kernel according to Equation 5.11
is determined. Depending on the glyph type, different strategies to obtain the
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convolved value are used. In the presence of metric data, disc glyphs are used that
are either convolved with a Gaussian kernel or a disc kernel. Since this glyph type
is most common, its visualization is optimized computationally. All blurred splats
are blended additively into a high precision buffer, followed by tone mapping.
Algorithm 3 Render scatterplot matrix with selective blur
for all m′ dimensions in dataset P do
calculate histogram
render histogram on diagonal scatterplot matrix grid cells
end for
for all m′ · (m′ − 1)/2 plots (for dimensions j1 and j2) in scatterplot matrix do
set plotting cell of scatterplot in matrix to be (j1 j2)
for all n points in dataset P do
calculate distance, excluding j1 and j2, to focus selection body
rasterize quad to cover blurred glyph into single channel frame buffer
for all fragments g on quad do
calculate convolution v according to Equation 5.11




map aggregated values in frame buffer to color
5.3.1 Approximative Kernel-Glyph Convolution
Convolutions of disc glyphs with a disc kernel have an analytic solution (cf.
Equation 5.14). Calculation is performed on the fly without any precalculations.
Aribtrary glyphs that are used for nominal data are stored as high-resolution
raster graphics, thus their convolution has no analytical solution. For these glyphs,
versions with increasing blur in discrete steps are generated in a preprocessing
step and stored in a 3d texture. Obtaining convolution values is then identical
to a trilinearly blended lookup into the 3d texture. That means, values between
texels in the lookup table in the same level of blur are bilinearly interpolated.
These values are again linearly interpolated between the distinct blur levels.
A hybrid case is the convolution of a disc with a Gaussian kernel. As mentioned,
the convolution does not have an analytic solution. A number of approximations
exist, that trade computational efficiency for complex algorithms [Gil62]. In
the proposed algorithm, a lookup table for different blur levels is generated
and stored in a single 2d texture. Each row of the texture stores the necessary
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information for the disc, blurred with a Gaussian of a specific standard deviation.
This is possible, since the disc glyph, as well as the blurring kernel, are rotationally
symmetric. The applied amount of blur is increases with increasing row number.
Figure 5.6 shows an image of the resulting lookup texture.
The convolution with a bivariate Gaussian is separable, that means, it is identical
to two subsequent convolutions with a one-dimensional kernel. In the first step, a
cross-section of a disc is computed that is convolved with a univariate Gaussian
in y direction. The convolved value for a specific column x in the lookup texture
is obtained by integrating the kernel in the domain of a vertical line of the disc
with radius r. This is possible since the disc is defined as 1 in the inside, which
is neutral in multiplication and 0 outside, which means that no more values
contribute to the convolution. For example, on column x = 0, which corresponds
to the disc’s center, a vertical line through the disc has the size 2r. On the other
extreme, if x = r, the disc vanishes and the integration length is zero. Generally,
depending on the x position, the integration interval ranges from −√r2 − x2 to
+
√
r2 + x2. In the inside, the disc is defined as 1, so the multiplication part of
the convolution is just the Gaussian itself. Setting the standard deviation of the


















The function erf is known as the error function, which has no direct analytic
solution. It is, however, possible to approximate this function for positive val-
ues with an exponential function, weighted with a fifth-order polynomial. The
approximation error is below 1.5 · 10−7. For the exact formula and the needed
constants, please see formula 7.1.26 in the Handbook of Mathematical Functions
[Abr74].
In the second step, the values of one row are convolved in x, using a numerical
scheme. Since one row only contains the cross section to the center, values must
be mirrored at the left border. Let g be a sampled half of a univariate normal
distribution with a standard deviation σ according to the y position of the lookup

































Fig. 5.7: Outline of the control flow during rendering.
In practice, the lookup texture has a size of 512 × 512 elements. The standard
deviation σ is chosen, depending on the row position y as σ = yγ , where γ
is a super resolution factor. The blurred discs are cut off after 5σγ elements.
Experiments have shown, that setting γ = 20 yields the best tradeoff between
sampling resolution and maximum σ. This means, the last row of the lookup table
contains the cross section of a disc, blurred with a bivariate Gaussian of standard
deviation 51120 = 25.55. This leads to a nearly invisible disc with a maximum value
of 125.55·√2pi ≈ 0.016.
The lookup during rendering is performed by calculating the distance d of the
currently rasterized point to the center of the data element. Then, the contribution
v is obtained by accessing a texel at position (d · γ rΘ(pi)).
5.3.2 Implementation Notes
The visualization and estimation of required values, like distances or histograms,
is implemented for the most part on the graphics card. The basic control flow
during rendering is outlined in Figure 5.7. The complete data for the m′ selected
dimensions is initially transferred to graphics memory as an unformatted array
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of float values. Whenever the selection changes, all buffers are reinitialized. For
the histograms, m′ atomic integer buffers are generated. The histogram values
are calculated in a compute shader program, that is invoked for each of the m′
feature dimensions. The number of buckets can be defined by the user and is
by default set to 128 to cover the range of the attribute. The histogram is only
calculated once per attribute.
For multi-dimensional distances, m′ · (m′ − 1)/2 floating point buffers of size n
are allocated. The distances are calculated in parallel using a compute shader
program. These buffers are only updated if required, that is if parameters or the
type of the focus selection body change. To improve performance, the shader is
dynamically adapted and relinked to contain the appropriate distance calculation
procedure, depending on the data domain, the selected focus selection body and
its parameters. For each plot, a vertex array object that stores vertex formatting
and active buffers, is generated. Each object addresses its corresponding distance
buffer and two buffers for the x and y axes of the plot’s points. The latter two
buffers reference the complete data buffers and select one dimension according
to the plotting dimensions j1 and j2. This is done by defining one-dimensional
buffers and setting the data offset to be j1, resp. j2 and the data stride to be m′.
To render a plot, a single channel float frame buffer is activated as the target. For
point generation, a single draw call with n point primitives, but without vertex
data, is invoked. In a vertex shader, a 2d position is composed of the x and
y position buffers. Depending on the value of the distances buffer, the size of
the quadratic primitive for rasterization is determined. In the fragment shader,
the convolution of the glyph with center point according to the passed x and y
coordinate is calculated. The blur kernel is centered on the current fragment’s
position. Since the rendering pipeline is configured for additive blending, the
result is added to the frame buffer’s value. In a final screen pass, a color buffer is
activated and the contents of the aggregated float buffer are first normalized and
then converted to color by using a color table that is stored in a one-dimensional
texture. The user can choose an automatic normalization by determining the
maximum value of the float buffer or can manually provide a maximum value. In
the latter case, higher values are clamped.
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Fig. 5.8: Exemplary user interface. The scatterplot matrix fills the entire window. Controls
for parameters are superimposed using a floating input table.
5.4 Interaction and User Interface Design
Figure 5.8 shows a prototypical user interface that was used to prepare the
datasets for the evaluation. Interactivity in the context of this visualization means
that the user can move and zoom the complete scatterplot matrix. Zooming
triggers an immediate redraw to account for the altered canvas size while plotting.
To achieve a consistent zoom, projected points increase in size, as well, that means
the zooming appears as image zoom, but without introducing interpolation
artifacts. This allows the viewer to enlarge the display of single or multiple
successive scatterplots arbitrarily to compare details. Other parameters include:
• Glyph size: This parameter sets the global glyph size. For disc glyphs it
is identical to the diameter of the glyph itself (cf. parameter r in Equa-
tion 5.12), for other glyphs it is identical to the diameter of the enclosing
circle. Note, that this parameter is only applied to the glyph size, not to the
amount of blur, for example, the standard deviation of the gaussian blur.
• Blur scale: In contrast to the glyph size, this parameter only scales the
applied amount of blur and not the size of the glyphs. It is a linear factor
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for the blur radius during rendering and identical to the parameter σ from
Equation 5.1.
• Combined scale: The scale factor is applied to the glyph size and the amount
of blur. It thus scales the overall appearance of the point glyphs but does
not change their position.
• Maximum buffer value: This parameter controls the maximum value for
normalization of the final float texture. Setting it to a low value results in a
contrast spread of low-density values, thus emphasizing them. A value of 0
indicates an automatic determination. It is especially useful in dense point
distributions as a fast overall adjustment.
Parameter changes trigger an immediate update of the scene.
The most important part of the interaction is the selection and configuration
of the focus selection body. The user can select one of the several bodies and
either adjust all parameters simultaneously or independently. These parameters
include the edge length vector sj for each dimension in the hypercube, the
selection radius s for the hypersphere and the maximum neighbor distance s for
the cluster selection. Additionally, the user can manually adjust the dimension
scale factors λj incorporated in the various distance measures independently for
each dimension. The latter parameters need only be altered when one dimension
dominates to reduce its influence. Adjusting the parameters is typically part of
the exploration phase, which means, that for example, the selection body size is
gradually adjusted until significant structures emerge. This needs a fast redraw
of the scene which is provided by the optimized implementation.
Positioning the high dimensional focus point f , which is the defining parameter
for the focus selection bodies, is challenging since the entire point information is
distributed over the scatterplot matrix. In this work, the focus point is positioned
manually with additional visual cues to assess important regions in the dataset
quickly. For each visible dimension, the coordinate is manipulated independently
by altering the horizontal position of a vertical bar that is superimposed on the
histograms in the diagonal cells of the scatterplot matrix. The idea is to directly
assess changes in the distribution of data points along one dimension from the
histogram. The coordinates of the focus point are set accordingly by placing
the bar on top of a relevant histogram bin. Note, that all plots in grid cells
in a horizontal and vertical line from the histogram, are not affected by the
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Name Description # Dimensions # Points
Dcls Synthetic clusters 3 7,226
Dcyl Synthetic cylinder 3 20,246
Dirs Iris dataset 5 150
Dpol ”Pollen” dataset 5 3,848
Dbul Laser ablation bulge 3 509,423
Dflw Solid particles in fluid simulation 21 13,500
Dhur Hurricane Isabel (NCAR) 17 315,500
Tab. 5.2: The datasets used for evaluation
manipulation, since these plots contain the manipulated dimension as a plot axis.
The parameter s of the various selection bodies in the same dimension is shown
as a gray bar, centered around the draggable line. Additionally, marks on the side
of the scatterplot matrix indicate the position of each dimension and thus the
affected plots. A more accurate adjustment is possible by directly entering the
coordinate’s values in the 2d interface overlay.
5.5 Results
To assess the usefulness of the visualization method, an evaluation is carried out in
three parts. First, the general fitness of the approach is evaluated by comparison of
synthetic datasets with other variables that are known to be preattentive, namely
color and scale. Then, the method is applied to various real-world datasets of
varying complexity. Finally, the computational performance is evaluated under
varying parameter conditions. In the course of this evaluation, individual plots
are colored using a sequential multi-hue color map. Here, the 5-class GnBu color
table provided by ColorBrewer is chosen [HB03]. The distances between the key
colors are adjusted to obtain a linear luminance slope to allow a continuous and
unbiased color mapping of metric data. The datasets used in the case studies are
listed in Table 5.2
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a) b)
Fig. 5.9: Effects of ordered rendering for opaque glyphs. (a) Without depth sorting, points
with increased distance occlude points in focus (red). (b) Depth sorting improves
the visibility of the focused points.
5.5.1 Comparison to Color and Scale
In this experiment, the effectiveness of the depth of field effect for one single plot
is assessed. The core of the visualization approach is to map a multi-dimensional
distance to the amount of blur. For comparison, this distance is alternatively
mapped to color, and to color and scale of opaque disc glyphs. Since plotting of
opaque primitives is sensitive to the drawing order, glyphs are drawn in order
based on the distance, far to near.
This improves the visualization massively as shown in Figure 5.9. Note, that
the distance itself is unsigned. Ordering the points can thus lead to a wrong
interpretation: points with similar colors could be assumed to be close to each
other, but in fact, lie on opposite sides with the same distance to the selection body.
For comparison, two experiments and two data sets are prepared: a separation
task and a shape perception task. For each experiment, the parameters are set to
be as good as possible for the respective visualization, including color tables for
the comparison methods.
Separation Task
For this task, a three-dimensional synthetic dataset, consisting of four point
groups drawn from normal distributions are used (cf. dataset Dcls in Table 5.2).
Furthermore, a noise layer, based on Perlin noise is added. This type of noise
exhibits macro structures and thus simulates structured, but uninteresting data.



















Fig. 5.10: Separation task. (a) The data set in x× z with an arrow indicating the cluster
to be highlighted. (b) Scatterplot of x × y using blur highlights the selected
cluster. (c) Color highlights the cluster, but contains clutter and needs a color
legend. (d) Adding varying scaling reduces the visual clutter. The color table
used in (c) and (d) is the ColorBrewer diverging 5-class spectral.
All five structures can be separated in one dimension, as illustrated in Figure 5.10
(a). The task is to emphasize group c3 of the point groups visually. As a selection
body, the hypersphere is chosen. Figure 5.10 shows the result of the task using
the various visualizations. The figures 5.10 (b) to (d) show the results using blur,
colors and colors with scale. The used color table consists of well-distinguishable
colors in multiple classes to leverage perception of the different clusters. Note,
that the color table for the colored discs, as well as color and scale encode the
distance to the focus selection, while the color table for the blurred scatterplot
encodes the accumulated density.
All methods are able to separate the selected cluster. Color allows to identify all
four groups but shows clutter from the background noise. Additionally using scale
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decreases clutter, at the cost of less distinguishability between the unselected
clusters. Both plots, color, as well as color and scale, need an explicit color key to
identify the selected red cluster. Using blur, the selected group is salient, while the
rest of the data is visible as context and does not visually distract. The contextual
point groups are still qualitatively assessable, for example regarding the extents
or thickness. The latter is visible due to the additive blending and is not available
using color and scale. For example, the blurred cluster c4 (lower right area)
appears thicker in Figure 5.10 (b) than the selected cluster. Thus its extent in
the non-visible dimensions can be assumed to be larger. Also, since no diverging
color table is necessary, the cluster distances can be put into order without an
explicit comparison to a color key. As depictable from Figure 5.10 (b), the left
lower cluster is selected, followed by the cluster in the upper left corner (c2) and
a cluster in the lower right of the image (c4). The cluster c1 in the upper right
corner is nearly invisible due to the applied high amount of blur. This is desired
since it has a comparably high distance to the selection.
Shape Perception Task
A crucial aspect of data analysis is understanding a multi-dimensional shape.
For this experiment, a three-dimensional synthetic dataset containing uniformly
distributed point samples inside a cylindrical shape is prepared (cf. dataset Dcyl
in Table 5.2). Figure 5.11 (a) shows a schematic view of the dataset. The domain
is again polluted with point samples drawn from Perlin noise. The goal of the
task is to grasp the shape of the cylinder from only one plot. For the comparison
visualizations, an accordingly adjusted color table is used. The color table is
chosen to be sequential since it is the primary goal to assess the size, position,
and orientation of the cylinder. Again, the colors encode the distance to the
focus selection, while the colors in the blurred scatterplot encode the density. In
this example the selection is a single point placed in the center of the dataset’s
bounding box.
The figures 5.11 (b) to (d) show the results. As can be seen, using color leads to
high frequencies in the rendering. While it is possible to see the inner element of
higher density, the projected shape is barely visible. Scaling the points does not
help for this task in this setting, due to the continuous nature of the surrounding
noise. In fact, the scaling seems to visually amplify the noise in the lower
part of the rendering. Through blur, an effect similar to a projected volumetric















Fig. 5.11: Shape perception task. (a) An illustration of the dataset that contains a cylinder
of uniform noise embedded into Perlin noise. (b) Using blur, the cylinder and
its orientation can be assessed (c) Color does barely allow to see the cylinder.
(d) Adding varying scaling does not improve the quality. The color table used
in (c) and (d) is the ColorBrewer sequential 5-class YlOrBr.
reconstruction of the cylinder is achieved which visually separates the cylinder
from the Perlin noise. The orientation from bottom left to top right is clearly
visible. The smooth changes in blur suggest the continuous smooth shape of the
cylinder as well. In the presence of more than three dimensions, this does not
directly allow to grasp the orientation of the cylinder, but indicates on a rotation,
since the cylinder is not aligned to any of the main axes.
5.5.2 Case Studies
The following case studies demonstrate the usefulness of the entire approach, in-
cluding of the definition of the DOI using selection bodies and visualization. First,
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a) b) c) d)
e) f) g) h)
Fig. 5.12: Plots of dataset Dbul: ”Laser ablation bulge”. Left: histogram of the y dimension.
The other plots show dimensions x× z using the y locations as highlighted in
the histogram. Structures inside the bulge are visible as crisp points for the
correspondingly selected depth. Blurred particles in the surrounding provide
context beyond the focal plane.
the basic functionality is showcased using various comparably simple datasets.
Then, a more complex particle simulation dataset is demonstrated. Finally, a
dataset that contains point samples, rather than particles, is shown.
Case Study 1: Laser Ablation Bulge
Dataset Dbul contains a bulge that forms during a simulation of a laser ablation.
It is the same dataset as used in the evaluation in section 3.6. The bulge is almost
entirely closed, occluding the inner structures. For visualization, a moving focal
plane is selected to slide through the dataset. For three-dimensional datasets,
this plane is identical to the hypercube selection body with very small extents,
since for each plot, two of the three dimensions are excluded from the distance
calculation. Figure 5.12 shows the result for different focal values in y. Since
data is not clipped, as would be the case using intersecting planes or clipping
planes, the context of the structure in the proximity to the selected plane is
retained. For example, in Figure 5.12, the spatial development of the inner
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structures is depictable, especially the compact structure in the upper center
of the image. The denser appearance, which is mostly the result of blurring,
suggests that the structure is also extended in y direction. This is validated by the
respective visualizations with smaller (cf. Figure 5.12 (e) ) and higher y values
(cf. Figure 5.12 (g) ). In traditional scientific visualization approaches, a clipping
plane would be used that has to be placed exactly in order to see the inner
structures since structures behind the plane are removed. In contrast, blurring
allows defocusing points around the plane slowly, such that an approximative
adjustment of the focal plane suffices to gain insight.
Case Study 2: Iris Dataset
Data set Dirs contains the measurements of 150 iris flowers from three different
species [Fis36]. In addition to the nominal species classification four measurement
values are available as dimensions. One challenging analysis is the separation for
the species in the different plots. Figure 5.13 (a) and (b) show the SepalLength×
SepalWidth scatterplot of the data. In the left plot, the cluster-based selection is
used to highlight the versicolor species (diamonds). The species categories are
visualized using different glyphs: diamonds for versicolor, discs for setosa, and
quads for virginica. For this experiment, the species dimension was, however,
excluded from the distance computation. Based alone on the measurements, a
clear, although not perfect, separation of the species is possible using the cluster
selection. Only data points in the border regions are stronger blurred, since these
points were not captured by the cluster selection.
Because of the small size of the dataset another positive aspect of the method
can be observed regarding the blurring effects on overplotted data points. In
traditional scatterplots points that are projected onto the same location generate
overdraw and cannot be distinguished. Blurring data points reduces their impact
on individual image points. Thus, the values from multiple points become visible.
Especially, differently shaped glyphs are depictable at the same locations. The
arrow in Figure 5.13 (a) points at several locations of diamond shaped points and




Fig. 5.13: Plots of dataset Dirs: ”Iris dataset”. Selecting focal point f shown in the
histograms (lower row) and using the cluster-based distance allows to approxi-
mately separate the different species (a). For comparison, figure (b) shows the
rendering without blur. The different species are visualized by using different
glyph shapes. Note that in the blurred visualization sharp glyphs overplotting
blurred glyphs of another type can clearly be seen (arrow).
Case Study 3: Pollen Dataset
The pollen dataset (cf. dataset Dpol) has been a popular benchmark for visual-
ization systems. Typically, it serves as a benchmark for parallel coordinates plots
and interaction techniques [Dan+11]. It is a synthetic dataset, created at RCA
Laboratories in Princeton, N.J. in 1986. The dataset pretends to contain infor-
mation about geometric features of pollen grains. In fact, the contained metric
data is purely artificial and was generated, based on an uncorrelated Gaussian
distribution, followed by mirroring, rotating and rearrangement of data points
[Van+13]. Most interestingly, the dataset contains a structure that forms the
word EUREKA. Figure 5.14 shows a visualization of the dataset with and without
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a) b)
Fig. 5.14: Plots of dataset Dpol: ”Pollen dataset”. (a) Dataset visualization with data
points displayed as sharp points. (b) Applying blur according to the distance to
the focus cluster selection reveals the hidden word EUREKA.
using blur. For this dataset, the cluster selection body is used. The maximum
neighborhood distance was set to be slightly smaller than the user estimated
average distance between points. Then, the focus point was moved until an
interesting structure appeared. Finally, the maximum neighborhood distance was
decreased until the structure was sufficiently separated from the rest of the data.
As can be seen, the hidden word is clearly visible, while the remaining data, that
is noise in this dataset, is blurred using a high blur scale factor to appear nearly
filtered.
Case Study 4: Particles in Fluid Simulation
This dataset originates from a simulation of particle transport in a fluid (sand
or small stones in a river). The particles store a total of 21 attributes, including
position, linear speed, rotational speed and further simulation related values, like
collision forces. Analyzing these values is not trivial but highly relevant for the
application domain researchers. Especially interesting are the linear velocities
(velo) and angular velocities (ang_velo), as these values describe the dynamic and
give insight into the interaction between particles and the surrounding fluid.
Figure 5.15 shows selected plots and results found by selective blurring. The
direction of flow, and thus the direction of primary particle motion is +x, to the
right in the plots. +y is the elevation over the river’s ground, upwards in the
plots. Initially, the particles are all located at the bottom. The fluid’s motion
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y × x y × velo y × ang_velo
z × x
Focus: low ang_velo high ang_velo
Fig. 5.15: Plots of data set Dflw: ”Solid particles in fluid simulation”. Upper row: classical
scatterplots for dimensions y by either x, velo (linear velocity), and ang_velo
(angular velocity). Correlation between angular velocity and height is not clear.
Lower row: in scatterplots x× z particles with low angular velocity appear in
the bulk material (for example the red marked areas), while particles with high
values appear at borders of holes (e.g. purple marked areas).
accelerates the particles and lifts some up. Because of the limited simulation
extent, distinct waves of particles emerge, which are clearly visible, e.g. in plot
y × x. As particles at higher elevation can move more freely with the fluid, not
hindered by surrounding particles, there is a clear positive correlation between
velo and y. Surprisingly, this is not true for ang_velo.
To study this aspect, the lower plots in Figure 5.15 show the spatial dimensions
z × x. Glyphs are blurred based on different values for ang_velo. Particles in
bulk (e.g. red marked area) are in focus for low values, as expected, as their
packing hinders free motion. Particles with high ang_velo seem to be scattered
everywhere, especially independent of elevation. This is understandable for
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higher elevations, where particles can move freely. At lower elevation, in-focus
glyphs are located at borders of larger holes (cf. purple marked area) in the bulk
regions. This indicates that rotation shown by high ang_velo values are induced
by being pushed by other particles. The close packing in bulk regions inhibits
rolling and, instead, particles slide as groups. The visualization approach allows
focussing on particles from either of these two fundamentally different states of
particle motion. It also enables a smooth transition in between these states and
always retains the context of the remaining, blurred particles.
Case Study 5: Hurricane Isabel
The Hurricane Isabel dataset is sampled from a reconstructed continuous field
(cf. dataset Dhur). Since it is sampled at a regular grid, spatial information
of the different points is of minor use. For this evaluation, a down-sampled
version is used. The original data is a multi-attribute volume with a resolution
of 500× 500× 100 data points and a total of 13 variables describing wind speed,
pressure, temperature and meteorological values, like cloud moisture mixing ratio.
The simulated hurricane extends over 2, 139km× 2, 004km× 19.8km. Recreating
the real hurricane Isabel from 2003, the simulation was performed using the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model [Mic+05]. The data files were
provided for the IEEE SciVis Contest 2004.
The spatial resolution was reduced to 1/4 in each dimension and the sample
point’s position was stored as an additional attribute at each data point. Also,
for this case study, the dataset was augmented with the magnitude of the wind
speed vector, resulting in a total of 17 variables. Figure 5.16 shows the resulting
scatterplot of the spatial domain x × y. Note that the visible structure of the
hurricane in the plot emerges through blur only, as the data points themselves are
positioned on a regular grid. Since the method increases the area of contribution
of blurred points, data elements close to the selected focus body are visible in the
space between the data points. The stronger the blur values, i.e. the larger dF ,
the less impact data points have on individual image points. Dark areas, e.g. the
upper right corner of the plot, only contain data points with very small distances.
Bright areas, e.g. at the bottom, contain data points with large distances. Points
in focus are directly visible by their sharp disk glyphs, as can be seen on the right
side and in c) of Figure 5.16. This not only shows the vortex structure but also
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Fig. 5.16: Plots of dataset Dhur: ”Hurricane Isabel”. Left: Scatterplot of x × y using
selective blur. (a) - (d): Zoomed-in views of the two marked regions. (a)
and (c) use selective blur. (b) and (d) use transparent splats for comparison.
Bottom row: histograms of three relevant dimensions and the selected focus
coordinates marked with vertical lines.
These hint to wind directions changing with the height coordinate z within the
vicinity of the selected focus point values.
The histograms in the lower row show the data of three relevant dimensions used
in the distance computation: pressure, temperature and wind speed. The red and
gray markings are f and s of the hypercube focus selection.
In Figure 5.17 the focal point is changed by first increasing the temperature. The
x×z plot on the right side hints that data points with lower z values have smaller
distances. Data points with too small or too large z values have large distances,
are thus heavily blurred and do not visually contribute to the plot. Choosing a
correspondingly low z value for the focus point (cf. lower left histogram) reveals
the structure of the hurricane again. Note, that the cross-hatched pattern in the
lower left area of the plot almost vanished compared to Figure 5.16 (a). Thus, the
flow seems to be much more stable at this selected focus point and its vicinity.
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Fig. 5.17: Detailed scatterplots of dataset Dhur: ”Hurricane Isabel”. Top row: two scat-
terplots of the spatial dimensions. The focus selection is on the hurricane’s
structure for increased pressure, mid-high temperatures and increased wind
speed at a lower height. Bottom row: histograms of the involved dimensions
showing the focal point.
5.5.3 Performance Evaluation
The test system was equipped with an Intel i7-2770K, clocked at 3.50GHz, with
16GB RAM and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 680 GPU with 2GB graphics memory. The
rendering window was set to a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. All data sets
were zoomed in all setups to be completely visible, filling up most of the screen.
From the datasets of Table 5.2 four datasets were selected for the performance
evaluation. The used datasets are the pollen dataset Dpol, the synthetic cylinder
dataset Dcyl and two real-world datasets Dflw and Dhur. All parameters that
influence the rendering speed, like blurriness and disk radius, were set to be the
same for each data set.
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dataset classical SP blurred SP ns/pt.
Dpol 0.415 0.904 0.234 ns
Dflw 0.509 1.563 0.116 ns
Dcyl 0.646 1.808 0.089 ns
Dhur 2.214 30.303 0.094 ns
Tab. 5.3: Overall rendering performance for classical scatterplots (classic SP) and the
presented method (blurred SP) in milliseconds. ns/pt. is the average time
required per data point for one plot in the proposed method in nanoseconds.
# dims 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
# plots 1 3 6 10 15 21 28
ms/splom 29.601 29.053 51.046 54.083 75.586 60.168 79.936
ms/plot 29.601 9.684 8.508 5.408 5.039 2.865 2.855
Tab. 5.4: Rendering performance scalability based on the number of visible dimensions,
i.e. the number of visible plots (data set Dhur with 315,500 points)
Table 5.3 shows the overall rendering performance of the presented implemen-
tation. The values in milliseconds are given for single scatterplots showing all
data points for the datasets. As a comparison, a classic scatterplot rendering was
employed by removing all selection and blurring features from the algorithm.
Compared to traditional scatterplots, the method using selective blur (second
column) is slower, due to more complex shader computations and texture lookups,
but still maintains computation times that allow for interactive frame rates. The
rendering load per point (third column) is similar for the larger datasets Dsyn and
Dhur. The higher values for Dpol result from the fixed overhead of the graphics
pipeline, which outweighs the comparatively small amount of points.
The visualization is designed to show a scatterplot matrix composed of many
plots. Table 5.4 shows the performance scaling with increasing number of plots.
Naturally, the number of plots increases quadratic with the number of visible
dimensions. However, since the window size and the zoom level remain constant,
the sizes of the individual plots within the matrix decrease. The lower row
shows the average milliseconds required to render one plot. The rendering
time for the 1-plot case is highest since it covers nearly the whole screen. The
performance is mainly influenced by texture lookups and the blending operations.
With decreasing plot sizes, the blending becomes the defining performance factor.
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5.6 Benefits and Limitations
Presenting multi-dimensional data with many data points in scatterplots can
result in several problems, depending on the size and complexity of the data.
Individual plots can become cluttered and hard to read. Reducing the visual
complexity by showing only a subset in more detail helps to lower the visual
complexity significantly. Selecting points through a multi-dimensional body
and incorporating blur to defocus unselected points directly combines selection,
filtering, and Focus+Context in one consistent way. This allows for high numbers
of points to be shown in plots, where only relevant points are focused, and others
provide context. For a more in-depth discussion on this method in the context of
the thesis, please see chapter 6.
Depth of field is a concept that is easy to understand. There is evidence that
providing context by blurring is superior to other methods such as using color
or scale. The blending of colored glyphs, especially for multi-dimensional data
points, has several problems considering the interpretability of the final color,
the influence of one data point or the blending order. As the perception and
separation tasks in section 5.5.1 have shown, color and scale do not visually
reduce high frequencies in uninteresting data. Furthermore, colors require some
notion of color legend or color key to be interpretable. This is not necessary when
blur is used.
The comparative studies show that blur visually emphasizes important structures
while still allowing to assess qualitative properties of unfocused data. In case
study 5, involving the Hurricane Isabel dataset Dhur, the x × y plot delivered
hardly any information but only a regular grid in traditional scatterplots. Using
selective blur, emerging visual features help steer the exploration. Also, points
that would usually be entirely overplotted become visible as the plotting area gets
larger with increasing distance. This is done without the need for point distortion
or elaborate multi-dimensional projection schemes. As shown in case study 4
(using the particles in fluids dataset Dflw), gradually deemphasizing unselected
data helps to find characteristics of data from only a single plot. At the same time,
more information is conveyed. For example, in case study 5, cross-hatch patterns
appeared, which are not visible in traditional scatterplots. Of course, for an exact
analysis of all aspects of the data, the entirety of plots of the SPLOM must be
used.
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Various selection strategies are suitable for different data configurations. The
convex hyper bodies are best suited for exploration tasks. Although the number
of parameters increases with increasing dimensionality of the dataset, only a few
parameters, besides the focus point, need to be manipulated in practice. These
parameters may be adjusted incrementally, using immediate visual feedback,
until interesting structures were found. For example, in case study 3, the hidden
word EUREKA in the pollen dataset Dpol was found by gradually moving the
focus point. Still, in the current method, the definition of the selection bodies is
challenging. Advanced interfaces, as overviewed in section 2.3.3, can facilitate
multi-dimensional point placement.
The approach is simple from an algorithmic perspective and easily parallelizable
using graphics hardware. In cases of many points covering the same pixel, fill
rate problems occur and rendering speed can drop considerably. In practice,
however, such a situation is not very common. Still, the performance depends
on a trade-off between the number of points and the visible dimensions. More
advanced rendering approaches can improve rendering performance. For example,
depending on the amount of blur, particles can be subdivided into different sets.
Rendering of points that are highly blurred can then be rendered into a texture
with lower resolution which effectively decreases the number of concurrent write
operations. In a final pass, all layers are additively blended. This multi-resolution
approach sacrifices on accuracy. In practice, however, the effect might be hardly
noticeable, especially for highly blurred glyphs.
The proposed blurring method is currently used in conjunction with scatterplot
matrices. It thus shares all benefits and problems with SPLOMs, for example,
the quadratic growth of necessary panels with increasing dimensionality. It can
alternatively be combined with methods addressing these issues, like dimension
reduction or rearrangement and rescaling of panels, provided that these measures
fit the visualization purpose. For distance calculation, the L2 norm is used.
Per plot, this corresponds to the length of the vector composed of all but two
dimensions. For nominal data, its influence is decided based on whether the
point’s class is part of the selected set. Even if all dimensions represent metric
values, the issue of individual scaling and comparing dimensions in the single
metric remains. Variables with much higher scale than others have a higher
impact on the distance calculation. Renormalization of the value ranges of the
different dimensions would solve this issue, but might not be plausible regarding
the meaning for the data domain. For example, the L2 norm of a velocity, a
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weight and a cost might hardly have a concise semantics, a problem that this
method shares with projection approaches such as SVD or PCA. Nevertheless, it
might not be necessary to attribute a plausible dimension to this norm. Instead,
by regarding it as what it is - a distance to something selected, that is smaller if
the points are close to the selection and higher if the points are farther away - the
need for proper semantics might be of minor importance.
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6Discussion and Conclusion
Visualization is essential to explore particle datasets with unknown characteristics.
Finding visualizations that are efficient, expressive and appropriate for this kind of
data is a challenging task. In this work, three exemplary methods were proposed
that are based on the idea of Focus+Context. For static particle data, an extension
of the base-line visualization was presented. Each particle is represented by
a spherical glyph. To reveal hidden structures and facilitate understanding, a
subset of the dataset is highlighted using transparency. According to an implicitly
defined degree-of-interest function, more relevant particles appear opaque, while
irrelevant elements are shown nearly transparent. Particles in a transition area
are rendered using varying transparency. Methods from volume rendering are
used to retain the spherical volumetric shape. To enhance depth cues, an ambient
lighting approach was introduced. It builds on a fast approximative evaluation by
precomputing a density lookup structure and using voxel cone tracing. Various
case studies have shown, that these additions improve the comprehensibility of
data and reveal new aspects.
Since particle data is typically time-dependent, Focus+Context was extended
to time in chapter 4. This requires a way to convey multiple time steps in one
static depiction. On the level of higher-order structures, a fundamental context
visualization for an arbitrary time span, embedded into the spatial visualization of
a single time step in focus, was proposed. Based on the cluster’s path, a ribbon is
placed that encodes various attributes on its surface using two-dimensional plots.
This way, abstract and spatial methods are combined into one visualization. The
method allows inspecting one time step in detail and thus exploit the human’s
capability to understand complex shapes, and at the same time to qualitatively
assess the cause and the effect of the current state. The examples have shown,
that this method allows conveying dataset dynamics of moving clusters in only
view images.
The particle’s position is typically not the only defining factor for the data’s
dynamics. Datasets can exist in a high-dimensional space or are arranged such that
the position does not change during simulation. In these cases, especially when
all attributes, including position, should be shown equally, more general multi-
dimensional visualization approaches are required. In chapter 5, a method for
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C1: Challenges concerning the particle’s structure:
C1.1: Relevant aspects exist on multiple scales and a visualization should convey
aspects of all scales simultaneously.
C1.2: Structures are dense, which will lead to occlusion.
C1.3: Particles can have a multitude of attributes that should be visualized.
C1.4: Particles are true independent entities, which gives rise to methods that show
distinguishable objects for each particle.
C2: Challenges concerning the fact, that particle data is typically time-dependent:
C2.1: Particle data is usually time-dependent, and interesting dynamics emerge only
over time, so a visualization should integrate the temporal aspect.
C2.2: Particle structures are highly dynamic, i.e. clusters can drastically change over
time and cannot be approximated with a static shape.
C2.3: Particles are subject to micro movements which are intended, so a particle
visualization should not simply filter them out.
C3: Challenges concerning the efficient implementation of a visualization method.
C3.1: Particle data is typically an unordered list, making it necessary to generate
appropriate and efficient acceleration data structures for advanced queries.
C3.2: Particle data consists of many short, scattered information packages which is
not optimal for cache effective programming.
C3.3: Particle data lives in a possibly cyclic space, so especially algorithms that perform
neighborhood queries must be aware of this fact.
Fig. 6.1: Summary of challenges from 2.2.
point-based data that incorporates Focus+Context into scatterplots was presented.
The visualization uses the idea of a shallow depth of field. Points in focus are
shown as discs with a sharp border, while points in the context are blurred,
depending on their distance to the focus. This way, an additional qualitative
visual variable, sharpness, is included in the plots. As various case studies and
experiments have shown does this not only decrease visual complexity but in fact,
adds more information into single plots.
Detailed discussions and suggestions for future work was already given for each
method in their respective reviews in section 3.7, section 4.7 and section 5.6. In
this chapter, the methods are compared to the challenges mentioned in section 2.2.
They are summarized in box 6.1.
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Challenge Static 3D Dynamic 3D Static nD
C1.1 Multiple Scales (X) (X) (X)
C1.2 Dense Structures X × X
C1.3 Many Attributes × × X
C1.4 Independent Entities X X (X)
C2.1 Time-Dependent (X) X ×
C2.2 Dynamic Structures X X ×
C2.3 Micro Movements (X) × ×
C3.1 Unordered List (X) (X) (X)
C3.2 Short Packages X X X
C3.3 Cyclic Space (X) X X
Tab. 6.1: Conformance of the presented methods to the challenges and requirements
presented in section 2.2. Methods ”Static 3D”, ”Dynamic 3D” and ”Static nD”
are presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
X: fulfilled, (X): partly or indirectly fulfilled, ×: not fulfilled.
6.1 Conformance to the Challenges
Table 6.1 overviews the conformance of the individual methods. The method for
static 3d particle data (cf. chapter 3) is strong in conveying particles on multiple
scales while still being able to show individual elements. The method for time-
depending data (cf. chapter 4) is centered around conveying the temporal aspect
of particle data. The multi-dimensional method focusses on a larger attribute
space.
The extension of the base-line visualization does not rely on data abstraction
and shows all particles as distinct instances to allow individual depiction (cf.
C1.4). Since particles form higher-order structures, this makes them visible, as
well. To facilitate the multiple scales aspect (cf. C1.1), Focus+Context is used
to highlight parts explicitly. For example, in the case study in section 3.6, the
individual particles that diffuse between droplets were highlighted, while the
droplets themselves were visually deemphasized to only serve as a reference.
However, since the clusters are composed of many small geometric objects, visual
clutter becomes a problem. Foremost, this noise stems from the simple local
lighting. By interactively turning local lighting off and only relying on ambient
occlusion as a depth cue, the problem is not solved but mitigated. Also, since
ambient occlusion is a global illumination effect, coarser higher order structures
are highlighted. They add further depth cues that help to understand the structure.
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Still, for specific use-cases, especially in molecular dynamics, a derived surface
might be more desirable to reduce visual complexity considerably.
Selective highlighting is also a key component to handle occlusion, which exists
in dense structures (cf. C1.2). Here, the integration of Focus+Context yields
the most significant benefit. The case study D4 in section 3.6 revealed the
complex inner of the bulge using a feature-based implicit degree-of-interest
function. In contrast to using clipping planes or other selective filtering techniques,
the unfocused data is kept visible. Occlusion is further addressed by allowing
interactive camera control and parameter manipulation.
Since the visualization is based on a direct spatial mapping of the particles,
possibilities to convey further attributes are limited (cf. C1.3). In the current
state, the glyphs contain two additional degrees of freedom by modifying their
radius and surface color. The latter interferes with the lighting. The design space
for the definition of the degree-of-interest function, however, does not have any
constraints. It is thus possible to formulate a DOI based on all attributes and map
them to transparency. This indirect mapping can uncover significant information.
For example in case study D6, mapping the local density to the transparency
revealed the shock wave.
To convey the temporal aspects of particle data (cf. C2.1), the results from chapter
3 can be played as an animation. As laid out in section 4, mapping simulation
time to physical time is a reasonable approach and leverages understanding of
the dynamic of cluster shapes. It is, however, prone to wrong interpretation and
missed information. Since almost no assumptions or abstractions are used in
the visualization the dynamics are conveyed as-is in the dataset (cg. C2.2). This
includes the movement of the individual particles. The particles path is conveyed
by the moving particles, including micro movements (cf. C2.3). This, however,
can make an exact visual tracking of individual particles a challenging task. For
example, particles inside a dense region are subject to collisions and bounces,
which impedes visual tracking.
Showing different time steps in a short time requires a fast computation. Since
the visualization itself does not make any assumptions on the ordering of the
particles, the data can be uploaded to graphics memory in bigger chunks, thus
exploiting high transfer rates from main memory (cf. C3.1). On the graphics card,
individual particles are treated like vertices which allow graphics cards specific
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optimizations (cf. C3.2). In the preprocessing step, however, the data order does
matter. Preliminary tests indicate that the performance during the voxelization
step can be drastically improved by ordering write accesses. When neighboring
particles in the data structure are also in spatial proximity, they will write into
the same region of the voxel grid, leading to a more efficient usage of the write
cache. Seemingly, this performance gain outweighs possible losses due to the
higher chance of concurrent writes to the same location.
In practice, the voxel grid is stored in a 3d texture. Graphics APIs allow specifying
how access attempts outside of the texture borders should be handeled. By
setting this parameter to repeat the texture for selected dimensions, cyclic border
conditions in the dataset are reflected (cf. C3.3). This way, when the volume is
accessed for the ambient occlusion estimation and reaches outside the boundary,
a wrapping is performed automatically. Not yet covered in the current state of
the voxelization is the case of a partly wrapped particle glyph. Situations exist
where its center is on one side, but the sphere itself is wrapped and is thus partly
on the opposite side.
To facilitate understanding of temporal aspects, the base-line visualization is
enhanced with a means to convey temporal development on a per-cluster level
in chapter 4. This extension is a result of the observation, that not only the
individual time steps are interesting but their development (cf. C2.1). Here,
Focus+Context was used to select a time span as the context. According to the
design principles of the context part of the visualization, information is only
required to be assessable in a qualitative manner. That means it serves as a guide
to grasp fundamental temporal aspects on a per-cluster level. By choosing an
abstract representation in the form of a ribbon, not the cluster structure itself
is shown but only its path. Likewise, the attributes plotted on the ribbon are
general and account only for the dynamic shape (cf. C2.2). For example, the
spherical anisotropy or the density can indicate on drastic changes. Note, that
these attributes must not be confused with the per-particle feature space, but only
serve the purpose to convey changes of the particle cluster. Currently, the method
does not directly support the visualization of particle-based features over time,
other than the position (cf. C1.3).
The ribbon’s data is generated in a preprocessing step. Especially to distinguish
particles in a gas state from particles that are attached to a cluster, neighbor
queries are necessary. In the prototype, a fast knn lookup structure is built, based
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on kd trees. The calculation of all attributes considers possibly cyclic border
conditions (cf. C3.3). For example, the calculation of the cluster center uses a
projection on the unit circle for each dimension that is cyclic. In the same manner,
all elements that require distance calculations are adapted accordingly.
To show all relevant information of a dataset with an arbitrary number of at-
tributes (cf. C1.3), a more general visualization was proposed in chapter 5.
The method trades a direct spatial visualization of the physical domain with a
generalized multi-dimensional scheme. On the one hand, since it extends the
scatterplot matrix, a direct depiction of 3d-based particle data is not possible.
This means, for example, that the spatial density (cf. C1.2) of the particles cannot
be depicted directly from one plot. Instead, the user must consider all plots that
show spatial attributes. On the other hand, the method enables showing the full
spectrum of attributes. This extends the possibilities to assess dense and sparse
regions to all attributes, rather than just the position. Additionally, the density
is directly encoded in the context visualization, since the additive blending of
blurred disc splats approximates a kernel density estimation over the points in the
plot. As in the proposed method for static 3d data, an appropriate formulation
of the degree-of-interest function allows highlighting structures of a higher level
using Focus+Context. For example in case study 3 in section 5.5.2, the connected
structure is selected and stands out from the remaining data. In the same manner,
one of the clusters in task 1 in section 5.5.1 is highlighted. This directly counter-
acts the high mental demands of a scatterplot matrix visualization and helps to
simplify the visualization. Points in the context region are shown increasingly
blurry, which impedes identification of individual elements (cf. C1.4). This,
however, is desired in the context visualization to decrease the frequency and
facilitate preattentive processing. Points in focus are well distinguishable by their
representation as sharp discs. However, since a simple geometric object without
border is used, the depiction of individual elements becomes less depictable with
increasing point density.
The method is simple from an algorithmic perspective. Individual points are used
as vertices to generate a point primitive that is rasterized accordingly. Similar to
the algorithm for the static 3d visualization, the complete dataset is uploaded.
Individual plots are generated by a selection of two attributes each, which are
stored interleaved. It stands to reason if an aligned memory layout can better
exploit the hardware cache of the graphics card. Since additive blending is used,
no assumptions are necessary on the ordering of the data (cf. C3.1). For the
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preprocessing, the histogram and distance calculation are required. Here, cyclic
border conditions need to be taken into account for the position attributes (cf.
C3.3).
In the current state, the multi-dimensional method does not have any support
for the temporal aspects of the data, but can only show one time step. Thus, all
temporal challenges are currently not covered. However, since the visualization
can be computed very efficiently, adding support for time-dependent data by
means of an animation is straightforward.
6.2 Conclusion and Outlook
Throughout the work, Focus+Context has shown to be a viable tool to improve
the quality of visualization approaches. It is especially helpful to reveal occluded
structures, convey temporal aspects and lower the overall visual complexity.
The here-proposed methods serve as a foundation for the rich possibilities of
Focus+Context techniques in conjunction with particle visualization.
Merging all proposed methods into one comprehensive tool can combine their
benefits. This would be simple for the static and dynamic 3d visualization, by
integrating the ribbon into the advanced static visualization to enable a temporal
Focus+Context. In fact, this can help to reduce occlusion problems further, as
discussed in section 4.7. Integrating the multi-dimensional visualization as well is
not as straightforward. One possibility is linked views, that means the enhanced
dynamic 3D visualization and the multi-dimensional visualization are presented
in independent views and connected by their interaction. For example, the multi-
dimensional visualization could be used to define the degree-of-interest function
over all attributes to be used for the spatial view.
Not covered in this thesis are ideas how Focus+Context can be incorporated into
more specialized visualizations. Instead, it was argued in section 2.3.4 that some
of the methods, especially those that generate visualizations on a higher level
of abstraction, can serve as a context visualization. However, in cases where
individual particles do not contain relevant information, but only higher order
structures, these methods are in fact the focus. Although it is to expect that
their number is an order of magnitude smaller, a visualization might still need to
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convey numerous of such structures. For example, protein simulation data can
contain thousands of proteins. Since the shapes of these structures are much more
complicated, comparably simple methods like increased transparency might not
suffice. This is especially true for visualizations of continuous simulations where
a reconstruction as a surface or volume can be of arbitrary complexity. More
advanced strategies, like changing the rendering style, selectively leaving out
details of one element or using even higher abstractions might become necessary.
Still, the general idea – showing a subset of the data in detail and the rest only
qualitatively – is applicable.
Also not covered are temporal Focus+Context methods on a per-particle level,
as well as for non-moving clusters. In fact, in many datasets, it might not be
possible to identify distinct clusters that are stable over multiple time frames.
For example in nucleation processes, as outlined in section 2.1.1, the simulation
is initialized with scattered particles and clusters emerge only after some time.
Here, different visualization approaches are necessary. It is unclear if the idea
of integrating an abstract two-dimensional visualization inside a 3d plot is still
usable. In these cases, temporal changes must be conveyed by other means. For
example, the dataset can be augmented with additional attributes, such as the rate
of change of an attribute. They can serve as an input for established metaphors
such as approaches used to convey uncertainty. This strategy, however, might
reduce the temporal dimension to coarse qualitative cues. Modifications of the
focus visualization itself to incorporate a time span could improve the quality, for
example by using more advanced glyphs. Different glyphs can encode a variety of
temporal dynamics, from using arrows for movement to more general glyphs like
quadrics to encode contraction and expansion. It is debatable, however, if this
still counts as a Focus+Context visualization.
A convincing focus visualization, accompanied with a corresponding representa-
tion for the context and transition is not usable without an appropriate definition
of the degree-of-interest function. Although it must be adapted to the domain and
the problem at hand, various general parts are common. For example, as outlined
in section 2.3.3, already the placement of points in more than two dimensions
becomes challenging. Here, standardized and scalable methods must be found
and become part of the daily work, not only for visualization scientists but also
for domain experts. To incorporate additional attributes, more flexible definitions
are required. Early research on domain-specific languages exist, but neither have
they gained widespread acceptance nor are they able to cover all cases. Also, the
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requirement to learn a language just for data selection poses an additional hurdle
for the actual users. Easy-to-use systems, based on simple, yet robust mechanisms
are required. The spectrum ranges from supporting multiple basic definitions that
can be chosen from a list, over easily accessible visual programming languages, to
semi-automatic selection generation using machine learning. Especially designing
interfaces that support DOI definition by visual programming languages is in
reach and can use general ideas from this field, such as using boxes or pictograms.
Machine learning can be especially beneficial since a selection is not necessarily
required to be exact, so view cues could be used to formulate the DOI. However,
not all machine learning methods might be usable, since the result might not be
comprehensible to the user, making it unclear what a selection means.
In conclusion, Focus+Context bears the potential to improve existing visualiza-
tions without the need to reinvent established methods for different use cases.
The techniques mentioned in section 2.3.1 and section 2.3.4 have shown, that
methods can either be re-used as a focus or context view, can be easily adapted
or in fact already comply to the requirements. This indicates, that Focus+Context
is not a purely academic construct. It is a formulation of a natural strategy that
is found independently by multiple works. Future research on Focus+Context
methods in general, as well as specialized visualizations for distinct use cases, are
the key to understand complex particle data better and handle growing dataset
sizes.
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2.1 Examples of base-line visualizations with ambient occlusion. (a)
Visualization of the protein with PDB ID 1UUN. (b) Visualization of
a synthetic particle structure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
2.2 Examples of discrete particle simulations. (a) Visualization of a
nucleation process. The excerpt shows local heterogeneity in homo-
geneous nucleation in the proximity around a large grain (Figure
from [Shi+17], Fig. 7). (b) Visualization of a small porous media
sample made from distinct polyhedra-shaped particles (Figure from
[Gro+10a], Fig. 1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
2.3 Examples of continuous particle simulations. (a) Particle distribution
in one time step of a shallow water simulation. (b) Surface recon-
struction of the same distribution (Figure (a) and (b) from [LH10],
Fig. 5). (c) Visualization of the Dark Sky n-Body simulation (Figure
from [Sch+16], Fig. 1). (d) Detailed closeup of a dark matter simu-
lation using tetrahedrons to preserve details (Figure from [Kae+12],
Fig. 5). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
2.4 Raycasting of spherical glyphs. First, a quadrilateral is generated (de-
fined by the four points b1...4) that tightly approximates the sphere,
given a perspective camera with camera point c. For each fragment
of the quadrilateral during rasterization, a ray is constructed and
tested for intersection with an implicit formulation of the sphere. If
the ray intersects the sphere, the fragment is colored accordingly,
otherwise it is discarded. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
2.5 Determination of tight silhouette quad. (a) Four planes from the
camera point c form a frustum and each plane tangentially touches
the sphere in one of the points b1...4. (b) Every two points lie on
a plane that is perpendicular to the xz, respectively yz plane (not
shown) in camera space. Projecting the camera point on the plane
reduces the problem of finding each two of the tangent points to two
dimensions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
195
2.6 Geometric construction to find two of the four silhouette points
(on one of the two axis aligned planes, see Figure 2.5 (b) for a
reference). In total, the camera point c′, the silhouette point b′1, the
sphere center in the origin and another point p allow constructing
three nested triangles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
2.7 Examples of surfaces from particle data. (a) The metaball surface
shows spherical glyphs in proximity as a connected surface (Figure
from [Mü+07], Fig. 8). (b) Van-der-Waals surface of a protein (PDB
ID 2ONV). (c) The solvent excluded surface defines the boundary
for external atoms that do not intersect any atom of the molecule
(Figures (b) and (c) from [Kro+09], Fig. 2). . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
2.8 Visualization of one time step from the ”Bursting Liquid Layer”
dataset (cf. dataset D5 of section 3.6). Note the many different
scales of the dynamic structures, beginning from single particles up
to clusters that contain 100,000s of particles. . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
2.9 20 random particle paths from the Colliding Droplets dataset (cf.
case study D3 of section 3.6 and case study 1 in section 4.6.1).
The particles have a trending direction but are subject to heavy
micro movement, induced by collisions. After the droplets impact,
complexity of the path further increases. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
2.10 Perspective Wall method by Apperley et al. [App+82]. Data in focus
is shown unaltered with increasing perspective distortion to the left
and right of the focused region. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
2.11 Example for fisheye distortion in volume rendering. (a) The distor-
tion mask magnifies a radial part of the visualization. (b) Unaltered
medical volume visualization. (c) Applied fisheye effect with the
focus on an aneurysm. (Figures (b) and (c) from [CB04], Fig. 6.) . 32
2.12 Examples of non-photorealistic rendering (a) and illustrative render-
ing (b). Figure (a) from [Kin+03], Fig. 9; Figure (b) from [Sou+04],
Fig. 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
2.13 Different classes of DOI functions. (a) Binary DOIs define data
elements to be either in focus or context. (b) Discrete DOIs have
a transition area that consists of discrete values which can map
to distinct visualizations. (c) Continuous DOIs contain a smooth
transition (see area in dashed lines) and requires a corresponding
continuous visual transition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
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2.14 Magnification of a backbone visualization of a protein. (a) Undis-
torted backbone visualization. (b) Applied magnification lens to
increase space for specific parts of the data. (Figures from [DL+07],
Fig. 8.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
2.15 Examples of Focus+Context visualizations. (a) Simultaneous visual-
ization of a large protein complex in multiple levels of abstraction,
based on the camera distance (Figure from [Par+14], Fig. 1). (b)
Closeup of crowded environment in a simulated cell in a signal trans-
duction simulation. Different rendering styles, shadings and depth
of field highlight protein trajectories (Figure from [Fal+09], Fig. 1). 43
3.1 Visualization of the same dataset when inner structures are to be
visualized. Ambient occlusion is used in all images to highlight
structures. (a): In the naive visualization, the inner is completely
occluded. (b): Using clipping planes, the inner becomes visible, but
possibly important parts behind the plane are removed. (c): Filtering
(based on density) does reveal inner structures but also removes
important or contextual structures. Also, steering the filtering exactly
is challenging. (d): The proposed methods allow grasping the inner
structures while retaining the outer structure as a context. . . . . . 47
3.2 Exemplary renderings of a particle dataset with semi-transparent
particles using PyMol [Sch10] and VMD [Hum+96]. (a) PyMol
supports naive transparency only, making individual particles hard
to distinguish. (b) VMD does not perform depth sorting which leads
to implausible results. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
3.3 Emission-Absorption model in volume rendering to determine color
of one pixel. A ray with direction ~v originates from an eye point e.
It crosses the target pixel, enters the volume at ray location tn and
exits it at tf . On every point on the ray (here shown for one location
t, only), light of color
...
LE(t) is emitted. In order to reach the eye, it
travels back through the volume where it is modulated according to
the transparency function τ(tn, t). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
3.4 Opacity profiles as presented in this section. For each circular pro-
file, the effect on an example scene with transparency, and with
transparency and ambient occlusion is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
3.5 Constant opacity profile (Θmax = 0.5). Left: complete profile for a
spherical volume; right: diagram of cross-section through the center. 57
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3.6 L22 opacity profile (Θmax = 0.5). Left: complete profile for a spherical
volume; right: diagram of cross-section through the center. . . . . . 59
3.7 Hollow ball opacity profile (Θmax = 0.8) with constant density. The
radius of the empty inner ball is 90% the radius of the outer ball.
Left: complete profile for a spherical volume; right: diagram of
cross-section through the center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
3.8 Two different ambient occlusion models. Common to both models is
that occluders in a hemisphere with principal direction ~n and base
point s attenuate incoming ambient light. (a) The surface ambient
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inside. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
3.9 Varying emission strength for ambient lighting. In the leftmost
image, the emission is completely disabled, thus ambient lighting is
identical to volumetric ambient occlusion. Glyphs are shadowed by
their surrounding objects. In the rightmost image, the full emission
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material color on glyphs in their surrounding. . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
3.10 Example dataset (protein with PDB ID 1UUN), visualized using
glyphs (left) and its voxelized pendant, visualized using volume
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3.11 Voxel cone tracing model. (a) Cones are coarsly approximated by
successively lower resolutions of the voxelization. (b) Three touch-
ing cones around the point’s normal ~n approximate the significant
volume of the hemisphere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
3.12 Determination of touching cones to approximate the hemisphere.
The main direction for each cone is determined by constructing a
circle on the xy plane. The intersection points of the directions and
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value y is calculated using the additional constraint of consecutive
direction vectors spanning the opening angle γ. . . . . . . . . . . . 73
3.13 The user interface of the prototype. The interactive 3D visualization
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3.14 Comparison of ambient occlusion methods. Left: ambient occlu-
sion from QuteMol [Tar+06] generally overdarkens partly occluded
regions. Center: ambient occlusion from [Gro+12a] does not suffi-
ciently darken regions. Reft: the proposed method based on voxel
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3.15 Visualization of the NiAl dataset D2. Left: naive visualization with
local lighting, right: proposed lighting model. Folds in the dataset
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